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OVERVIEW

Development of an instructional program is begun because no training

program has been found to exist that is capable of adequately training

individuals to do a particular job. This first step in the ISD process,

then, is to establish exactly what constitutes, or will constitute,

adequate on-th.-job performance. It answers the questions of what

tasks, performed in what manner, under what conditions, in response to

what cues, to what standards of performance, make up the Job. Regard-

less of how well the next steps are carried out, if job analysis data

are not valid and reliable, the resulting instructional program will

fail to produce personnel able to perform their duties at an acceptable

level.

___._ _



ANALYZE JOB

1.0 INTRODUCTION

W. r How An Instructional Systems Develsrnent Program Begins

Where a particular Instructional Systems Development (ISD) program

begins depends on what has beer, done before. For example, if you or

someone else recently completed an adequate Job analysis of the par-

ticular job for which you intend to provide an IS) training program,

you should not. begin with this block. While this is an excellent

point aL which to begin learning about ISO, it is not necessarily the

point at which you would begin developing an ISO program.

The ultimate purpose of ISO is to produce a properly trained per-

son; tha. is, a person who can do the job for which he was trained.

This means that in order to design and carry out effective training

you first must know the job in considerable detail. The ISD process

begins with specific questions about the 1ob.

Some of the things you must find out about the job in order to

develop adequate training are:

1. '4hat kinds of people will be doing this job? How many

will be doing the job? Where will they be located?

2. What major duties does the job include? I
3. What tasks make up the job?

4. Exactly how is each task accomplished? What work elements

make up the task? In what order must these be performed?

2



5. Under what conditions must each task be performed? What

tools, equipment, or other facilities are required

to perform each task?

6. What cues cause a job incumbent (job holder), in the job

situation, to .perform a particular task in a particular

manher? (How does he know when to start a task, when to

perform each element that makes up the task, and when the

task is completed?)

7. To what standard of proficiency must each task be performed?

Requirements for trained people originate from a number of sources-

1. Introduction of new weapons and systems

2. New laws, Department of Defense (DOD) requirements, military

service specific needs, aiid social problems

3. Realignment of career fields, ratings, Military Occupatienat

Specialties (MOS), or Air Force Specialties (NOTE: Hereafter,

when referring to specialties In all services, the term Defense

Occupational Specialty (DOS) will be used.)

4. Quality control reports indicating a training need that is not

being adequately met

While training needs can and will arise from any and all of these

sources, the first step in the ISD process is to identify the discrepancy

that exists between whatever training is being given at the present time

and the training that must be given to satisfy the manpower need. Dis-

covery of this discrepancy begins by asking the question: Does anyone

do the job now?
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If the answer is "yes," a second question is: Is there now a

training program for this job?

If the answer to both questions is "yes," you will have to look

further to discover the discrepancy. Further questions and procedures

are outlined in Block 1.4: ANALYZE EXISTING COURSES. These will assist

you in determining the exact location of the discrepancy in the existing

training program. In the ISO model, finding the first discrepancy indi-

cates only where you should begin. Findina and correcting the first

discrepancy probably will not result in an acceptable training program,

but instead most likely will require a series of changes that will affect

every part of the program.

If the answer to both questions is "yes," you ;hould begin the

actual ISD process at Block 1.4: ANALYZE EXISTING COURSES. However, the

ISO approach to analyzing existing courses requires a clear understanding

of the steps outlined in Blocks 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3. Therefore, unless you

are certain you already have that clear understanding, the best place to

begin learning obout the ISO process is here in Block I.I.

If the answer is "no" to either of the above questions (that is,

if no one does the job now or no training programs for the job exist),

you have found the discrepancy. In the first case, where no one does

the job now, the job undouhtedly is just being crei-ted because of some

new or modified system or equipment. A discrepancy is certain to exist

between the ability of existing courses to effectively and efficiently

train personnel, and the training requirements of an as yet undefined

new job. In the second case, where there is no existing training program,

there is certain to be a discrepancy between the ability of a non-existent

course to provide adequate training and the training requirements of

I
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either a new or existing job. Therefore, the correct place to begin in-

the ISO process iz to analyze the Job to determine exactly what the job

holder must do when. he does the job right. This is the foundation for

all sound training programs. If this step is not done and done well,

there wi!,l be no basis for development of effective, efficient instruction.

Some of the outputs of this block are:

1. A validated list of tasks that make up the particular Job

being analyzed.

2. Conditions under which each task must be performed, cues

that initiate performance of the task, and standards

to which each task must be performed.

3. Details of how each task is performed; that is, a listing

of the work elements that make up each task.

In the next block, Block 1.2: SELEZT TASKS/FUNCTIONS, a decision

will be made as to which tasks will be trained and which tasks will not

be trained. In Block 1.3: CONSTRUCT JOB PERFORMANCE MEASURES, Job

Performance Measures (JPM) will be developed to determine whether someone

is capable of doing the job. This step may require inputs from some of

the same people who provided inputs in one or both of the two preceding

blocks. These facts lead to critical questions:

1. Why waste time and money in Block 1.1 getting information on

conditions, standards, and elements for tasks that, in Block

1.2, you may decide not to train?

2. If you have to make a long, expensive trip to get Job information

in Block 1.1, why make the same trip again in Block 1.3? v1hy

not get all the information while you are there?



3. Since you probably will use d questionnaire to validate your

task list in Block 1.1, and slnce you also will use a question-

naire with basically the same people to gathcr Information for

making the selection decision in Block 1.2, why not do both with

the same questionnaire? I
A single answer should satisfy all of the above questions. TLe order

in which you carry out the steps outlined in Blocks 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3

depends largely on the type of job analysis you intend using and on

economic considerations. Certainly you cannot develop Job Performance

Measures for tasks sel, ted for training until you select tasks for

training. Nor can you select tasks for training until you know what

the tasks are from which you are to choose. Other than such obvious,

logical restrictions, the ISD process does not restrict you to a specific

job analysis approach or to a specific sequencc of steps in carrying out

the requirements of the first three blocks in the model. The only

requirement is that your approach be well-planned, logical, and consistent

with the needs and resources of your command.

1.2 Definition of Job Analysis Terms

Already in this introduction, we have used some terms that many people

use to mean diffetent things. It is essential that those involved in

ISD define such terms as job, duty, task, and element in the same way.

Since one of the purposes of analyzing jobs is to provide information for

developing instruction, there must be clear communication between the ones

who analyze the job and the ones who use the job analyst's findings as a
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basis for developing fnstruction. Because of this, we will spend some

time here defining job analysis termu and pointing out how the terms

can be effectively used to describe exactly what a person does when he

does his particular Job right. Figure 1.1 Illustrates the relationship

betw,.en the several layers of a job breakdOwn. Further examples will

be given later ia this section.

I-
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1.2.1 Job

The duties and tasks perforned by a single worker constitute his

Lob If identical duties and tasks are performed by several indivi-

duals,-they all hold the same Job.

The job is the basic unit ,used in carrying ou• t-ie personnel actions

of selection, training, classification, and assignment. In the Army and

Marine Corps, such groupings or jobs are aefined as Military Occupational

Specialties (MOS). In the Air Forc2, they are defined as Air Force

Specialties (AFs), while the Navy defines them as ratings. Th!.se Defense

Occupational Specialties (DOS) form the occupational basis of the services'

personnel management system. That is, they identify work requirements

and individual qualifications, facilitate assignwrnt and distribution

of personnel, provide for trained replacements, and facilitate more

accurate estimates of force recuirements.

Some examples cf jobs are:

1. Wheeled vehicle mechanic

2. Administrative officer

3. Pilot of jet aircraft

4. Electronic equipment repairman 4A

5. Military policeman Ni

6. F're chief

The relationship between several of these job examples and their related
S~work activities is shown in Figures 1,2 and 1.3.



JOB (JOB)
WHEELED
VEHICLE
DAECHANIC

DUTIES AN]UIGEETIA

TASKS (TASK 9.1) (TASK B.2) (TASK 8.3)
REPAIR REPLACE REPAIR (AKB
DISTRIBUTO~R PLUGS CARBURETOR

(ELEMENT 8.3 1) (ELEMENT 8.3.2) (ELEMENTB.a33

INTERNAL WORN MIXTUREI ELEMENTS

*TO SIMPL.ITY THIS

EXAMPLE, CONTI1NUATION

OF THESE ITEMS

HAS BEEN OMITTED.

FIGUREI.2: The Job of Wheeled Vehicle Mechanic
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JOB

PILOT

DUTIES (DUTY A$ (DUTY 9) (DUTY C)
PERFORMING PERFORMING. .PERFORMING ADVANCED INSTRUMENTBASIC FLIGHT FLIGHT FLIGHTMANEUVERS MANEUVERS MANEUVERS

((TASK A.3l (TASK AA4)TASKS FOLLOW PRE- (TASK A.21 PERFORM PERFORM
NMISSION START AV-WD NORMAL

CHECK ENGINE COMPUTER VFR
PROCEDURE PROCEDURES PATTERN

(ELEMENT

A.I.I|TURN ON

NAV-WD
COMPUTER

ELEMENTS

(EL.MENT A.3.2)
ENTER PRESENT

(ELEMENT POSITION IN
A- 1.21 NAV-WU

COMPUTER

I
"TO SIMPLIFY THIS
EXAMPLE, CONTINUATION
OF THESE ITEMS
HAS BEEN OMITTED

FIGURE 1.3: The Job of a 7D Pilot
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1.2.2 Duty

A gut is one of the major subdivisions of work performed by one

Individual. A job is made up of one or more duties.

The following are some of the characteristics of duties:

1. A duty is one of the job incumbent's main functions.

It sometimes may be a particular job incumbent's total job.

2. A duty is a grouping of closely related tasks.

3. Duty requirements often are the basis for initial assignment

to a job, for determining the qualifications required to per-

form in the job, or for determining requirements for post-

assignment training.

Dutie. can usually be defined by asking a supervisor what he thinks

are the 5 or 6 most critical factors of a job or what he would demand

of a person being considered for a job. In the case of a clerk/typist,

fur example, he may say, "(1) Ability to operate equipment, (2) ability

to route correspondence, (3) ability to maintain files, and (4) ability

to prepare correspondence." The job of clerk/typist, even after exhaustive

analysis, probably will be found to consist of four duties, i.e., OPERATING

equipment, MAINTAINING 'Files, ROUTING correspondence, and PREPARING corres-

pondence.

Selection of duty titles often is somewhat arbitrary and subjective;

however, they should, whenever possible, reflect field usage and

terminology. Duty titles often are used in job analysis for categorizing

groups of tasks under identifiable headings to help in the organizing of

lists of tasks. At other times, duty titles are assigned for convenience
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after tasks have been identified and grouped. In either case, the duty
Stitle serves to clearly identify closely related groups of taks.

A good way tc write duty statements ris to use action words ending

In "-ing" to describe duties. This wording fits the intent of the duty

-statement in the job inventory tince the "-ing" relates the word to an

entire function rather than to an individual action. The action word .

generally is followed by an object.

= Some examples of duties are:

EXAMPLES

1. For wheeled vehicle mechanics: tuning engines,
adjusting and repairing brakes, repairing exhaust
systems, repairing suspension systems, and repairing
electrical systems.

2. For an administrative officer: evaluating requests
for action, planning future work activities, staff- I
ing, organizing staff, training staff, implementing- .
plans, and evaluating performance. .. .

3. For an A-7D pilot: preparing for A-7D mission, per-
forming basic flight maneuvers, performing advanced
flight maneuvers, and performing instrument flight
maneuvers.

1.2.3 Task,

Job analysis actually is accomplished at the task level. As you

will recall, duties are actually clusters of tasks, the performance of

which constitute the duties. Job analysis goes much deeper into Job

activity description at the task level than it does with the more general

duty statements. A task is the lowest level of behavior in a job that

describes the performance of a meaningful function in the job under con-

sideration. Examination of the Job at the task level allows the job
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to be described in sufficient detail to serve as the basis for a complete

instructional system.

• Task statements must be constructed carefully to assure that the

final analysis yields usable job performance data. The following are

characteristics of tasks and task statements;

1. A task statement is a statement of a highly specific action.

Tne statement has a verb and object.

EXAMPLE

2. "Repair wheeled vehicles" is not sufficiently
specific to be a good task statement. To one
individual, such a statement might mean per-
forming such actions as "replace wiper blades"
and "replace burned-out head lamp". Another
person might think it means "overhaul trans-
mission and engine".

2. Also "inspect and repair exhaust system" is
not sufficiently specific. However, one task
might be "inspect exhaust system," and another
task be "repair exhaust system."

2. A task has a definite beginning and end.

EXAMPLE

Such action phrases as "have knowledge of" or "take
responsibility for" are not time-ratable and there.-
fore should not be included in a task statement.

3. Tasks are performed in relatively short periods of time, i.e.,

seconds, minutes, or hours, but rarely, if ever, days, weeks,

months, or years. Although no definite time limit can be
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set, the longe the period of time between the beginning

and the completion of the activity, the greater the

probability that the activity is a generality or goal rather

than a task.

EXAMPLE

"To assure a well-trained amy" is probably a goal,
not a task.

4. Tasks must be observable in that by observing the performdnce

of the job holder or the results of his effoi'ts a definite

determination can be made that the task has been performed.

EXAMPLE

"Understand electronic principles" Is not
observable. Neither the process nor the
results can be observed. (However, certain
actions that require an understanding of
electronic principles can be observed.)

5. A task must be measurable; that is, in the real world, a

technically proficient individual can observe the performance

of the task or the product produced by the task and be able

to conclude that the task has or has not been properly per-

formed.

EXAMPLES

1. "Know how to" or "be able to" are not
measurable. Neither are they observable.

2. "Assure success of mission" is too general
to be measurable.
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6. Each task is independent of other actions. Each task stitement

must describe a finite and independent part of the job, Tasks

are not comporients of a procedure. In the eyes of a job holder,

a task ;s porfurnied for it. own !.ake in the job situation. A

task is either performed or not performed by any one job holder.

The job holder is never responsible for only part of a task,

If he is responsible for only a part of a work activity that

would otherwise be defined as a task, the part for which he is

responsible is the task.

EXAMPLE

If one of the wheeled vehicle mechanic's tasks
is "repair exhaust system," "remove muffler"
might be one element of the task. (We will dis-
cuss elements in more detail later.) However, a
helper or trainee might be assigned the task of
"remove muffler." For the mechanic "remove
muffler" is only part of his task. His responsi-
bility is not fulf-TiTed until he performs the other
appropriate work elements that together constitute"repair ex~iaust system," However, the trainee's
responsibility for this particular work activity
ends as soon as he properly "removes muffler."
The wheeled vehicle mechanic does not remove the
wheel and tire from a vehicle for the purpose of
removing the wheel and tire. The removal is part
of a procedure intended to accomplish one of several
tasks such as rotate the tires, repair a flat, or
insta a new tire. The latter are tasks because
they are independent of other actions and are done
for their own sake.

Some requirements for writing good task statements are listed in

Table 1.1, and some examples of satisfactory task statements are listed

in Table 1.2.

II
N



TABLE LII

Tvas Statement Requirements

4REQUIREMENT TASK(STATEMENT EXAMPLE

Clarity Use wording that is easily understood. -Comparew written description to
*ictualpedformance."

But Nlot

"'Relatv results to Vevis ol livid."

Be Orscise so it means the sarrie thing to all Uise words such as "check, coordi.
persolfumi nate, assist" with caution -they are

vague.
Write separajte, specific statements for each. "Super vise fi/le"
Avoid combining vague items cifsk ill, knowl- -fMe 1.ntain files,'
edge, or responsibility. Sut Not

"Have responsibility for mainitain-
ing files."

Co-9plett'ness Use abbreviations onily after spelling cwt th~e "Inventory War-Readiness Material
term. (WPM)" Inay be followed by "Pre.

pare requisitions for WRM."

Include both form and title number whnen "Complete Task Description Work.
the taskc is to complete a form, unless all that sheet (Fornn ;Vo. XXXI.
is needed is the general type of form.

Cniees Be brief, "Write production and control re-

ponrt& "eI

But Not
"Accomplish necessary reports in'
volved in the process of maintaining'
production and control pro-
,,edur"

Begin with a present-tense action word "Clean" or "Write."
(suhject "I" or "you" is understood).
Indicate an object of the action to oe "Clean engine. " 'Write report."
performed.I
Use terminolog9y that is currently used on Use most recent military docu-
the job. men tat/on.

Relevance Do not state a petson's qualifications. "Load computer tape."

But Not
"Has one year computer training."

Do not include items on receiving ins truc. "Prepare lab report."
tion unless actual work is performed. tNo

"Attend lecture."
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TABLE 1.2

Samples of Good Task Statements

FUNCTION SATISFACTORY TASK STATEMENT

Sorting itemis of mail into Sort mail.
pigeon holes.

Taking a patient's history. Determine patient's medical history
by interviewing patient.

Fixing carburetors. Adjust carburetor Depending on
Replace carburetor what is meant
Rebuild carburetor by "fix."

Deciding where to begin Select troubleshooting strategy
troubleshooting of (specific for (specific item of equipment).
electronic item).

Establishing the objectives Specify course objectives.
for a course.

1.2.4 Element

An element is the smallest "package" of behavior that has practical

meaning to the instructional designers. By "has practical meaning," we

mean that further subdivision of the element would be unnecessary since

the instructional designers fully understand the element without further

subdivision. To be useful as a basis for developing instruction, step-

by-step direction and guidance is required as to how the task is performed.

The work activities that make up this step-by-step direction and guidance

are the elements that make up the task.

The elements that make up each task must be determined for two reasons.

First, since many of the tasks will be selected for training, the
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instructional designer must have suffic'ient details of the tasks to provide

a solid basis for training. If individudls are going to be trained to do

a task or be provided with job aids to help them perform a task, those who

develop the training or Job Performance Aids must know exactly how the task

is done. (Note: Job Performance Aids (JFAs) are manuals, checklists, or any

other devices--often attached to equipment--that assist individuals in per-

forming certain operations.)

EXAMPLE

If the task of "perform before-operation maintenance
on 2 1/2-ton truck" will need to be performed, either
individuals must be trained to do the task or Job
Performance Aids must be provided that will show the
individuals exactly how to perform the task. In either
case, the instructional developers must know the elements
that make up the task. These eiements are:

a. Check oil and coolant levels.

b. Inspect pulleys and fan for alignment, and belts for
tensio.n. Check water pump and hose clamps for leaks.

c. Inspect air compressor and connections for security
of mounting. Check belts for tension.

d. Visually inspect exposed electrical wirina, conduits,
connectors, and shielding for cracks or breaks.

e. Inspect engine compartment for indications of fuel,
engine oil, or water leakage or seepage.

f. Drain each fuel filter daily before starting.

g. Check level of water in batteries. Check terminals,
clamps, and holddown frames for security and
corros ion.

h. Check for loose wheels and correct tire pressure.

i. Check general condition of body for scratches, dents,
and holes.
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J. Inspect cab and cab body mountings and springs.

k. Inspect transfer power takeoff, front winch drum lines,
drive shaft U-joints, and shear pins.

1. Check service break for proper travel.

m. Notice if starter pedal requires only normal pressure
to engage starter and that engine starts immediately
without unusual noises.

n. Check instruments . oon as you start the engine. If
oil pressure stays at zero or is very low, SHUT DOW?4.
Normal idle pressure is 15 psi.

o. Operate horn, lights, and windshield wipers.

p. Listen for any unusual noises with engine under load.

Without at least this level of detail of how the task isdone, the instructional designer could not prepare mean-ingful instruction or meaningful Job Performance Aids.

The second reason for determining the elements that make up a task

is that some task statements look alike even though the tasks are quite

different. Some task statements may have the same verb and object and

only appear different when the elements are added. As an example, note

that in Table 1.3, while the task statement is the same, the actual

task is quite different for the different job levels. The elements that

make up the task give a special "flavor" to the task at each job level.
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TABLE 1.3

Relationship Between Task, Job Level, and Elements

TASK JOB LEVEL ELEMENTS

Prepare Reports Very low Fill out logs
Count units of material
Compute indices

Prepare Reports Intermediate Combine totals
Integrate information
Prepare drafts

Prepare Reports Upper Check accuracy
Finalize format
Obtain concurrence

Prepare Reports Highest Approve reports
Release repcrts
Interpret reports

The tasks in the example differ in the dimensions of complexity and

amount of implied activity. Since one use of the list of tasks that

make up a job will be to collect data for use in deciding which tasks to

t-.ain, tasks must be documented in sufficient detail so that those who will

later provide you with this data will know what task you are talking about.

Often this will require you to list at least some of the elements that

make up certain tasks.

In Section 1.2.3, a list of characteristics of tasks %.as given.

All but one of these characteristics of tasks are also characteristics of

elements. The last characteristic listed for tasks (item number 6) points

out the major differences between a task and an element. These differences

are,,
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1. Each task is independent of other tasks. Each element is

dependent upon other elenents. An element is relatively

meaningless outside of the group of elements that make up a

task.

2. Tasks are not components of a procedure. Elements are always

components of a procedure.

3. In the eyes of & job incumbent, a task is performed for its

own sake in the job situation. An element is never performed

for its own sake in the job situation. An element is one step

in the performance of a tdsk. The elements of a task constitute

a description of how the task is accomplished.

This step-by-step description of the task must be detailed enough

to be followed by thcse who need to understand how the task is performed.

This means a great deal of judgment must be used to list elements. There

is a lower limit to the degree that elements can be subdivided. This

limit is the point at which further subdivision would result in breaking

the elements into such basic work units as the separate wmtions, move-

ments, and mental processes involved. There is also an upper limit to

the degre? that elements must be subdivided. This limit is the point at

which less subdivision would certainly fail to present a clear description

of how the task is performed. The practical limit is usually somewhere

between these two extremes. You should subdivide the element to the

point necessary for communicating with those who will use the informa- ]
tion, and no further.

A

|A
-A
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EXAMPI F

One element in the task of repdiring electronic equipnme•t
might be "solder conrection." If those who need to under-
stand how the task is performed have a clear understanding
of "solder connection," it is probably safe to say theSelement need not be subdivided into smaller "packages" of
behavior. However, if this element statement is not clear
to those who need to understand the task, further sub-
division is required. The new elements might be:

I. Strip 1/2" of insulation from end of wire.

2. Wrap stripped portion of wire securely around terminal.

3. Place soldering iron and solder at junction of wire and
terminal until solder flows over joint area.

4. Remove solder and soldering iron.

If these elements are clear to those who need to unders Land
the task, this is a good stopping point. If not, some of the

Jusele:Ients may have to be further subdivided.

Just as important as knowing what the elements are, is understanding

the relationships between elements. The elements within a task will be
i•°• either:

1. fixed sequence (the elements always are done in the same order),

2. alternate path (the specific situation encountered determines

the appropriate sequence), or

3. a combination of both.

Diagramming the relationships often is required to understand and

remember the relationships. Figure 1.4 is an example of a diagram for

the task of repairing electronic equipment. Note that the figure shows

both fixed-sequence elements (such as 5 through 10) end alternate-path
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[ 7 E IFV TROUBLE

I2. DETERMINE IF REPAIRS
CAN BE MADE ON SITE -

NO BEIXOO ES

3. RTRIvE EuIPENTGO TO EQUIPMENT

5. SECTIONALIZE EQUIPMENT

6. LOCALIZE MALFUNCTION

7. ISOLATE MALFUNCTION

8.IENIYMALFUNCTION]

Rj1EPAIR MALFUNCTIONJ

TEST PERAT
I1 CMLETE REPAIR REPORT

FIGURE J.4: Diagram of Elements for the Task of Repair Electronic Equipment
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elements. The first branch shows that the appropriate alternate sequence

I depends upon where the task is performed (element 3 is one possible path,

and element 4 another possible path). The second branch shows that the

sequence depends upon whether or not the initial repair corrected the mal-

function (element 11 is one possible path, while repeating the fixed

sequence 5 through 10 is another possible path).

Some guidelines for preparing a diagram of a task are:

1. Tentatively sketch elements that make up the task, from start

to finish, in the order that they are performed on the job.

Include all alternative paths.

2. Mentally rehearse the total task. Compare the diagram with

your original list of elements. Make sure that no elements

overlap and that together the elements account for all

performance required in the task.

3. Revise your list of elements, your diagram, or both until you

have a perfect match.

4. Number each element on the diagram. Follow the normal job

order insofar as possible. The numerical order you assign

will structure the order of your list of elements and will

make your list mnore understandable to others.

5. Document carefully since this task may ultimately be handled

in this fashion with a Job Performance Aid.

1.2.5 Conditions

Conditions, as used in this block, refer to on-the-job conditions

that significantly influence performance of a task. These significant
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on-the-job conditions provide the basis for determining Job Performance

Measure conditions and the necessary training conditions.

EXAMPLES

1. Suppose, in order to accomplish a task, a job holder is
required to multiply 3-digit numbers. This statement
alone suggests the possible need for training in mathe-
matics. However, if one of the conditions of the task
is that the individual performing the task is provided
with an electric calculator, the implications for
training are considerably different.

2. Another task might require attaching cables to various
items so that the items can be lifted. If one condition
of the task is that this must be accomplished 20OFfeet
under water, this again has serious implications for
training.

The ma&or items that need to be included in an accurate and complete

statement of task conditions are listed in Table 1.4.

While good job analysis documentation requires a conditions statement

for each task, it is often the case that a group of tasks will have identi-

cal or nearly identical conditions. This means that careful planning can

reduce the effort required in documenting the conditions. One approach

is to document the several groups of conditions that appear likely to

cover most tasks. Then, for each task, the appropriate group of conditions

can be referenced and any additions or deletions listed. Appendix A, I
page 89, is an example of how this was done for the task of "troubleshoot

a telephone set."

1.2.6 Cues

A cue, as used in this block, is the state of affairs or the occur-

rences that determine, in the job situation, when the job incumbent

performs a particular task according to a particular procedure.



TABLE 1.4

Guidelines for Documenting Task Conditions

ITEMTO BE INCLUDED
IN STATEMENT OF TASK EXAMPLE•
CONDITIONS .. . .

1. Tools and equipment used 1. Clean room overalls
to perfom the task. 2. Lead-lined gloves

3. A-ID aircraft
4. Soldering iron

2. Special job aids and 1. Procedural checklists
manuals. 2. Technical manuals

3. Kind and amount of super- 1. Job holder performs task
vision and assistance completely independent of
normally available assistance from others.
during task performance. 2. Task performed under close

supervision.
3. Task performed as 'a member

of a team.

4. Special physical demands 1. Crowded working conditions.
of the task. 2. Unusual or prolonged physical

exertion.
3. Kneeling or squatting.
4. Unusually cramped position.

5. Environmental conditions 1, Tropical environment.
that influence task 2. Arctic env'ronment.
completion. 3. Desert environment.

6. Location of performance. 1. Air conditioned building.

2. Outdoors in all weather
conditions.

3. At night in total darkness.
4. Direct support maintenance

van.

26Il
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EXAMPLE

1. For a wheeled vehicle mechanic, a flat tire on a vehicle j
that he was supposed to repair would be a cue that should
result in his changing the tire or repairiin the tire.
Other cues, such as length of time before the vehicle rrt
be driven, location of the vehicle, and availability oi
spare tire, would determine which of several actions he
should take; that is, whether he should change the tire
and possibly repair it later, or whether he should
immediately repair the tire.

2. Certain cues not only "cause" a medical corpsman to begin
the task -admtnistering first aid to an tnjured person
but also determine how he performs the-task. If the
-victim's breathing had stopped, the trained corpsman would
not begn first aid by splinting the victim's leg.

3. Sometimes, the cue is "Smith, fix that engine," or "Smith,
replace the spaW--plugs," etc.

What we really mean by "doing a job right" is responding appropriately

to the various cues found in the job situation.

EXAMPLE

If the engine of a 1/4-ton truck does not "crank," this is
a cue for the wheeled vehicle mechanic to check the battery
and battery cables. However, if the vehicle engine will not
start and, as a result, the mechanic changes the tire, he has
not done his job satisfactorily even if he did a perfect Job
of changing the tire. He has responded inappropriately to
certain cues.

Adequate job performance clearly consists of more than performing the

work elements that make up the tasks that make up the job, The correct

order and appropriateness of performance of elements and tasks depend

upon recognition of cues and upon knowledge of the correct response to

each cue. Ar. adequate job analysis has not been conducted unless suf-

ficient information has been gathered to give the instructional designer
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a clear idea of the cues to which each task and element is the appro-

priate response.

1.2.7 Standards

Standard, as used in this block, refers to the acceptable quality of

performance of a task in the real-world job environment. The standard for

a task is a statement of how well the task must be performed, 1!. and when

it is performed.

EXAMPLE

A task may be "destroy enemy fortification with nuclear
warhead equipped missile." Hopefully, this task will
never need to be performed. The job analyst is not
likely to see the task performed, dnd from the satisfactory
performance write the standard for the task. The standard
for this task is how well the task must be accomplished ife
and when it is performed.

Since a task standard is a statement of how well a task must be per-

formed, regardless of the cost, time, environment, or safety hazards

invol,,ed in performing the task. the task standard often is not used to

actually measure task performance. However, task standards are the basis

for job performance measure standards.

EXAMPLES

1. One task of a demolition expert might be to blow up
bridges. However, since bridges are expensive and
take a long time to build, the job analyst probably
would not, by actual observation, measure how well
the demolition expert blew up bridges, However, a
standard--how well this task must be performed--must
be established and agreed upon. This, then, becomes
the basis for the standard of performance whatever
test is devised to find out if the demolition expert
knows how to perform the task of "blow up bridges."
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2. One task of a pilot might be to abAndon a flaming air-
craft. However, this is a dangerous and costly pro-
cedure; and, even if the Job analyst could afford to
iiidge tne pilot's performance by having him actually

carry out. tt,,e task, the Job analyst would have con-
siderable diffic;;•ty in finding a way to observe the
performance. Again, a standard must be e,totlished and
agreed upon. This task standard is the basis for the
standard for the actual measure of task performance.
(These Job Performance Measures (JPMs), witl bus
constructed in Block 1.3.)

3. One task of a wheeled vehicle mechanic might be "perform
before-operation maintenance on 2 1/2-ton truck." For this
task, since there are no real constrainls to having the
mechanic actually perform the task while his performance is
observed, the task standard might become the actual JPM
standard. -

This whole idea of performance testing where serious testing constraints

exist will be discussed in detail in Block 1.3: CONSTRUCT JOB PERFORMANCE

MEASURES, However, the basis for the standards for Job Performance Measures

(JPMs) that you will develop in Block 1.3 must be sound statements of the

standard of performance actually required on the job.

The stanidard of performance of a task can be described by defining an

acceptable product, by defining an acceptable process, or by defining both.

The standard should be defined in terms of an acceptable product if:

1. The product is observable and can be inspected.

2. 'he process by which the product was produced cannot be

easily observed.

3. The process is relatively unimportant as compared to the

product.

Some examples of tasks wheve the standards should be defined in terms

of a product are;
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EXAMPLES

1. Prepare a tactical operations plan.

2. Develop a computer program.

3. Dig trench 5 feet deep aiid 25 feet long.

The standard should be defined in terms of an acceptable process if:

t 1. Performance of .he task does not leave a readily observable

product.

2. Failure to use the correct process could result in damage to

equipment or danger to the performer or others.

EXAMPLES

"Some examples of tasks where the standards should be
defined in terms of process are:

1. Go to the moon and back.

2. Defuse defective bomb.

3. Land aircraft on flight deck.

Often both product and process are important.

EXAMPLE

If a task requires that a motor vehicle be driven from
point A to point B, the existence of the vehicle at
point B could provide a product standard. However, since
the driver might have run 10 other vehicles off the high-
way in the process, the product standard alone would not
be sufficient.
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The process standard for the task in the above example probably could

be considered to be implied in the task statement. This will be discussed

later.

Standards generally describe products in terms of:

1. accuracy, tolerances, completeness, format, clarity, and

number of errors, and

2. quantity; that is, the number of work units produced

per time unit.

Process standards generally are described in terms of sequence, complete-

ness, accuracy, and speed of performance.

Often, task standards have already been established and are documented

in military publications. Some of these publications are listed in

Appendix B, page 95. Such documentation can, as a minimum, provide a

beginning point from which to derive standards that reflect field require-

ments. This will be discussed in greater detail later in this block.

Originally, all standards had to be derived either by a panel of experts

with experience in performing or supervising the tasks, or from actual job

performance data collected by direct observation. This means that if

standards for a particular task are not already documented, one of these

approaches will be required to derive the standards.

The standards for some tasks can be at least partially derived from the

characteristics of the equipment required to perform the tasks.

EXAMPLE

Long-duration fire bursts by a machine gunner may overheat
and damage the weapon. Therefore, in addition to
accuracy, the standard must include a maximum burst
duration.

Mim
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Standards should be documented in sufficient detail to accurately

communicate the requiremeitts of the job to the instructional designer

who will use this information. Often, to simplify writing the standards

statements, a number of implied standards are not included in the docu-

mentation but are intended to be a part of the standard. Some of these

implied standards are "complete and accurate," "submitted on time," and

"Hcorrect solution." This means that for some tasks, the standard of

perfomance is implied in the task statement and need not be listed as

a separate item.

EXAMPLE

If a task is to drive a 1/4-ton truck frum point A to point
B, "obeying traffic laws" can normally be assumed to be part
of the standard. This means it is an implied standard.
However, in the case of a military policeman, the task may
require that he violate certain traffic laws. If this is the
case, the standard must be stated.

While standards fot some tasks can be confidently and objectively

stated, standards for many tasks are highly subjective. What would be

the standard for "repair carburetor on a wheeled vehicle"? Suppose pro-

duct standards for repaired and rebuilt carburetors are well documented

in technical manuals. Does this product standard provide an acceptable

standard for performance of the task? If it takes the mechanic two

months to make the repair, is that acceptable? If not, how long should

it take? But how long it takes depends, at least in part, on what is

wrong with the carburetor. To determine a separate standard for making

each possible combination of repairs to the carburetor would be a huge

effort; fortunately, this is not necessary. If a time standard is
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derived, the maximum length of time required by must mechanics to make

most repairs should be adequate. Any exceptionally lengthy repairs

could be given a separate staindard if such repairs were in fact found to

exist.

1.3 Overview of Job Analysis

Job analysis begins, then, with the recognition of a discrepancy between

Job performance ability and job perfona.;ce needs--a discrepancy that

cannot be corrected by existing training courses, either because no such

course exists or because analysis of existing courses (Block 1.4) indi-

cated that no acceptable course exists.

The first step in developing adequate training is to collect valid

and reliable data about the job. The original source of valid and reliable

job data is job analysis. The steps in carrying out the job analysis are

shown in Figure 1.5 (the foldout page at the end of the block).

As you vill note on the flowchart in Figure 1.5, there are alternate

routes for getting from the beginning to the end of this block. The

procedures that follow will indicate the advantages and disadvantages of

the different routes. The ISD process does not dictate a specific pro-

cedure. The basic requirement is that you make logical decisions based

on the resources and constraints with which you must work. The guidelines I
that follow will assist you in making those logical decisions.

Regardless of the route that you take through this block, the ultimate

end product, or output, must include a validated list of tasks that make

up the job. These tasks must be described in sufficient detail to permit

collection, in Block 1.2, of valid and reliable data for use in making
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decisions as to which tasks will be trained. In addition, for those

tasks selected for training, sufficient information such as conditions,

initiating cues, standards, and elements must be collected and verified

to provide a sound basis for developing Job Performance Measures (JPMs)

in Block 1.3, selecting or designing instruction in Phase I11, and

conducting external evaluation in Block V.2.

Although job data often are collected at the lowest level of organization

(the sailor, artilleryman, repair man, or supervisor), the procedures used

must be coordinated and controlled at 11igher levels of commnand. If this

is not done, the personnel system or training program may reflect "what

exists" rather than "what should be." If a school performs job analysis

and uses the data to construct a training program without careful screening

or review, there is a serious risk of reflecting too many "field expedients"

or "stopgap" measures. Doctrine must be carefully and appropriately com-

bined with job data.

The job data must be reviewed by responsible staff who will contribute

to them. When this approach is used, more than Just approval or disapproval

will result. Often there will be a change in applicable doctrine or regula-

tion controls. This procedure helps coordi-ate such related actions as

recruitment, selection and assignment, equipment research, development, and

procurement. What has been developed is basic management data. Such data

can be of considerable value if it is furnished to each cognizant manager

in the system. A

2.0 PROCEDURES

The procedures section of this block, and every other block, will follow

the flowchart on the last page of the block. It may help you keep track
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of where you are on the flowchart if you leave the flowchart folded out

while you use the procedures section. At the beginning of each step in

the procedures is a reduced copy of the same flowchart, with the appropriate

step identified. by comparing the two, you should be able to keep up with

exactly where you are in the block.

2.1 Review Available Job Information

When you receive a Job analysis assigwnment,

the target job may or may not be familiar to

you. There probably is one advantage to not 1 J

being familiar with the details of the job. jI
You may try harder. The result might be that L~] -

you will pay more attention to the actual

details of the job and will tend to dig deeper

into the relationships of each part, This will

resu0t in a clearer picture of how each part of the job relates to

each other part and where these bits of job activity fit into the

total picture of the job.

However, starting off being unfamiliar with the job does not mean you

can stay that way. Regardless of your degree of familiarity with the job,

your first step is to find out as much as you can about the job from both

official and unofficial documents. The primary purpose of this review of

available job literature is to:

1. Learn as much as you can about the general nature of the job.

2. Find out how much, if any, of the job analysis work has already

been done.
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3. Prepare, if little or no Job analysis work has been done, a

tentative list of duties and tasks Lhat appear to make up

the job.

By reviewing available job literature, you will become more familiar

with the job and you will get a clearer idea of how much work needs to be

done to complete the job analysis. These are things you will need in the

next step of planning your job data collection method. Appendix B, page 95,

of this block lists a number of job information sources. In addition to I
reviewing available documents, you should not hesitate to check your initial

ideas of the nature of the job with any available individuals who are familiar

with the job.,

2.2 Develop Data Collection Plan

Once you are familiar with the general

nacure of the job and with any job analysis • L f•{- ; .

work that has already been done, you are ready r-J. I. A

to develop your data collection plan. Some Ž- - L

of the more common ways of coWlecting job data [
are:

i. Individual and observation interviews,

The on-site interview and observation method involves sending expert job

analysts to interview job incumbents (job holders) and their supervisors,

and to observe job incumbents performing the work activities. In

the individual interview, data can be collected on duties and tasks

performed, frequency and duration of performance, conditions under

which task- are performed, tools and equipment needed, cues that initiate

=- N
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task performance, to what standards the task must be accomplished,

and the elements that make up the tasks.

The observation interview is essentially the same as the individual

interview except that the job holder is observed in the job environment

performing all or a substantial part of the job. As the job holder performs

the tasks, the analyst may ask questions to obtain a better understanding

of the job.

The individual and observation interview approach is probably the most

practical data collection method for getting detailed information about

a job. It permits flexibility in getting the required data and provides

an opportunity to evaluate the quality of the responses.

Disadvantages of the individual and observation interview method

are that it is a time-consuming process, it is expensive to apply, and

its effectiveness is largely dependent upon the skills of the job analyst.

Also, it may provide some nonessential or erroneous information. This

can be corrected by interviewing several individuals in different locations.
Even though these disadvantages tend to limit the number of people inter-

viewed, there is doubt as to the validity of any jcb analysis data collected

by a method or combination or methods that does not include some -Individual

and observation interviews. Even though the number of people interviewed

is small, the importance of such field work is great.

2. Questionnaire-survey. The use of questionnaires permits the

job analyst to make limited contact with a large number of individuals.

Questionnaires have the advantages of yielding large amounts of informatioin

at a relatively low cost and of not requiring trained interviewers, This

survey method requi,-es the inclusion of very clear instructions since the
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job analyst will not be present to give assistance and answer questions.

A major disadvantage of questionnaires mailed to individuals is that returns

tend to be low, especially if the questionnaire is long and involved and

must be filled out on a person's own time.

Questionnaires can be mailed to individuals who are asked to complete

and return the questionnaires. Or they can be administered to groups

of job incumbents and supervisors by local personnel who have the responsl-

bility and authority to make sure all questionnaires are completed and

returned. The effectiveness of a questionnaire survey depends largely on

whether you have available a "system" or organization responsible for con-

ducting such surveys. With such a system, you can be assured of havingI your questionnaires completed and returned 1- you. This is true because

such a system has the authority to "make it happen." Without such a system,

the results of a questionnaire survey may be less than desirable.

There are two basic types of questionnaires, the closed form and the

open form. The closed form contains a list of possible items to be

selected or blanks to be filled i, w;Ith words or niumbers. This form has

several advantages. It is likely to take a minimum amount of time to

complete, thus increasing the chances that it will be competed and

returned. The process of tabulating and summarizing responses is simpler

and less time consuming than with an open form questionnaire. Machine

tabulation and computer analysis of the completed forms are practical

when a large number of questionnaires are used. However, the closed

form is much more difficult to prepare. The designer must be sure to

include all possible responses that he expects from any of the people who

will complete the questionnaire. Also, the designer must construct items
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on the form so that they clearly communicate to the users exactly what

the designer is trying to ask. All but the last item in the questionnaire

in Appendix C, page 100, and Appendix 0, page 103, are examples of closed-

form questionnaires.

The open or free-response questionnaire gives the user a great deal .-

more freedom in responding to questions about jobs. More complete answers

to questions are possible. It is less demanding on the designer because

the danger of overlooking certain responses or the necessity of minimizing

the number of responses is reduced. However, this form has several

serious disadvantages. It is much more difficult and time consuming to

fill out, and tabulating and suummarizing the responses is a complex and

time-consuming effort.

Questionnaires can, of course, combine the open and closed forms.

Examples of open-form items are the last item in Appendix C, page 100,

and Appendix D, p3ge 1G3.

3. Jury-of-Experts. With this method, a group of personnel,

selected for their experience and knowledge of the job, is brought

together to record and organize the required job analysis data. This

method is particularly useful in collecting job data on new jobs or on

managerial and supervisory jobs where many of the most critical behaviors

are not directly observable. Also, the Jury-of-Experts method can'be

effectively used as a supplement to individual and observation interviews.

Since the members of this jury are experts in the job being analyzed,

their collective effort should be decisions about the requirements of

the job. In general, their greatest effectiveness is in evaluating and

making decisions about job data that have been collected from other

sources by other means.

I I I I i
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This method can be very expensive because of the personnel involved

and the time required. Also, if all of your experts come from schools,

there may be a tendency for the outcome to reflect what exists in training

rather than what actually exists on the job. Experts should be sampled

from a number of different areas; they should not all come from schools.

4. Group interviews. With this method, a group of job incumbents

are brought together to provide information about their jobs. The job

analyst interviews "he job holders as a group, asks questions about job

perfornanse, and possibly has the group list job data on data collection

forms. Unlike the jury of experts, the group interview generally is not

a decision-making body. Its primary function is to provide information

about their opO_, not to make decisions about existing data or organize

the new data.

The group interview is a relatively inexpensive approach to collecting

job data. It can be put to good use in gathering data on tasks that can-

not be easily demonstrated or observed in the real world (for example,

tasks that are performed only in combat). However, because the groop

interview involves recall, rather than recognition, it tends to provide

data that are incomplete or inaccurate.

Most job analysis data collection plans for existing jobs include some

combination of the four data collection methods we have Just discussed.

In order to help you develop an appropriate plan for your particular job

analysis effort, we will discuss tha techniques and reasons for each of

four different plans. One of them should fit your situation. These four

plans are:

I

.1
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1. Anclysis of new job

2. Initial emphasis on on-site interviews

3. Initial emphasis on questionnaire survey

4. Other

Figure 1.6 shows the more probable alternate paths that you might

choose for carrying out the activities required in Blocks 1.1, 1.2. and

1.3. Reasons for choosing a particular path will be given along with

the following discussion of •ne techniques and reasons for choosing a

particular one of the four plans listed above.

2.2.1 Analysis of New Job

If the job you are going to analy.ze is a new job (that is, no one is

doing the job now), the only data collection methods discussed earlier in

this section that will be of much use to you is the Jury-of-Experts method.

The other methods all are directed toward finding out what an existing job

is like. Job analysis for a new Job requires drastically different approaches.

These are discussed in detail in Section 2.16 of this block. If you are

analyzing a new job, turn to Section 2.16 for details of how to proceed.

2.2.2 Initial Emphasis on On-Site Interviews

For an existing job, there are only two reasons for not beginn in9 your

job data collection with on-site interviews of Job holders and supervisors:

1. There already exists a current, tomplete list of tasks that

make up the job, and you have available in the field individuals

with the responsibility and authority to assure completion and

return of questionnaires designed to validate the existing task

list.
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2. ConbLraints of time or funding demand that you do a less than

adequate job analysis. Experience has shown the clear advantage

for doing the first job analysis right. If it is done right and

completely, it tends to minimize the changes necessary when it

comnes up for periodic review (every four years, more or less,

depending on command decisions). Further, the job analysis

portion of the Phase I effort is probably the most important

part of the total effort. Keep in mind the old familiar saying:

We never have time to do it right, but we always have tirae to

.Ij it again. It must have been written by a professional job

"analyst who was pressed to do a quick and dirty job in the

name of expediency.

In itern 1, 2.2.2, "current" means that the job is not likely to have

changed significantly since the task list was prepared. "Complete" means

you can determine with reasonable assurance, by reviewing the list with

several technical advisors, that no tasks are left off the list. At this

point, we do not mean that conditions, initiating cues, standards, and

elements .re listed for each task.

Since this task list might have been prepared from various technical

docunents rather than from actual interview and observation data, validation

of the task list by a large number of job holders and supervisors becomes

critical. This is the reason for the need for assurance that all or most

of the questionnaires used to validate the list will be filled out and

returned.

bI
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If neither item 1 nor item 2 fits your particular situation,

your data collection plan should be:

1. Select and train on-site interview job analysts, unless

svc'h personnel are already available. (Section 2.3).

2. Prepare or select interview/observation data collection

forms. (Section 2.4).

3. Select interview sample. (Section 1.5).

4. Make administrative arrangements for interviews/observations.

B (Section 2.6).

S5. Conduct interviews/ubservations, and collect data.

(Section 2.7).

6. Consolidate data, (Section 2.8).

7. Prepare survey questionnaires, (Section 2.10).

8. Select survey sample. (Section 2.1)).

9. Conduct questionnaire survey. (Section 2.12).

10. Revise job data as required. (Section 2.13).

11. Collect any required job data that has not already been

collected. (Section 2.14).

Each of these steps is discussed in detail in Sections 2.3 - 2.14 of

this block.

Three additional decisions will have to be made before you can call

your data collection plan complete. First, in collecting data in step 5

above, how much data are you going to collect? You have two major options:

1. Concentrate on listing the tasks that make up the job.

Collect only enough information to prepare a complete,

J
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understandable task list. After you select tasks for training

(in Block 1.2), return and collect conditions, cues, standards,

and elements, gathering information on only the tasks selected

for training.

2. Initially gather all the information you are likely to need

on all tasks.

You should decide between the two, based on convenience and economics.

If you are stationed in Washingtnn u.C., and the job interviews must take

place on an aircraft carrier in the middle of the Pacific, you probably

will wish to collect as much information as possible on the first trip.

However, if much of the interviewing will be done near where you will be

anyway and if the individuals who will be interviewed are readily available

at any time, you probably will wait until after you select tasks for train-

ing before going back for more detailed information.

A second decision you must make is whether Job Performance Measures

(JPMs) will be developed At the same time you are conducting interviews/

observations. Often a different person or group develops JPMs. Hewever,

if the same people will be analyzing the job and developing JPMs, there is

nothing wrong, particularly in remote locations, with getting as much

information and assistance as possible on the first trip.

A third decision has to do with step 9 on page 44. In conducting your

questionnaire survey, will you only validate (make sure of the accuracy

of) your task list? Or will you also collect the Block 1.2 data for

use in making decisions as to which tasks to train? Where both groups

of data will be gathered from the same group of people, you should do

I I I i i i i i I I
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both at the same time; that is, with the same questionnaire survey.

However, some of the data you will need in Block 1.2 may be required

from a different group of people. For collecting such data, you will

need a different questionnaire and a different survey. Either way, it

probably is clear to you that you are going to have to become familiar

with Bluck 1.2 before you can make that decision.

2.2.3 Initial Emphasis on Questionnaire Survey

If a reasonably current and complete task list already exists, anI you

have resources for conducting a thorough questionnair: survey, your data

collection plan should be:

1, Verify task inventory. (Section 2.9).

2. Prepare survey questionnaires. (Section 2.10).

3. Select survey sample. (Section 2.11).

4. Conduct questioi1naire survey. (Section 2.12).

5. Revise job data as required. (Section 2.13).

6. Collect any required job data that has not already been

collected. (Section 2.14).

The only additional decisions you have to make with this plan are the

last two decisions discussed in 2.?,2. Acqain, if th~e same individuals

who perf3rm the Joi ai.aly3is alsi will develop JPMs, particuljoly in remote

locations. part of ;ievelopment of )PMs can be done concurrent with step 6

above. Plso, where the validation data and the da'a foi making decisions

as to which tasks to train will be 2ollected from the same group, both

data should be collected at the same time.

F
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2.2.4 _Emphasis on other Data Collection Methods

Unique conditions ov constraints in your command may dictate that you

use some data collection plan other than the ones discussed above. In

general, when you are forced to deviate from the plans already discussed,

the effectiveness of training programs based on the job analysis will be

reduced. The data collection plans already discussed are recommended

because they have proven to be a sound basis for training programs.

This cannot be said of short-cut plans that you may be forced to use.

There occasionally are practical reasons for adopting a less-than-

ideal plan.

EXAMPLES

1. If some emergency situation demanded that a
training program be put into effect in a very
short period of time, a number of short-cuts
might have to be taken. The resulting training
might be less than ideal, but it might have to
suffice--at least until you have time to do it
right.

2, If a relatively minor change in a weapons system
made necessary some changes in a few tasks that
made up a job, it probably would not be practical
to analyze the entire job to make these relatively
minor changes or additions.

The primary point here is that, if you short-cut any part of the job analysis

procedure, it should be a thoroughly documented, planned deviation. You

should know you are doing it, know why you are doing it, and be willing

to accept the less-than-optimum outcome that may result from it.

Details of carrying out alternate data collection plans are discussed

in Section 2.15 of this block.
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2.3 Select and Train Job Analysts L --

Job analysis should be perfomed only

by carefully selected military and civilian

personnel who are competent In the conduct of L•_ L Jr{
job analysis. Some team members may be drawn <] [
fromi ani ifstructional staff, but the team 111 [Ll
should include representatives from all of Lt

the command elements involved in decision

making. Hopefully, dt least most of your

team will be skilled at job analysis. If you have some members who

have little or no training, you should team them with skilled per-

sonnel until they have demonstrated thair competency in a Job interview

si tuation.

Regardless of the amount of previous training, each team member will

need to review the information that you have collected about the specific

job to he analyzed. Each member must become familiar with the general

nature of the job. The job analysis training program allows them to

examine background materials and resolve differences of opinion about

what constitutes the job. This training prepares the team members to

record and document details of the work activities as they are performed

in the field. Since different people ,ill be involved in studying

the same types of work activities, it is ir".rtant that each records

what he sees, in the same fashion, and that each tries to look at

various factors in the same way. Each of the job analysts, however,

comes from a different background. Each tends to interpret things

differently in terms of this background. The exchanges and arguments
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during the job analysis training period, particularly coming to

agreement on terms and interpretations, is an extremely important part

of the readiness program for effective job analysis.

2.4 Select or Prepare Interview Data Collection Forms

Two Lasic types of forms are needed

for recording the interview data. The first

form for recording background infovma-

tion about the person being interviewed.

This form includes identification information, L i
location, previous experience and education,

and other job-related information apart froml

the specific duties on tasks performed. An L K l
example of such a form is shown in Figure 1.7.

The other basic form is for use in recording the actual job

data. This form can serve an additional purpose of giving some

structure or guidance to the analyst to assist him in asking the

right questions and making sure he has the details he needs. You

will want your data :ollection Forms to aid the members of your job

analysis team in collecting informatiun in a systematic manner, but

at the same time be sufficiently flexible to permit your team to handle

unique situations. The design of the particular form you should use

depends, of course, on the degree of detail you have planned to reach in

the particular intcrview. If only the tasks are to bo listed, a relatively

simple form will be adequate. If you wish to collect detailed information

about each task, a form such as that shown in Figure 1.8 should be

adequate. Details of how to use such a form will be given in section 2.7.

• , m m m I I I I
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JOB ANALYSIS INFORMATION SOURCE

DATE__ __

A. Identitication Information:

1. Name Rank Svc.No.

2. Present Work As~ignment

3. Primary Specialty

4. Secondary Specialty_

5. Present Pay Grade

B. Job Locatiun information:

1. Official Designation of Unit

2. Mailing Address

3. Telephone Number and Exten'ion

4. Present Geographical Location

C. Experience and Other Job Related Information:

1, Total Months in Present Work Assignment

2. Total Mornths in This Career Field

3. Total Months at Present Base

4. Total Months in Active Military Service _ _

5. Re-enlistment Plans

6, Highest Education Level Completed

7. Number of Subordinates Supervised

8. Primary Job Interest

9. Training Received for Present Work

FIGURE 1.7: Sample Background Information Fu.
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2.5 electInterviewSample z -

You are now readct- to select organi- ... ..--.

zatlons and individuals to provide you [ j 1 l [~.
with the needvd Job data. The complexity

of the job, the availability and quality of

published sources of job informatlor, and J i4i
the nu ter of people in the particular job

will, of course, determine how much and ....

what kinds of information you need to

collect. This will strongly influence the make-up and size of your

sample. If the complexity and amount of required data are great, the

number of organizations and individuals interviewed will increase.

At the beginning, it is neither possible to know which job holders and

supervisors will give the best and most complete information, nor to know

precisely how many interviews will be required. While most people will be

cooperative and try to help, you are likely to get different pictures of

the job from different individuals. This is the reason for interviewing

a number of people. In this way, you eventually will get a clear picture

of the job as it is actually being performed. Some indiviauaus will

describe the job the way i' is rather than the way it ought to be. Some

will describe it as it ought to be rather than the way it is. Others will

describe it the way they wish it were. Some will simply know more about

the job than will others and will be able to provide more good information.

For these reasons the number needed is likely to be determined Rs the inter-

views progress. The job analyst stops interviewing wher he and authorita-

tive advisors believe the information collected presentt, a well-structured
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and essentially complete picture of the job. At this point, additional

interviews yield very little, if any, new information. Instead, the

new inputs begin to look more and more like the inforination already

i L•ollected.

From five-to ten interviews from each of several representative units

often will be adequate for a preliminary task list in a relatively simple __

job. Perhaps at least twice this number will be required if all necessary

information about each task is collected. As a general rile, and to the _

extent practical, the ,rore interviews the better. At least it is safe to

say that too many interviews is better than too few.

In selecting units for interviews, you should select units that:

1. Have at least a small number of job holders and supervisors

who do the particular job to be analyzed. Preferably, you

should choose some units that have a relatively sroall number

of job holders, and some units that have large numbers,

2. Are geographically and environmentally representative

3. For interservice programs, are representative of each service

In selecting individuals within the units, you should select a group

made up of individuals who:

1. Perform and supervise the job being analyzed (The group

should include both workers and supervisors.)

2. Perform with average satisfactory proficiency

3. Are representative in t.rms of length of time on the job

4. Are representative in terms of training

I I I II I IT FI -mm
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In addition to thi preceding, you will want to choose at least a few

job holders or supervisors who are acknowledged experts at the job. Frem

these individuals, you may get some details of certain tasks that you

cannot get from any other source.

2.6 Make Administrative Arrangements

As soon as you have selected your survey - 7
sample, you need to coordinate administrative K. ,]
arrangements to include some or all of the " L• 7-1
following:

1. Command approval L
2. Funding

4. Obtaining passports and visas

5. Innoculations

6. Travel reservations

7. Notificatici of units or organizations to be visited for

purpose, time, and duration.

2.7 Conduct Interviews and Collect Data

You are now ready to conduct inter'-
views and observations and rcord the data

This can be one of the most difficult and

rewarding efforts in the ISD process.

Li]
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2.7.1 Conduct Standard Briefings

Upon arrival at each unit, you and your team should present a standard

briefing to headquarters staff personnel, coiananders, supervisory personnel,

and the job incumbents in the survey sample units. These briefings are very

important because the full cooperation of all involved and concerned is very

critical to the success of the job analysis. Depending on the number of

people involved, one briefing may not be enough, Maybe a different briefing

for each of the different levels must be prepared and pre:entE.d. The briefings

must be well-prepared and professionally and sincerely presented. They oust

communicate to the lowest level that we all want to do a better job and the

only way adequate information can be gathered is to go directly to the actual

on-the-job person and to his supervisors. Following is a list of the reasons

why the briefings are given to the various groups listed. The briefings

prepared for each group should fulfill these needs.

1. Headquarters staffs. The job data developed will become the basic

management information for this group. They must know before

the fact what you are doing, how you are doing it, and what

product you will deliver. They should also realize 'i:at you ;re

merely going to report what is happening in the field. If what

is happening is not what people think is happening then they

(the headquarters) will have to examine the data and make

decisions about what will be changed, modified, or returned

to that which was originally envisioned. If the way the job

is actually being performed in the field is not the way head-

quarters wants it to be performed, they must make decisions

and take appropriate action to correct the variance. They
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must tell you what changes, if any, they intend making to

insure that your final job analysis data reflect what should

be as well as what is.

2. Commanders. The commander of the unit you will visit must be

made to realize that you are not an audit team or an inspector

general. You are there to observe the way his jobs are done

so that the training, personnel, logistics, force development,

etc., p.!ople may be more aware of the commander's position and

more responsive to his needs, You require his support and

understanding. !f he gives you the "key to the unit," your

job analysis can be done well. If he resists you, you will

be relegated to the role of spy, troublemaker, etc.

Remember, howtver, you are coming to him with the support

and blessing of a higher headquarters. This may help on the

surface--but you must convince the Conunander on a one-to-one

basis and get his genuine and sincere cooperation.

3. Supervisory personnel. The supervisor of the people whose jobs

you are arnalyzing is a key person. You need his assistance in

selecting job incumbents and in verifying data you gather. He

needs, also, to be convinced that your team purposes are

honest and in his interest. Generally, you can get his support

by telling him exacrly what information you need, exactly why

you need it, what you are goino to do with it, and why you

need his he;p in making the program a success. Some of the

details or examples outlined for higher level commanders iight

not be meaningful to him, so more appropriate examrles may have

I
I

S~I

__ai________ii _ ________-______
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to be developed for his briefing. Remember also to tell him

that, when you are looking at the job system within which

his people work, you must also look at his job from the

point of view of what influence he has on the conditions

of the job incumbent; i.e., supervisory assistance, standards

of proficiency and how he enforces them, and the parts

of the job he performs. Be sure to emphasize to him that you

want to know what is, as well as what is supposed to be,

4. The job incumbent (job holder). The job incumbent is going

to provide the real meat of the job analysis data. He

i doing the job, He knows vdiHat the problems are. You

need to get information from him. He is a full member of

t.e military community. Tell him this. Tell him why you

are doing the survey and why you must come to him. Convince

him that he is important, because he is. If you do this

effectively and assure him that you have his commander's

and supervisor's sanction, he will be a real source of

valuable information. Promise him--and deliver--feedback

on the project as you move toward action to solve problems.

Give him an investment and a future in his occupation and

his branch. Contributing in this way to "morale and welfare"

can be a valuable part of the job analysis endeavor.

At the same time that you are preparing briefings, you should develop

a schedule for conducting the data collection. A typical schedule is

shown in Figure 1.9.

• -- I I I I I II I
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DAILY SCHEDULE FOR CONDUCT OF COMI'4AND JOB ANALYSIS

Note: If the Command Job Analysis Team arrives
after noon of the first day, then the
second actual day at a. station should be
considered as the first day.

First Day:

1. Command Job Analysis Team Briefing for Unit Commander

2. Command Mission Briefing for Job Analysis Team

3. Tour of the Facilities

4. Unit Analysis Interviews with Operations Officer

5. Identification of Major Work Areas

Second Day:

1. Briefing of Staff (including discussion of interview requirements)

2. Study of Nominee Records

3. Selection of Job Analysis Participants

4. Study of Operations Area to Identify Environmental Conditions

5. Briefing of Job Holders and Others to be Interviewed

6. Setup of Interviews

Third Day, Four Ln Day, etc.:

1. Interview

2. Observation

3. Interview

4. Observation

5. Etc.

Last Day:

I. Continuation of Interviews/ObservatIons

2. Exit Briefing

FIGURE 1.9: Sample Interview/Observation Schedule
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2.7.2 Select !nterviewees

As soon as you have briefed the unil, commander and his staff, your team

must brief the unit staff on the criteria for the selection of individuals

to be interviewed and observed. The criteria were outlined in Section 2.5

of this block.

Your team should review the records of those who are nominated and

select for participation those who best meet the criteria. In addition

to the briefing outlined in the preceding section, members of your team

also should review the briefing with the participants when you meet,

individually, in their work areas. This is where the real motivation can

take place. These meetings should reduce or eliminate any remaining

anxiety about the interviews/observations.

2.7.3 Collect Identifying Information

All information required to identify a particular job analysis report,

to fully identify the unit in which the person being interviewed works,

and to present background inforMation about the man himself shnuld be

recorded on the background information form you prepared in Section 2.4.

One copy should he completed for each person interviewed.

2.7.4 Interviewing, Observing, and Recording Data

In conducting interviews with the job incumbents and spervisors,

your team members should establish a good working relationship with them

before attempting to collect data. The briefings mentioned earlier

should have done most of this. If the person being interviewed still

has questions about his role in the intervielv, answer his questions as

I I I I I I I I IM
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honestly as you can. Be sure that, when the actual data collection gets

under way, that the person being interviewed is the one to describe his

duties and tasks Do not tell him what you think he does; let him tell

you. Get at the specifics of the job performance and record the data

carefully. Ask questions about things you do not understand. When the

interviewee no longer can give pertinent and useful information, end the

interview.

If, in Section 2.2, you decided to collect only task inventory infor-

nation on the first visit, let the Interviewee know about this. Let him

know you will be coining back later for additional information about some

of the tasks.

Remember that the job incumbent most likely performs only those tasks

assigned to him. He may not do all the tasks that make up the job. Diff-

erent supervisors.split up work activities among the workers in different

ways. Also remember the job holder may perform some tasks incorrectly.

These are some of the reasons for interviewing more than one Job holder

and for also interviewing supervisors.

When your team members observe the job incumbents performing their

duties and tasks, be sure the analysts:

I. observe long enough to witness performance of all tasks that the

analysts do not understand, based on the interview information,

2. avoid getting in the way,

3. ask questions only when necessary, and

4. make careful notes of observations.
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While it is essential that task statements be specific, unambiguous,

and have the same meaning to all who will use the information, it is not

essential that your original notes and statements be this perfect. During

the early stages of Job analysis, do not worry about the size of the group

of activities you call tasks, or about overlapping and duplicating state-

ments. Identifying tasks is a process that requires reviewing, reexamining,

and rewriting several times. Each time t0e cycle "s repeated, the resulting

task inventory is more complete and accurate.

You probably will not be able to observe the job incumbent performing

all the tasks you wish to observe.

EXAMPLES

1. It would not be possible to schedule the fire
fighter to "remove a conscious injured person
from the upper floor of a burning building."

2. "Destroy enemy submarine" would be performed only
under conmat conditions. The job analyst is not
likely to observe the performance.

3. While a part of "correct malfunctions in electronic
equipment" could be observed, too much time would
be required to observe correction of all possible
malfunctions.

But, for those tasks or parts of tasks that are seldom performed, he can

use indirect methods to gather the necessary job information. He can use

descriptions of tasks by supervisors, experienced job incumbents, or oLher

experts, and analysis of such information sources as film or video tape,

The procedure must be systematic_; it must involve verifying the job task

with more than one job incumbent and with more than one supervisor.
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The output of this section is several groups of job information; one

group of information from each interview by each' member of your job

analysis team. EFich group of job information will include the duties

and tasks that make up the job. In addition, for each task (or for each

task selected for training, if your data collection plan called for coming

back later for details of the tasks) the ccnditions, initiating cues,

standards, and clements will be listed. Some of these latter items,

particularly the elements that make up the tasks, may already be docu-

mented. This means you will need only to find the documentation and

check its accuracy. The individuals that you interview will be excellent

sources for both locating existing documentation and checking its

accuracy. Figure 1.10 is an exanple of a portion of a properly

documented job analysis.

2.8 Consolidate Data

At this point in the jub analysis,

you may have a large number of lists of

duties, tasks, elements, etc. This

information probbly was obtained from L
a number of individuals at several lcca- - F

tions by different members of your job

analysis team. Now, you must combine jj
these individual job analysis reports

into one master report. If all of

the reports are basically identical, you will have little difficulty in

consolidating the data. If there are major differences between some of
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the lists, your decisions will be considerably more difficult to make.

You may need to use additional Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) to resolve

some of the conflicts. Management decisions may have to be rrne, to

resolve differences in the job as actually performed by job incumbents

and the job as envisioned by their supervisors. You may have to recontact

some of the individuals who were interviewed, to clarify statements or

gather new information. The end product must be at least a tentative con-

solidated statement of the overall job.

2.9 Verify Task Inventory

As you will note on the flowchart in

Figure 1.5, this section appears to be

somewhat out of sequence. If, in Section L-f-

2.2, you chose the on-site interview plan, • H7]
this section is not what you should do Lf]Li
next. Much of what you have been doing 7 L-T L-
up to this time is collecting data and If1 |
constructing a task inventory or list.

One reason you chose the on-site interview

plan was because you did not already have available a good task inventory.

If you had, you might have chosen the survey plan instead. The first

step in the survey plan is to verify the task inventory. After that,

the two plans are basically similar, Therefore, we will pause here to

discuss verifying the task inventory, and then we will continue to

discuss the remaining steps for both plans.
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How much effort needs to be pu' into verifying an existing task

inventory depends upon:

1. the complexity of the particular job,

2. when the existing task inventory was made or when it

was last updated,

3. how mi.ch the particular job is likely to change over

time, bnd

4. the basis for the existing task inventory: what method

was used to collect the information.

in the next several sections, you will be sending your task inventory

to a large number of people. A considerable amount of time and money

will be spent finding out more about the tasks on your inventory. There-

fore, yoij want to take all reasonable steps to make sure the list is as

accurate as practical before you send it out to possibly hundreds of people.

Probably the best way to verify the existing task inventory is to use

the Jury-of-Experts approach. This method is discussed in Section 2.2 of

this block.

The primary concern of the verifying process is to make sure:

1. all tasks performed by all levels of personnel who do

the job are included in the task list, and

2. the task statements are worded so that individuals surveyed

for additional information will understand what is meant

by the statements.
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2.10 Prepare Survey Questionnaires ...

The information you gather with -

the survey questionnaire m~ay be massive,[j

repetitive, and could in some cases be_ Li_] -

stored in a computer for ease of manipu- t - -.

lation and retrieval. Whether or not a FL

computer is used, you should know just

what kinds of data you will need and

where the data will be used. Collecting

useless data and storing it in a form that cannot be used are common

problems arising when the data purposes are not understood. The type and

quantity of collected data should be determiaed by your specific needs.

The next several steps deal with making sure beyond any reasonable

doubt that your task list correctly reflects the real-world job. You

are going to accomplish this by sending questionnaires to a large number

of people who know about the job and by reviewing the returned data

to see if they verify the accuracy of your task list. This is called

validating the task inventory. The first step is to design the

questionnaire forifS.

The details of the forms you use will be determined by;

1. how you will tabulate and summarize results, and

2. what information you wish to collect.

How you will tabulate and suntnarize results will be determined by

whether you have available a computer and other automated data handling

equipment and by the number of people to be surveyed. To determine what
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information you wish to collect, you should first consider what information

you need to collect to meet the requirements of this block. These data

requirements are:

1. Identifying information about the individuals being surveyed

2. Identifying tasks that are on the task list but are not

performed

3. Listing any tasks that are performed but are not on the
task list

4. Identifying any task statements that are incorrectly stated,

and recommending revisions

In addition to the above, you may wish to collect information such as:

i. Data needed to determine which tasks will be selected for

training

2. Other management data that can be economically collected

with the same survey

You will remember that we said earlier that you probably would want to

collect at least part of the data required for Block 1.2 at the same time

and with the same questionnaires you use to collect data for this block.

Block 1.2 will help you determine what kind of information you will need

to make decisions on which tasks to select for training.
Other management information olten can be collected economically on

the same survey forms as those required for the data in this block. While

details of such management information is outside the scope of this model,

onF possible example is as follows.
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EXAMPLE

Management might wish to know whi'.h "asks are being
performed by individuals with an eignth g'ade educa-
tion and which tasks are being pcrformed vy individ-
uals with a high school educatiom. If Dr'th groups
were found to perform the same tasks, management
might wish to reduce the eLi-y ,•- ,,rep•ter for that
particular job.

One note of caution about the design of your questionnaire is that you

should keep the questionnaire as short as practical. In general, the form,

should be designed so they can be completed in two hours or less. One way

you can save time on a complex task inventory is list all tasks under their

appropriate duty title. This will permit the interviewees ta rapidly scan

groups of tasks that he does not perform and then proceed to the next duty.

EXAMPLE

A mechanic who works full-time in the shop knows without
reading them that none of the tasks under the duty head-
ing, "Performing engine conditioning on the li.ht line,"
apply to him.

A saimmple form for collecting identifying information v.as shown in

Figure 1.7. Appendices C and D, pages 100-104, are examples of forms that

might be used to collect data for validatiny the task list. (Both forms

also include some information for making training decisions. This will

be discussed in the next block.) The forms in Appendix C are for hand

recording information, while those in Appendix D are for machine recording

and sunmarizing.
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In addition to the preceding, you also will need to prepare detailed

instructions for completing and administering the questionnaires. An

example of such instructions is included in Appendix E, page 106.

2.11 Select Survey Sample

As a general rule your survey sample s~ould

be as large as possible. This is particularly

true if you do not have personnel available E-1
with the responsibility and authority to assure

pleted. With appropriately designed question- [ J

naires, computer programs can easily analyze L ..-

returns from thousands of individuals.

The first step in determining the individuals to be surveyed is to

find out the total number of people in the service being surveyed

who are assigned to the particular job being analyzed. Personnel offices

of each service maintain such records. An attempt should be made to

obtain a sample of at least 3000 individuals. If there are fewer than

3000 individuals available, a 100 percent sample should be used. If more

than 3000 are assigned to a job, those selected for the survey should

be representative of the whole.

You should make an attempt to obtain a sample that represents the

distribution of individucls in the job according to comnand and skill

level as it exists in the service. By using representative samples,

the survey results can be interpreted as refl-cting an accurate picture

of the job as a whole. Review of personnel records, either by personnel
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employees, members of your job analysis team, or your field representatives

who will conduct the survey, will be required to obtain data upon which

to base choices for your survey. Section 2.5 of this block gave guidelines

for selecting individuals for interviews. These same guidelines are

suitable for selecting your survey sample.

2.12 Conduct Questionnaire Survey

Before sending out the total number

of questionnaires you intend using, you may L.-
wish to first send out a small number. This

will permit you to check the initial results

and possibly make some changes in your question- H_
naires or instructions. Then you will send out

what you hope will be the total number of

questionnaires required.

The ideal way to administer questionnaires is group administration.

Where the local responsible official and his assistants schedule the.

administration, make certain that only eligible individijals are seated in

the administration area, read the administrative directions, and provide

any necessary assistance in completing the questionnaires. The local

official then returns the completed questionnaires to the sending authority.

Often, particularly with individuals at remote stations, group adminis-

tration is impractical. In these cases, it is sometimes effective to

send the questionnaires to a responsible officer and request that he return

them by a reasonable suspense date. Careful attention should be paid to

the instructions for administration or self-administration. If the sending
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command has no authority to require that a suspense date be met, they must

either obtain the concurrence of a command with that authority or be

willing to accept a reduced percentage return.

How much confidence can you have in the validity of your questionnaire

if you get less than a 100 percent return? Less and less confidence can

be expected with each reduction in the percentage returned. However,

if you only intend to use the questionnaires to find out whether the

individuals perform the tasks, you will be able to tolerate a lesser

percentage then if you intend to collect all useful information from

your respondents. If your questionnaires are highly reliable (that is,

if most respondents tell you pretty much the same thing regardless of

specific location or command), you can have more confidence. For example,

if all your questionnaires came from shore stations and half your DOS

is at sea, you would have much less confidence in the validity of the

results. Your confidence can increase as the spread of returns covers

all important stations, locations, missions, and levels of the DOS.

What can you do if you are not satisfied with the percentage of returns

of the questionnaires? You can send out more forms to different people

and hope for better results; you can recontact some of the first sample

and try to encourage them to return the questionnaires; and you can vOsit

a rardom sample of those who did not respond and compare their forced

responses with the voluntary responses. Then you and your supervisors

will have to decide how much chance you are willing to take that the

data you have received presents a sufficiently accurate picture of the

job as it really exists.
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2.13 Revise Job Data as Required

Evaluation of the survey data collected

in the above block will show that:

1, Your task list was perfect; everyone

agreed with it 100 percent. Or,

2. At least some individuals indicated

at least some discrepancies in

your task list.

If your task list was considered perfect,

you are ready to move on to the next section of this block. However, most

likely someone somewhere disagreed with you. The area of disagreement

could be any or all of the following:

1. Some tasks on your list should be deleted.

2. You left off some tasks. Some new ones need to be added.

3. Sorie of the tasks you listed were incorrectly stated and

should be rewritten.

4. Some duty statements were incorrectly listed, or some

tasks were listed under the wrong duty.

Since these four items probably represent most of the probable changes,

this section will discuss how to deal with each discrepancy.

Ffrst, even if practically everyone said certain tasks should be

deleted, you should be hesitant to do so. At this point it is better to

include tasks that individuals disagree on rather than to exclude them.

These tasks would not be listed in the first place if someone somewhere

did not consider the disputed tasks a pdrt of the job. One exception tu

L~ n I n n n n n n -- n n n n n n n n n n n
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this is if you have listed two or more task statements that arf actually

the same• task. In this case, you will want to delete all but one of the

task statements and possibly restate the remaining one.

Itemr 2 on the preceding page is a more serious matter. You want to

be sure not to exclude any tasks that are a legitimate part of the job.

If the suggested new task clearly is not a part uf the job, you should

reject the suggesticn that you include it. An example of this is:

EXAMPLE

A postal clerk claims some tasks that should be added
are "replace burned-out light bulbs" and "repair truck
used to deliver mail." While you cannot deny the possi-
bility that sore postal clerk somewhere actually performs
these tasks, neither task has any relationship to the job
of postal clerk.

The tasks in the above example are parts of other jobs, and unique

circumstances sometimes require an individual, ;t least temporarily, to

do part of someone else's job. You should not include such tasks in

your list.

However, if as many as perhaps 5 percent of the respondents indicate

that a certain task should be added, if these individuals are fairly

representative geographically, and if the nature of the task is such

that it could be a part of the job, you probably should include it.

Remembe, that if the task is relatively insignificant, it probably will

be screened out in Block 1.2: SELECT TASKS/FUNCTIONS.

The same general statements as above can be made for suggestions that

certain tasks or duties are incorrectly stated or that certain tasks are

listed under the wrong duty, Remember that, since you have identifying
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information from each respondent, you can recontact him in person, by

telephone, or by correspondence. You can determine if his information

is correct and base your decisions partly on the credibility of the

respondents.

In the final analysis, the consolidated llst should be acceptable

to you and your command. While this does riot mean you should make

arbitrary decisions, it does mean you' may not be able to completely

please everyone. Document the decisions you are forced to make, give

the reasons for your decisions, and move on to the next block.

2.14 Collect Other Required Job Information

9 In Section 2.2 of this block, when

you developed your data collection plan,

you made a decision as to whether your ,_

initial data collection effort would bet

restricted to developing and validating Ezjr•4/
a task inventory or if you would initially

collect all required job information. If - L-
you made the latter decision, you will now

have most of the conditions, initiating cues,

standards, and elements for each task. However, if you have not yet

collected this data or if you added new. tasks in Section 2.13, you will

need to continue with your job analysis effort. If you decided to select

tasks ?or training in Block 1.2, and then collect the additional data only

for tasks selected for training, you will need to complete the procedures

in Block 1.2 and then come back to this point in this block.

__ 4
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Regardless of your original plan and what you have done up to this

point you will need thorough documentation of conditions, initiating cues,

standards. and elements for each task or at least for each task selected

for training. While there are several possible ways to accomplish tnis,

there is only one reconuiiended way: roilow the steps outlined in sections

2.3 -2.8 for on-site interview collection of data.

If you still have to collect all of the required information about

ea,_h task, this represents a sizablle effort. If you have most of the data

but have added several nt'w tasks, the remaining effort will be a mfinor one.

If all t~he required conditions, standards, elements, and such informatioi 3
still must be collected, at least you already have a good task list;

and if you have selected tasks for t1caining, you do not have as many

tasks with which to work.

When you complete this final effort, you are ready to check the formialI
documentation requirements of 3.0 of this block and then move on to

t Block I.2 (or 1.3 if you have already selected tasks for training).

2.15 Carry Out Alter~nate Data Collection Plan.

In Section 2.2, we mentioned r-
that you might., because of some

situations or constraints, develop

some data collection plan for an E~ L i
existing job, other than the two 1
major plans we have emphasized.

Two major reasons for an alter- F

nate choice were:
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1. Only relatively minor changes have been made in the job.

The extent of the changes does not justify extensive

on-site irterviews and questionnaire surveys.

2. Time, cost, or other management constraints dictute that

you accept a less-than-ideal approach.

For the first situation, or other siirilar situations, a Jury-of-

Experts or the group interview approcýJh might have beeii chosen. Following

this with a small questionnaire survey should give good •ssurance that

your data is essentially correct,

If the second situation is your rea3on for developing an alternate

plan, we cannot, of course, argue with your doing the best you can with

what you have to work with. However, if you cannot afford to follow the

reconmnenaed procedures, your probability of obtaining good results is

considerably reduced. Our only suggestion here is that, if you cannot

follow the recommended procedures, the credit--or blame--for the result-

in5 training program should not be laid on the recommended procedures:

2.16 Analyze New Job

If the job you are analyzing is

a new job (that is, no one does the job

Now), most of the analysis techniques we

have discussed so far will be of little

assistance to you. Conducting on-site F]r _
interviews with or sending questionnaires to _/

individual job incumbents, or holding group

interviews with job incumbents can be useful

only to the degree that the new job resembles LI

a job that already exists.
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For the new job, you may initially have no job data di. all. And you

may have no opportunity to see the job in actual operatii. But in spite

uf these limitations, it still may be necessary to have a training course

ready in time to begin training before the new system or equipment is put

into operation.

Ideally, as jobs are envisioned as part of a new operational concept

or of nIew equipment systems, the jcb analysis teams are notified; and they

become a part of the development activity. In this way the required work

activities within the new systen can be documented and translated into

job analysis data as the system develops. This serves in two important .

ways:

1. If the system concept is developing a "people" rcquirement

that is impossible to fulfill, this fact can be announced

and the system can be modified.

2. The documented job analysis data can be the basis for

training programs that will develop graduates to coincide

with the introduction of the new system in the field.

This also increases the likelihood, in the equipment-oriented

areas, of early introduction of the equipment into the

training program.

Regardless, however, of the point in time that you r-,ome involved

in the new program, the data collction method you use will be largely

determined by whether the new job to be analyzed is equipment-oriented

or non-equipment oriented. And one essential resource that you have

on your team is the Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) in systems or equipment

similar to that involved with Lhe new job you are analyzing.

E
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2.16.1 Non-Equipment-Oriented Jobs

The beginning point, when analyzing a new non-equipment-oriented

job, is to review the available information. Since a management

decision has been made to establish the new job--otherwise, you would

not have been assigned to analyze it--someone, somewhere has at least

a general idea of what the new job will be like. Most likely this

information is documented and available for your *se. Ainalysis of

this information may show the new job to be a regrouping of a variety

of tasks that are presently being performed in other closely related

jobs, with sume new tasks added.

EXAMPLES

1. A new job of Stock Control and Accounting Specialist
might include many tasks presently performed by
Automotive Repair Parts Specialists, Aircraft Repair
Parts Specialists, and Communications-Electronics
Repair Parts Specialists. The new tasks might be
operation and control of a computer-managed inventory
control system.

2. A new job of Infaritrylldn, On Leash Scout Dog Hzndler
night include most of the same tasks perforled by other
Infantrymen, but in addition it includes scout dog
handling and dog obedience training.

Once you identify, at least tentatively, the tasks that are already

performed in similar jobs, you can analyze that part of the new job by:

1. locating and reviewing existing job analysis data for those

tasks, or

2. if the above documentation does not exist, is incomplete, or

is outdated, conduct on-site interviews with individuals who

perform and individuals who supervise the tasks.
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For the new tasks, you will have to look further for appropriate infor-

mation. Most likely you will find that similar tasks are performed some-

where by someone. Very few things *in the world are completely new. You

will have to gather data for thu new tasks from the best available sources:

other services, other government.agencies, or private industry. You and

your Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) may have to make some assumptions

about the tasks that may later prove to be wrong. rn any case, your

data will not be totally valid until analysis is done on the job after

the operation begins.

2.16.2 Equipment-Oriented Jobs

The armed services rarely, if ever, can afford to wait until new

equipment arrives before beginning training for use and maintenance of the

new equipment.

EXAMPLE

When the new BI Bombers arrive, or very shortly
thereafter, someone must be trained to fly them,
someone must be able to operate the new electronic
equipment, and someone must be trained to maintain
the bomber and all its equipment.

Most new or advanced systems are really the second or third generation

of existing equipment. New jobs such as operating or maintaining the new

equipmnt drc ao.newhat similar to operating or maintaining the old equip-

mernt. Data obtained for jobs on the old equipment can be used as a basis

f'r analyzing the new job. Analysis of an equipment-oriented job depends

heavily on a clear understanding of the new equipment. This is the major

reason for having SMEs on your team who are thoroughly familiar with sitIlar

| 4
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equipment. They are much more likely to understand how the new equipment

is different and, thus, how the tasks that make up the new job will be

Jifferent.

In some cases, you can gather data from parallel work being done for

other purposes,

EXAMPLES I
1. An equipment contractor usually collects data for

engineering validation of his equipment prior to
production. These validation data often contain
information applicable to the new equipment-oriented
job you are analyzing.

2. When the contractor begins testing prototype
equipment, there should be opportunity for the job
analyst to bring appropriate military subjects to
the factory site and let them sit in on the tests.
The use of the typical military operator would
certainly be beneficial to the contractor in his
tests and would provide an opportunity for the job
analyst to observe and document job performance
requirements.

3. Observation of assembly techniques on the contractor's
assembly line and observation of final equipment
check-out procedures can provide data on op.Žration
and maintenance of the equipment.

Sometimes simulation may be used to obtain critical information. I
At other times, you and your SMEs will h.3ve to "think through" the tasks

in an attempt to define or predict the required behavior of the man un

the iob who will use the equipment. Your team must obtain as much early

task data as pobsible, and you mut be willing to change the task list

as more daca become available. Even at best you will end up with incom-

plete informnation. The more complex the equipment, the more errors are

likely to occur in your job analysis.
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As with analysis of existing Jobs, the analysis of a new job should

result in a list of tasks that make up the job as wel.1 as the conditions,

initiating cues, standards, and elements that make up each task. However,

as we noted earlier, the data for this new job will not be totally valid

unitil analysis is done on the job after the new equipment is put into

use. Typically, there is at least a 25 percent change in the new job

after the first year of operation.

3.0 OUTPUTS

Completion of the procedures discussed in this block, and in all the

other blocks in the model, will result in several tangible products. These

products are a result of what you did in each block of the ISO model. !n

addition to these products, another very critical part of the ISD process

is the formal documentation of significant decisions, activities, and

problems produced or encountered in each block of the model. Not only

what you did, but also why, when, and how you did it are important and

unst be documented. Some reasons for this formal documentation are:

1. You need to show your supervisor and others what you plan to

do and why, when, and how you intend doing it, And then, as .

you carry out the plan, you need to report on your progress

to your supervisors and others. They are responsible for

nonitoring your performance. For them to dG this, they must

have adequate inputs from you.

2. If you end up producing exceptionally good--or exceptionally

poor--training, others involved in developing training hdve a

right to know how you did it. Over a period of time, you

are going to forget many things; you need to document as

you go along.
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3. A major factor in deciding whether soi,.eone else's training

program, the use of which would result in considerable

savings, is suitable for your needs is understanding how

the program was developed. How did they develop tests?

Is it the same way you would have done it? Or did they

do it better than you would have? What criteria did they

use to select tasks for training? Was their criteria

similar to what you think is important? How did they

validate their program? How did they go about analyzing

the job? These are just a sample uf questions for which

you would need answers before you adapted soineore else's

prograin to meet your training needs. Remember, if you

want these kinds of information From others, you

should be willing to provide it for courses you develop.

4. The ISD process is a repetitive process in that what ynu

do or what happens in orne block wlay require you to go back

and do some things differently in earlier blocks. If you

have not documented huw you did it the first time, you

may not know how to do it differently the next time.

5. A number of individuals are generally involved in an ISI

effort to develop a single course of instruction. You may 7

do only the job analysis and then turn the program over to

another group. In order to continue with the orderly develop-

in,_,ot of the program, each new individual or group needs to

know not only exactly what has been done before but also why

and how it was done.
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The total output of eacn block, then, is both the product that the T

procedures are designed to produce and the formal documentation pre-

pared, while carrying out these procedures, that permits others to under-

stand the series of decisions and events that shaped your final products.

A list will be given at the end of each block of this total output

required from that block.

The outputs of Block I U ANALYZE JOB should consist of the following:

3.1 Products

1. Definition of the job (See example, page 86.)

2, A validated tisk list (See example, page 86.)

3. Conditions, cues, standards, and elements for each

task (See Figure I 11 for an example.)

3.2 Other Documentation

I. Statement of rationale for conducting a job analysis

2. Details of data collection plan, including rationale for

the plan and scheduled completion dates for each major

step in the plan

3. Details of actual data collection. These should include:I,. a. Any deviation from the plan and reasons for the

devi ati ons

b. Copy of questiGnnaires
c. Summary statement of questionnaire results

4. Any other pertinent job analysis information not included

in the above

I

___
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EXAMPLE

Definition of the job:

The job of an OH-58 Helicopter Repairman includes
inspecting, testing, servicing, adjusting, calibrating,
installing, replacing, repairing, overhauling, and
rebuilding any or all components of the 0H-58 helicopter.

EXAMPLE

Validated task list:

A. Service oil system-main transmission.

1. Inspect main transmission oil system.

2. Perform maintenance operational check on
transmission oil system.

3. Troubleshoot transmission oil system.

B. Install main transmission.

1. Install main rotor swash plate.

2. Install main rotor swash plate support
assembly.

3. Install main rotor hut.

4. Repair main rotor pitch link assembly.

LI
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APPENDIX A

EXAMPLE OF DOCUMENTATION OF TASK CONDITIONV

Job: Manual Central Office Repairman (MOS 36G20)

Task: Troubleshoot Telephone Set TA-312/PT.

Job Task Conditions: See Standard job task conditions, ievel I. In

particular, repairman uses TM 11-5805-201-35, Tool Equipment TE-49, a

second Telephone rA-312/PT, and two-conductor wire to perform checks.

Job Task Standards: TM 11-5805-201-35, paragraph 3-3, outlines accurate

standards; experienced repairman requires 20 minutes or less to complete

checks.

Standard Job Task Conditions: Manual Central Office Repair, MOS 36G20

Level I - Organizational Mainteiance

1. General. Organizational maintenance is performed at the location where

manual central office telephone equipment is installed or stored. It con-

sists of checks and services performed at scheduled intervals, following

procedures outlined in technical manuals. It also includes limited trouble-

shooting, pluckout parts replacement, and minor adjustments as authorized in

pertinent maintenance allocation charts. Specified maintenance forms are

completed during maintenance.

2. Tools, equipment, and clothing: Tools and equipment specified in tool

allocation charts are used or their equivalents contained in specific TOE.

No special clothing is required.

89
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3. Job aids and manuals. Ther pertinent equipment technical manuals are

always available and other publications referenced in technical manuals

are usually maintained by each organization.

4. Ernvironment. Normally, organizational maintenance is performed under

protective shelter, but occasionally repa.irs are performed outside. Gloves

and heavy clothing may hinder perfornance during cold weather. Required

power may be provided by batteries, portable generators, or commercial

facilities.

5. Special physical demands, Outside repairs are performed in hot, cold,

or wet weather conditions. Energencies may require longer workdays than

the twelve hours normally required in cormibat zones. All tools, test

equipment, and spare parts must be nuived to the equipnent beinrj repaired.

6. Supervision and assistance. Usually available for newly assigned

job holders,

Level II - Direct Support (DS) Maintenance Shop

1. General. DS maintenance may be performed in a sheltered AN/MSM-16

portable shop that houses necessary test equipment, replacement parts,

required power connections, and a workbench area suitable for two

repairmen. Maintenance up to and including piece-part repair is per-

formed on major items, assemblies, and subassembles. Operator

preventive imaintenance is also perforned on test equipment,

2. Tools and test equipment.
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a. In addition to items normally mounted in shelter, Test Set TS-140/PCM,

Multlmeter TS-352/U, Test Set TS-716/U, Electron Tube Test Set TV-7/U,

Test Set .- 181, Test Set TS-183/U, Tool Equipment TE-49, and special

telephone repair tool kits are included in each shelter.

b. All portable test equipment Is used both in the shelter apd for

onsite repairs after which it is returned to the shelter.

3. Job aids and manuals. A minimum of two sets of techmical manuals for

most manual central office telephone equipment is available in each DS

shelter.

4. Eniqronment. Except fur repairs or bulky AN/TTC-7 equipment and

permanently mourted mobile units, all work is performed in the shop shelter.

A shelter may be located singly or several shelters may be grouped for large

maintenance operations.

5. Special physical demands. In addition to the crowded working conditions

in each shelter, a 12-hour workday is considered normal in combat zones

with emergencies requiring additional time.

6. Supervision and assistance. Usually availab'le for newly assigned job-

hulders.

Level III - Direct Support Maintenance Onsite

1. When equipment cannot be repaired by organizational maintenance

personnel and the equipment is too bulky to be easily moved, direct

support personnel perform maintenance onsite. Generally, onsite DS repair

is limited to direct exchange of assemblies although some systems main-

tenance and piece-part repair is also performed.
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2. DS personnel travel to the site in a truck and carry their own tools

and test equipment with them. Replacemetnt parts and assemblies are also

transported from the shelter to the site. Therefore, DS repairmen must

estimate probable malfunctions from inforliation provided by the using

organization aid select the proper tools and test equipment that must be

transported.

3. Job aids, enivironriiintal conditioris, and physical demands are the sirr,

as for organizational maintenance, Level I.

4. Onsite OS repairmen work without direct supervision but adr assisted

by organizational personnel, In most cases, only experienced repairilner

perform onsite maintenance.

Level IV - General Support (GS) Maintenance Shop

1. General. GS mainternance is performed in a permanent building which

houses all necessary tuolý., Lest equipm~ent, replacement parts, workbenches,.

and required power connections. Inreiediately outside the building is a

hardtop surface used for the repair of mobile equipment. The shop is

usually divided into six distinct areas--shipping arid receiving, prerEpair

inspection, troubleshooting arid repair, quality control, parts arid storage,

as well as the administration office arid technical library, Wi th the

exception of large mobile units, all equi pment enters the shipping and

receiving area as a major item, assermly, or sub,;ssently. Fronr the

receiving area all equipment is sent to the prerepair testing area

whe-e decisions are made to either repair the equipment, send it to

depot for rebuild, or salvare it, Equipment to be repaired is then

sent to the troubleshoutinr arid repair area. Reoaired equipwrert is
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sent to the quality control a-ea where general support final tests are

performed. Equipment neetirig final test standards is outprocessed and

either sent back to the using unit or placed in storage for future use.

Large mobile units are parked on the hardtop outside the shop and repairs

and final tests are performed within the mobile un~it. Required maintenance

and shop records are filed in the mobile unit. Necessary maintenance and

shop records are filed in the shop administrativw office.

2. Tools and test equipment. All tools and test equipment normally

available at organizational and direct support maintenance level are

also available in the general support shop. Moreover, the GS shop includes

any tools and test equipment required for general support testing.

3. Job aids and manuals. All pertinent technical manuals ar= available in

the GS shop as well as numerous test-jigs and interconnecting tables

required for efficient troubleshooting and final testing.

4. Environment. Most general support maintenance is performed in the shop.

The repair of mobile units may expose the repairman to weather but the workIJ
can usually be scheduled so weather causes no problems.

5. Special physical demands. No special physical demands are made

on the incumbent working at GS level.

6. Supervision and assistance. Both supervision and assistance are

always available at the GS level.
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A. SOURCES OF TRAINING COURSES AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

AIR FORCE

Extension InstiLute Catalog and Guide. ECIRP 50-I. Extension Course
Institute Air Univeisity, Gunter Air Force Station, Alabama. 1974. --....

Instructor's Guide to Survival Training Films. ADTIC-PUB-G-i11.
Arctic-Desert-Tropic Information Center, Air University, Maxwell
Air Force Base, Alabama.

Mather Air Force Base Learnino Center Catalog. Headquarters, 323d
Flying Training Wing, Mather Air Force Base, California, 95655.
1973.

USAF Formal Schools Catalon. AFM 50-5. Headquarters, U.S. Air Force,
Washington, D.C., 20330. 1973.

Note: Addltqonal Sources comprise USAF Study Reference Lists, Specialty
Training Standards, and Career Development Courses.

ARMY

Announcement of U.S. Army Correspondence Courses. DA PAM 351-20.
Headquarters, Dept. of the Army, Wasihingtn, D.C.

Army Correspondence Course Program. DA PAM 350-2. Headquarters, Dept.
of the Army, Washington, D.C. 1973.

Index of U.S. Army Motion Pictures. DA PAM 108-1. Headquarters, Dept.
of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Interservice Formal School Training for DOD Civilian and MilitarL
Personnel. Army Regulation 351-b Dt. of the Ar&yWasington,
D.C.

USAFI Correspondence-Courses. DA PAM 350-6. Headquarters, Dept. of
the Army, Washington, D.C.

U.S. Army Formal Schools Catalog. DA PAM 350-10. Headquarters, Dept.
of the ArnW, Washington, D.C. 1973

MARINES

Basic School Extension Catalog. Director, Extension School, Education
Center, MCDEC, Quantico, Virginia, 22134.

95
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Marine Corps Formal School Catalog. MCO-P1500.12F. Headquarters,

"Un-niteF-S-tates Marine CorpsTF1rshington, D.C. 1973.

Marine Corps Institute Handbook (12th Edition). MCO-P1550.1H. Director,
Marine Corps Institute, Marine Barrack.s, Box 1775, Washington, D.C.
1973.

NAVY

Catalog of Navy Training Courses (Vols. 1,11, and III). NAVEDTRA 10500.
"' Chief ofN~aval Education and Training Support. Pensacola, Florida,

32508. 1974.

Documentary Film Catalog (Revision #1). NWC-TP-4784-REV-I. Commander,
Naval Weapons Center, Cuwa Lake, California, 93555. 1971.

Films on Oceanography. Catalog Series, NODC-C-4. U.S. Naval Oceano-
graphic Data Center, Washington, D.C., 20390. 1963.

Motion Picture Catalog of Films Available Through the External Rulations
Group Motion Picture Project. TG-533A. Commander, Naval Air Systems
Comand, Washington, D.C., 20360. Attention: AIR-604A1. 1966.

OTHER FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SOURCES

Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC), National Center for
Educational Communication, 400 Maryland Avenue, Southwest,
Washington, D.C., 20202.

National Referral Center for Science and Technology, Library of Congress,
First and Independence Avenue, Southeast, Washington, D.C., 20540.

Reporlt Bibliography. Defense Documentation Center, Defense Supply
Agency, Cameron Station, Alexandria, Virginia, 22314.

U.S. Government Films: A Catalog of Motion Pictures and Filmstrips for
Sale b• the National Audio Visual Center. National Archives
Publication No. 70-3. National Archives, Washington, D.C.

OTHER GENERAL SOURCES

Directory of Educational Information Resources. Com Information Corpo-
ration, New York, 1971.

ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS). Leasco Information Products,
4827 Rugby Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, 20014.

" i-M7 T1' iH i
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ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Media and Technology, Institute for
Communication Research, Stanford University, Stanford, California,
94306.

Educator's Purchasing Masters (Vol. I). Instructional Materials,
Fisher Publishing Co., Lnglewood, Colorado. 1971.

New Educational Materials, 1970. Citation Press, New YorkL 1970.

C. SOURCES OF JOB ANALYSIS DATA

AIR FORCE

Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Program (CODAP)

The Job Specialty Survey Division Reports, Lackland AFB, Texas

Occuqational Survey Reports, Occupational Measurement Center, Lackland
AFB, Texas.

The Personnel Research Laborptory Reports, Lackland AFB, Texas

ARMY

Military Occupational Data Bank

tNAVY

Navy Occupational Task Analysis Program (NOTAP)

C. SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT PARTICULAR JOBS

Classification manuals which contain official descriptions, such as:
AFM 39-1, Airman Classification Manual; AFM 36-1, Officer
Classificati-on Manual a

Fie'jd manuals which contain doctrine, tactics and techniques

General Guides which include related sources, such as Air Force
requlations in the O-series:

AFR 0-1, Guide to Indexes, Catalogs and Lists of Departmental
Publications

AFR 0-2, Numerical Index of Standard Air Force Publications
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AFR 0-6, Subct Index of Air Force Publications

AFR 0-9, Nuaterical Index of Departmental forms

Job descriptions such as the Officer Grade Roquirements and Job
descriptions reported by individual Air Corce officers

Logistic ;upport plans which indicate materials and services •ssociated
with weapon systems

Maintenance allocation charts which desiqnate authorization to perform
m3intenance tasks

Manuals which explain equipment or systems

Military writings such as tactical reports, historical records, and
reports of maneuvers and field tests

Modification work orders which furnish instructions for alLerationsand modifications to material

Regulations qfr state policies, responsibilities, and administrative
procedures

Standard operating procedures which provide actual job performance
requirements

Tables of organization and equipment (TOE) and tables of distribution
and allowance (TDA) which include information on position titles,
job distribution, supervision, and equipment

Technical manuals and bulletins which cover equipment operation and
maintenance procedures
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SAMPLE OF A HAND SCORABLE QUESTIONNAIRE
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JOB INVENTORY AFSC I
()UTY TASK LIST) 921X01922X0 Page1 7 of 44

1 Check tdsks Vyun per form noW v

2. Add dri1 task, you no now which are net listed,

3 In the "Tsme Speni - columt, iate checked (VI task% on time spent in your puesent loh

Time Spent Scale
1 VERY MUCH BEI OW AVERAGE 4 ABOUT AVERAGE I VERY MUCH ABUVE

7 BELOW AVE RAC,. 5 SLIGHTLY ABOVE AVErtAGt AVERAGE

3 SLIUiHILf BELOiW AVERAGE 6 ABOVE AVERAGE

CHECK IF TIME SPENT

C. FITTING AND MAINTAINING LIFE RAFTS AND PREVýRVERS DONE IN DOING THESE
PRESENr TASKSIN

JOB PRESENT JOB

1. Clean life preservers 42

2. Cleea life rafts 43

3. Condemn non-reocarble life rafts or life preservers 44

4. Fit life prewrvers 45

5. Inspect life preservers 46

6. Inspect life raft access ries 47

7. Inspect life rafts 48

8. Inspect or weight tel. carbon dioxide (C')2) cylinders or cartridges 49

9. Make entries on or review Life Preserver Dats forms (AFTO Form 4661) 50

10. Make entries on r.f review Life Preserver Inspection Date Record forms (AFTO Form 336) 51

11. Make an-nes o, or review Life Raft Inspection Record forrns (AFTO Form 3371 52

12. Make entl, s in or review User Certification Label forms AfýTO Form 27) 53

13. Pa,.. life preservers 54

1".. Pack life raft accessory containers 55

15. Pack Ii e rafts 56

16. Per'orm functional tesls of life pr.eservers 57

17. lerform functional tests of life rafts 58

18. Perform inflation tests of life preservers rE

19 Perforr iflaltrw, tests of life rafts 60

20. Perform minor repairs to life preservers such as patching rips. tears. or holes 61

(Continued next page)

Best Available Copy



(OUTY.TAB K LIST) 921=922X0 Page 8 of 44 Pages

1. Check tasks you perform now (9).

2. Add any tasks you do now which are not listed.

3. In the 'Time Spent" column, rate checked (v1'*)asks on time spent in your present job.

Time Spent Scale
I VERY MUCH BELOW AVERAGE 4 ABOUT AVERAGE 7 - VERY MUCH ABOVE

2 BELOW AVERACE -SLIGHT LY ABOVE AVrqAGE AVERAGE

3 - SLIGHTLY BtLOWAVERAGE 6 ABOVE AVERAGE

C~:rCK IF TIME SPENT

C. FITTING AND MAINTAINING LIFE- RAFTS AND PRESERVERS (CONTINUED) DONE IN DOING THESE
PRESENi TASKS IN

JOB PRESENT JOtB

21. Refill CO 2 cyinder 62

22. Send life raft compwireed gas cyli ndor to othet Ac for tast. refill, or kinection 63

23. Store life rafts or life porIervr 64

IF A TASK THAT YOU PERFORM IS NOT LISTED ANYWHERE IN THE ENITIRE LIST.
WR;TE IT IN T4E BLANK SPACES BELOW

. - -

T: eot Avai, b~e Copy
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NCOA

TASK INVENTORY?

H C
F R F)LJF NCY T IM,. Hft )i.N PRUOABLE

US. " PNcII. '.-J~I OF TAS•K OP tEIRY CONSEQU[NCL,
PIR(ORMANct, AN) I ASK of

*.Et,** t, I ,,, ,, . P1 HFORMAN ° INADLQUATE
PEHFORMANCES

2 Lobs hon 2 P;, fc.infe I ' N.t1v-v

Smg.,tn th

3 At teors 3 Ppifor mod I '~y - u

Twig Per

4 Twi•o i•e, 4 Perofned 4 EnLiemly
Petfvt f.n, O•g.•o tiJ S•,•oott Actiwt•se ..... ... .. tIk f more mniedwtifly a ol-

A. Pel,..m Com•tIn/Ho..wn Ad-flnai1 .tou J, 1 43

1. Mlt ohl t IIon, Relo.: IDA F,,nri 1) . 10 0t3i
Com ilfne .. ........ . .. . . 0.

.3. Mike Lo~reutflt an Morni~ng Reooit 0 0 d 0lO 0 0 0
4,. . • .... Morn P f E. ,,, ... o .. , 1 1A12 2 3 4

C..,os•new ,,nm .............. .... . .. O 0 000
5. Prepare SIDPERS InlPut aw• Contwl 0..3t, 1 2 3 A 4

6. Edit UA F. tn 3258 to, Creottp.A2•s 2

7. rwri~ePoes(r cni io tt... .... el.... 0001 000 0 aD

9. Rece,t~ia gs ln~t rn rrI Peso ne .C. ..o 3 4 422 3 4 Z 3 Al4

. Ma..,uain..Use Pe..onn. ' Infoto,.a,,on .. . .. ... .(-l d o y

11. Reor0nnend Suhtorfditnaeis o? Decoratlcin•! 2 3 4

12. Procs. wItRor ... ..e.....o 00.. .0 [ a0 0
13 Pfocoes CongressionalI nquuile% 00. .OD . D ... a .a9
14. P aep c t intamn Oaniz. 1a ll, 3 4 1 i1 3 4

Funs,tttottl Charts . ..........s

15. Pr.peAppS.ick Sf.. .. ....... ................. i 0 [II [ 0a

16. Coo tL.,.n ,..os,,. .o,. ................ 0 0 aOa D 10

17. Asusis in Preparation for Inspections .0000... .. na 00002
10. Assist i n Conduct of I.itlcton . . . . .9, 0 0 [. 0 l J0,[ D .

SPr:epare Work IIhedu:Ie- ".. .... .... .. . . 1 .00



A 6 L.1FRIEQUENCY TIML BETWEEN PRAL
U)SE PEW I P~ii 0IP Y OF TA5K JQO ENTRY CONSEOUENCES

PERFORMANCE AND TASK OF
Ia,,(a.,~aI.!~~y~ KFFORMANCE INADF.OUAE

a I PERFORMANCES

I Novwe I ptr~w P~Ia,,flltl I Negi-gatbie

2 Lm~ than 2 Pvvfiv-awa 7 P40 1 "'Y
~ ." - Otil, 9-0 ,aat

3 Atleessl 3 p~eY,-,id 3 V&,-:Xi
movrhtvI 1-1 nla' 90

4 1 w" per 4 PrrEijayfnd 4 E .. owi

wetip 0, m e 3,0 immed.weatt Waoýaa

0 1 Ma. Wo-k Asaneq.a-9. ..... ..00 0.
2. Praw *CJuty Rover IDA Fofm6) . .......I . 0]! ] 06 6 6 i 40

3. M-Irntaan Duty 4oitet . ....... ...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S Procet.Co,,eu '.0t -0 . . . .. ..

3. PeiaCo ittacc paoasndenpo wc . . .. 66 .. .. 90aU

4. RoeOvw nCoaewondmnace fo Forat' 6666

5. Recte Candl t.,1r~but Incominatg 64

It 9 alsk tatmyoauperform It not listed, wiea it 2 3 4 6 2 3 A 2 3 4

a6~ a a0Z6

666 61566 6
6666~ 466 66
6666 a b6 666

1666 266 36A
a,.~~~~~~~~~~ a,.,,~ rft a ia0 In 6....,.*hal



APPENDIX ES

INSMRUCTIO•4S FOR US.F /ID AOtINISTkATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE

TO THE NONCOMIISSIONED OFFICER:

This questionnaire 'is part of a field survey desiqnEd to identify

tasks for military police training. Its specific purpose is to obtain

from yGu, Lhe Novtcof•Irii .*icniA Officer, information on task criticality

and frequency of performance, Feedback gwined from this ques!,ionnaire

will play a major part in redesigning the Noncommissioied Offic,'r

Advanced Education System. The ultimate goal is to design training so

that it reflects w.hat we have learned from you in the field. This goal

is possible only with yuur fuN cooperation. Consider each task listed

in this questionn-iire carefully and give y')ur best response. Your

cor, ribu:iori is essential to a successful survey.

Preceding page blank 106
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PART I

GENLRAI INSTRUCTIONS

1 Complete this survey questionnaire within the tinme specified by
your unit project officer and return it to him upon campletion.

2. Because instructions for completing each part of this survey
questionnaire are different, read all instructions carefully.

3. Part II requires that you supply biugrdphiral information. This
information will be used to correlate feedhack received from the field,
Print all answers in the spaces provided or, the appropriate survey
questionnaire page.

4. In the ul.per fight corner of each page of Part III, Task Inventory,
of this survey questionnaire is a BOOKLET NUMBER block. Immediately v
to the left of this block is the individual Lnnklet number. Print the
individual booklet number in the BOOKLET NUMBER block on each page of
the Task Inventory as demonstrated in the example.

EXAMPLE:

[_ 12 4 s8 7i8
(000345) --- 1 2 8 -- 9L-.--IO-1 • 4 6 7 -89-

r

5. Part I11, Task Invwetory, is divided into nine (9) separate
sections (Sections I-.X). The content of these sections concerns tasks
you may perform in your present duty assignment. You are asked to
rate each task in &ccordance with three criteria - frequency of task

Sperformance, immediacy of task performance, and importancc of tdsk to
mission success.

Base all selections on your experience in your pre:nt duty assignment.

a. Column A requires that you rate how often yi\u peyFor i each task
on a scale from one to four. The criterion for thi,;,rating i; the
frequency of task performance. Those tasks perfornec most frequently
will normally be rated four while those tasks not per 'ornwd at all will
be rated one.
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b. Column B requires that you determine how soon you must be capable
of performing each task after report ng to your present duty assignment.
The criterion for this rating is the immediacy of task performance. Of
the four possible responses, select the one most nearly describing your
requirements. Select resnonse iumber four for those tasks which you must
be capable of performing immedi, ,ely upon reporting for duty. Select
response rnumrber one fortthose tasks which you never perform.

c. Column C requires that you describe, in your opinion, how im-
portarit each task is to wisision success. The criterion for this rating
is the importance of the task to the accompli-.hment of the unit mission.
Those tasks that, i.i your o-inion, are most important to mission success
will be rated four while those tasks that you consider least important
-:ill be rated one.

6. After selecting, enter your responses for each task, using either
a pen or pencil, in the answer portion adjacent to the appropriate task
statement as demonstrated in thu example.

EXAMPLE: The task PREPARE CORRESPONDENCE, if rated 3s performed
FREQUErWTLY in Column A, identified as must be capable of performing
IMMEDIATELY in Column B, and determined by you to be MOST IMPORTANT in
Column C, would bfu entered in the answer portion, aý shown below.

PREPARE CORRESPONDENCE 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 ? 3 4

7. After each section of Part III, Task Inventory, is a Write-In
Section. These write-in section.; are provided in order that you may
comment on each task inventory section, or list any task(s) you think
should be included in the Task Inventory. These sections also allow
you to comment on those tasks that you find are the most difficult for
you to perform.

I
b • ••~ili~ii- .. -
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PROJECT OFFICER INSTRUCTIONS

I. General. The Military Police School is rurrently involved in re-
denigning ibisic military police training to produce military policemen
better equipped to perform when they reach the urit. The emphasis is
toward training replacements in tasks actually being performed ii the
field. The questionnaires in this packet are designed to identify
those tasks.

The care with which you, the project officer, administer the
questionnaires will determine the arcuracy of field feedback and, con-
sequently, the success or failure of this project.

2. Siirvey Packet Contents.

a. Questionnaire

.. Supervisor Questionnaire

c. Project Officer Instructions

d. Answer Sheets for Questionnaire

e. Pencils for use on answer sheets.

3. Responsibilities.

a. Unit Commander. The unit commander is requested to appoint a
project officer and to mo'itor aiministration of the survey.

b. Project Officer. The project officer is responsible for the
control and handlin9 of questionnaires, for the administration of the
quIe:stionnaires, and for returning completed and unused questionnaires
to the M.iitary Police School.

c. Questionnaire Administrator. T111 project officer may aDpoint
someone to ..dminister the questionthaire, if necessary. Normally, how-
ever, it is recommended that the project officer administer the
questionnaire himself.

4. About the Questionnaires.

a. Questionnaire. This questionnaire is designed to identify
tasks being performed by military policemen in the field and the
frequency with which each tdsk is performed.

b. Supervisor Questionnaire. The supervisor questionnaire is
programmed to provide feedback on task criticality, probability of
deficient performance, tnd the frequency with which each task is
performed.

-~ -- - _l
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5. Who Takes The Questionnaire. The project officer is responsible for
selecting indvtuals to take t e questionnaires (respondents) within
their units. Those selected must meet the requirements listed below:

a. The questionnaire respondent must:

(1) Be in an M.P. duty assignment (actually performing M.P
duties)

(2) Have been on the job at least 90 days

b. Th., respondent to the Supervisor Questionnaire must:

(1) Command or supervise M.P. personnel

(2) Have been in a command or supervisory position in the unit
for 90 days. (Assi gn questionnaires proportionately among
officers and NCO's.)

6. Questionnaire Administration.

a. Questionnaire. The questionnaire will be administered in a
controlled environment. Persons participating in the survey will be
allowed two hours to complete the questionnaire and will turn the ques-
tionnaire and .nswers sneets in to the questionnaire administrator
prior to leaving the survey area. Individual questionnaires and their
accompapying answer sheets will he kept together.

See attached item for the procedure to be followed in administering
the questionnaire.

b. Supervisor Questionnaire. Supervisors selected as respondents
for this questionnaire will be allowed to sign for the questionnaire and
take it with them. They will conmplete the questionnaire and return it to
the project officer within a time frame he specifies. This time frame
must be compatible with the suspense date to the Military Police School.

7. Questionnaire Handling. Questionnaires and answer sheets become
FOR OFFTCIA-C-U-SE NYwten completed. For ease of accounting, each
questionnaire an-Ts- accompanying answer sheets are numbered. All
questionnaires must be returned to the Military Police School whether
they are used or not. Instructions for returning the questionnaires
to the Military Police School are contained in the basic letter. If
you have any problems or questions, contact (NOTE: Give name or names,
address, and telephone number).



AIX41NISTERItIG THE QUESTIOIUNAI RE

A-I. Preparation. A classroom or training room equipped with desks
will prov-de theiimst ideal site for administering the questionnaire.
Questionnaires, answer sheets, and two electrographic pencils should be
issued to participants after everyone who is to take the questionaire
has arrived. This ensures that everyone starts together.

A-2. Instructions. The questionnaire administrator will present
the following instructions.

a. "Is there anyone here who is not working in an M.P. duty
position? Is there anyone here who has not been assigned to their
present duties at least 90 days? If so, please leave at this time."

b. "Will everyone at this time please read the first page in the
questionnaire which has been issued to you."

(Note to the administrator: It must be emphasized that your enthusiasm
for this project or 1ack of it will be contagious. It is important that
you demonstrate a positive attitude to the participants. Allow time for
the tirst page to be read and underline the importance of the question-
naire with the following statement.)

"I would like to stress the importance of this questionnaire. The
Military Police School wants to design training to fit the job in the
field. You are the only people who can tell them what they need to
know. Please think through e~ch question and give your best answers."

c. "Turn to Part I, Biographical Information, and answer questions
1-13. When you have finished, lay your pencil on the desk so I will
know when to proceed to the next step."

d. "Now read the instructions found in Part II."

(Note to the administrator: Allow reasonable tire for everyone to
finish before moving to the next step.)

"Are there any questions?"

e. "As you read in the instructions, there are nine answer sheets
accompanying your questionnaire. Take the answer sheets and number
them one through nine to correspond to tha first nine sections in
Part III of the questionnaire. If you do not have nine answer sheets,
raise your hand--I have extra ones. Use a separate answer sheet for
each section. Answer only the number of questions listed in each
and move to the next section and answer sheet. It is not necessary to
"write your name, rank, the date, or course at the top t•he answer
sheet. Also, disregard the blocks marked score, grade, extra points,
and social security number."

./!'
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f. "lecause of the size of this survey, these answer sheets will
be read by machine. You must use the special pencils provided so that
the machine can read the answers. When marking your answur. take care
to fill the vertical rectangle outlining the letter as shown by the
example o.a page 4 of the instructions. Also, please be sure not to
make any stray marks on the answrer sheets. Finally, do not fold the
answer sheets."

g. "All answers must be based on your experience in this your
present unit. Do not call on experience in previous units. This means
that if you do not perform a particular task in your present unit, you
must mark do riot perform this task'on your answer sheet."

h. "fou may begin answering part Ill. Remember Section ten, the
written section. When you finish answering all questions, insert your
answer sheets into the questionnaire and turn them in to me. You may
leave when you are finished. Are there any questions?"

A-3. Conclusion. After everyone has taken the questionnaire, ensure
that allf uestionnaires and answer sheets are accounted for. Collect
the pencils provided so that they may be returned to the Military Police
School along with the questionnaires and arnswer sheets.

IL
Bi
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OVERVIEW

Some tasks are seldom required on the job and only minimum job

degradation would result if the tasks were not performed. On the

other hand, some tasks are highly critical to successful job perfor-

mance, and the complex nature of the task makes training essential.

Economic and time considerations require a decision as to which tasks

will be selected for training and which tasks will not. The purpose of

this selection process is to make sure some form of instruction will be

provided for all the important tasks and that instructional resources

will not be wasted on unimportant tasks.
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SELECT TASKS/FUNCTIONS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

As a result of the job analysis in Block 1.1, all tasks have been

identified for a particular job. A strong possibility exists that

some of these tasks require no training since all or most job incumbents

could easily perlorm the tasks without training. Some tasks are seldom

required on the job and only minimum job degradation would result if

the tasks were not performed. On the other hand, some tasks are highly

critical to successful job performance, and the complex nature of the

tasks makes traiiiing highly desirable.

Economic and time considerations require a decision as to which tasks

will be selected for training arid which tasks will not. The purpose of

this selection process is to make sure some form of instruction will be

provided for all the important tasks and that instructional resources

will not be wasted on unimportant tasks.

"Training," as discussed in this block, is not necessarily resident

school training. Formal training programs can take a number of forms such

as correspondence study, training manuals, individualized learning

packages, formal on-the-job training (FOJT) programs, group training,

as well as installation support schools and resident schools. Also,

Job Oerformance Aids (JPAs) may be developed that will eliminate or

minimize training requirements for some tasks. In this block, we are

using "training" in a general sense to include Job Performance Aids

even though, technically, JPAs are a possible alternative to training

rather than an actual method of training.
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Here, you will not make a decision as to the method of training,

how difficult training is, how long it should take, where it should take

place, who should do it, or whether all ur only part of those in the DOS

should oe trinned. Y 'u will use the criteria approved by your command

to select thuse tar' that will reouire training and to set aside those

tasks for whicn t-ainiii9 will not be provided. Many of the decisions

listed above that you will not make in this block will be made in

Block 1.5: SLLECT TRAINING SETTING. In this block, you will collect

and consolidate a considerable amount of data that will be critical

not only to making the selection decisions in this block, but also to

making the training setting decisions in Block 1.5.

There are good reasons why every task should not be included in tiie

training program. The consolidated task list prepared by the job analysis

team detailed the full dimensions of the job to include all of its

variations caused by the mission and by geographical, procedural, andII
environmental conditions. It would be wasteful, in terms of time,

personnel, money, and other resources, to provide the kind and amount

of instruction required to equip each graduate to perform every task

of a particular Defence Occupational Specialty (DOS) in any position

in the world. For the same reason, it is often impractical to initially

train personnel to the ultimate level of proficiency required at some

future assignment. A situation might exist where two or more similar

tasks are considered essential to adequate job performance. However,

it may be that if a person is trained to do one of the tasks, he will

then be able to perform the other similar tasks. In this case, it

would be wasteful of training resources to include all of the similar

tasks in the training program. These are just a few examples of
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why all tasks are not trained. Others will be mentioned later in this

block.

The selection of tasks for training is a judgmental procedure that

requires:

1. a clear understanding of the duties, tasks, and elements that

make up the job,

2. analysis of collected data that represents the judgments of

a relatively large number of individuals who are familiar

with the job, and

3. an understanding of the resources and responsibilities of

the Command making the training choices.

As you work through the following section, keep in mind that you

are not trying to match or remember the tasks that "have always been

trained in school" but you are trying to decide which of the tasks on

the list are of enough importance to justify training at all. It is

critical that you decide which tasks are necessary to the mission

and that you make this decision in a systematic way, using, whenever

possible, the advice and judgment of people who have done the job in the

S~re~al world setting,

One of the facts of life for those involved i;i ISD is that funds

and resources usually are not available for accomplishing all that

you think should be done. This may be the case in selecting tasks for

training. Some tasks that you think should be trained may not be selected

for training simply becausE' sufficient resources are not available

to train them. However, the fact that resources are not available this

year does not mean they will not be available next year. For these
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reasons, in this block you first -elect fr4,a the list of tasks that make

up the job those tasks that your data indicate should be trained if

training resources were not a constraint. Thei, with inputs and assistance

from management, determine which of the tasks will be trained in view

of existing constraints of money, time, personnel, and equipment.

The outputs of this block will include:

1. a list of tasks that your data indicate should be trained

if no resource constraints existed,

2. a list of tasks silected for training, and

3, the data upon which the above decis~ons were based and

upon which additional decisions can be based in Block 1.5.

The steps in selecting tasks for training are shown in Figure 1.12

(the fold-out page at the end oF this blockl.

2.0 PROCEDURES

You arrived at this point in the ISD process by one of two routes.

The first possible route was that you analyzed the job in Block 1.1

and prepared a list of duties, tasks, and elements that make up the

job. The other possible route was from Block 1.4: ANALYZE EXISrING

COURSES. Perhaps in analyzing the existing courses, you found the original

job analysis adequate for your needs, but you found the procedures and

criteria used to select tasks for training not adequate. This means

you had to return to this block to select tasks for training based on

crieria that meet the needs of your command.

In either case, you have a cunsolidated list of duties, tasks, and

elements; and that is the starting place for this block.
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2.1 Select Evaluation Criteria

Before providing you with information as L711

to how to select evaluation criteria, the

major selection criteria will be described L-i
in some detail. The primary thing o--

remember at this point is that to system-

atically select tasks for training, there

must be a basis for selections. You need L ---Lr--F

some important iacts about the task in

order to make the selection decisions.

Most likely you would not choose to train a task that was not critical

to the inission, was not difficult to learn, that almost everyone could

do with ease, that was performed by only a small percentage of job incum-

bents, and was rarely performed at all. However, you would have no

way of knowing these facts about the task if you had not selected mean-

ingful criteria, and then obtained responses from job incumbents and

others as to what degree each tnisk met your selected criteria.

2.1.1 Criteria for Selecting Tasks for Training_

The following criteria are bases for selection of tasks for training.

The list is not intended to be ail inclusive; your tasks and the needs

of your command may require different or additional criteria. However,

the following cover most situations aricd will at least give you a good

starting point.



2.1.1.1 Percent Performing

The criterion of percentage of job incumbents who perform the task

points to the need foi training tasks that are most often performed

on the job.

EXAMPLE

One task for a weather technician is "aiiswer
telephone inquiries about the weather." If you
found that 96 percent of all weather technicians
performed this task, th-, implications for training
would be different than if you found that only
10 percent performed it.

In the above example, if only 10 percent of job incumbents perform a task,

there is a strong probability that 90 percent of your training resources

would be wasted if you trained all weather technicians to perform the

task.

To obtain data for determining the percentage of job incumbents per-

forming each task, simply ask on the questionnaire, "Do you perform

this task?" Or calculate the percentage performing from answers to

other related questions. If, for e/,ample, in collecting "frequency

of task performance" data (this criterion will be discussed further

in Section 2.1.1.5), one of the possible responses is "never" or "do

not perform," you will have the basic data for determining the percent

performing,

2.1.1.2 Percent of Time Spent Performing

The percent;cie of time spent performing a task is a criterion that

points to a need for providing training to assist job incumbents in

__--
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efficient performance of those tasks on which they spend the most time.

Selertion of tasks for training based on this criterion uffels chances for

high pay-off in terms of return on training dollars expended,

EXAMPLE

In the Protective Equipment/Pressure Suit DOS,
6.67 percent of averaqe time of all members is
spent performing the task of "maintain rigid
survival kits." Only 0.16 percent of average
time is spent on the task of "install microphones
in oxygen masks." If more effective training
could increase productivity 50 percent in the
first task, 3.33 percent of the total time of all
members might be saved. This would be a signifi-
cant savings, However, if productivity were
increased 50 percent for the second task, only
0.08 percent of the total time would be saved.

F! This represents a much smaller savirgs opportunity,

To obtain data for determining the percentage of time spent perfor-

ming the tasks in a DOS, inputs are required from a large numiber of job

incumbents, Usually they are not asked to state the percentage of their

time spent on each task because such a question would be very difficult

to answer, Instead, they are usually asked to rate each task as to 4 i

the amount of time spent performing it as compared to their other tasks.

t

EXAMPLE

You are to rate the relative amount of time you
spend performing each task in your present job.
Relative time spent means the total time you
spend doing the task compared with the time you
spend on each of the other tasks in your present
job.

Uso a rating of "I" if you spend a "very much
helow average" amount of time on a task,

* 4,

"NIt
_ _ _ I
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Use a rating of "2" for "below average time."

Use a rating of "3" for "slightly below average
time."

Use a rating of "4" for "about average time."

Use a rating of "5" for "slightly above average
time."

Use a rating of "6" for "above average time."

Use a rating of "7" for "very much above
average time."

From the above information, • computer program such as that used by

the Air Force with their Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis Program

(CODAP) can impute and print out the average percent of time spent by

merrers of the DOS who perform the task, and the average percent of

time spent by all members of the DOS. For further information on how

this precent of time spent is derived, 5ee Appendix A of this block.

2.1.1.3 Probable Consegurnces of inadequate Performance

The criterion of probable consequences of inadequate performance points

to the need for selecting tasks for training that are essential to job

performance, when needed, -ven though the tasks may not be performed

frequently, The consequences of inadequate performance on certain tasks

could result in injury to personnel, loss of li"e, or damage to equipment.I• Inadequate performance could have a serious impact on the mission, the

operation, the product, the equipment, or the operator.

r•I

I
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EXAMPLES

1. More and more electronic equipment is being
transistorized and is therefore loss subject to
malfunction. This fact should reduce the amount
of maintenance training that an operator requires.
However, there may be a number of malfunctions
that, although occurring very infrequently, would
be extremely critical if immediate corrective
action were not taken by the operator. Severe
damage to the equipment, materials, or products
might result. Under such circumstances, the
criticality of the infrequently used tasks is
so great that it must be considered in choosing
tasks for training.

2. The probable consequences of inadequate performance
of such combat tasks as "identify enemy aircraft"
could be loss of life and equiprment.

3. The probable consequence of inadequate performance
of the task of "write trip report" is negligible.
If this task were selected for training, it would
be on the basis of factors other than probable
consequences of inadequate performance.

To obtain data on this criterion, individuals who are familiar

with the jb are asked to rate probable consequences of inadequate per-

fon.ance of each task according to all or a subset of such categories as

those listed below.

1. Negligible

2. Trivial

3. Rather trivial

4. Not very serious

5. Fairly serious

6. Serious

7. Very serious

8. Extremely serious

9. Disastrous
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2.1.1.4 Task Delay Tolerance

The delay tolerance a? a task is a measure of how much delay can be

tolerated between the time the need for task performance becomes evident

and the time actual performance must begin. There are some tasks encoun-

tered by job incumbents as part of their normal job in which no delay

can ever be tolerated between the time the need for task performance

becomes evident and the time the actual performance must begin. The

job incumbent who encounters the task must be capable of doing it, then

and there, without taking time co read how to do the task, or find

someone to advise him or take over completely. For other tasks, a delay

of a few minutes or perhaps half an hour might be quite acceptable,

or even mandatory, while the job incumbent gets advice, checks technical

orders, regulations, etc. And for some tasks, there might be time to

assemble a group of experts to confer before proceeding.

The delay tolerance of a task is a measure of how much delay can be

tolerated between the time the need for task performance becomes evident

and the time the actual performance begins. The following are examples

of low delay tolerance tasks requiring immediate performance:

EXAMPLES

1. Use artificial respiration to restore the breathing
of an accident victim.

2. Pull ripcord oi emergency parachute if main parachute
feils.

3. Warn suspect of his legai rights before questioning.

4. Film historic occasion for official records.

5. Extinguish fire in aircraft engine during startup
on flight line.
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Tasks determined to have a low delay tolerance should be given

relatljely high priority for selection for training.

Examples of tasks having a higher delay tolerance, thereby permitting

performance delay, would include:

EXAMPLES

1. Review books for unit library.

2. Refill fire extinguisher after use.

3. Advise major command of unit manning problem.

4. Fit microphones in aircrew oxygen masks.

A high delay tolerance does not exclude a task from training, but

indicates that other factors will be more of a basis for acceptance or

rejection.

To obtain data on this criterion, individuals whu are familiar

with the job are asked to rate the amount of delay that caa be tolerated

before task performance begins, according to all or a subset of such

categories as those listed below.

1. Extremely high: There is very little requirement for

immedi ate performance

2. Very high

3. High

4. Rather high

5. Average

6. Rather low

7. Low
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8. Very low

9. Extremety low: Task must be performed immediately whene

it is encountered

2.1.1.5 Frequency of Performance

While the probable consequences of inadequate performance of a

particular task are serious and the task delay tolerance is low, the

task might still rate low for training priority if it is rarely

performed.

EXAMPLE

For a medical corpsman, the task of "deliver baby"
is ý.o rarely performed thiat it probably would not
be trained in spite of the serious consequences of
inadequate performance and the relatively low task
delay tolerance.

On the other hand, if a task is performed frequently, the pay-off

in terms of return on training dollars expended is likely to be great,

partcularly if there is a known "best way" to perform the task.

A practical way to collect frequency of performance data on tasks

is to rate their frequency of performance on a scale such as the

following:

I . Never perform

2. Less than once per month

3. At least monthly, but less than twice per week

4. Twice per week or more
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2.1.1.6 Task Leariing Difficulty

The learning difficulty of a task refers to the time, effort, and

assistance required to achieve performance prof4ciency. Some tasks

enccuntered in each DOS are so easy or so familiar that they can be

readily "%icked up" on the job without formal training. At the other

extreme, some tasks are so complicated that a Job incumbent can perform

them adequately only after lengthy, formal training. Other tasks lie

somewhere between these extremes and require different levels of train-

ing. Tasks easy enough to be "picked up" on the joh without tiaining

might be:

EXA. PLES

1. Sweep floors.

2. Collect food t.ays from patients in hospital
wards.

3. Distribute unclassified correspondence in
an office.

I
Tasks requiring lengthy, formal training might be:

EXAMPLES

i. Diagnose malfunciion in an airborne radar
weapons system.

2. Defuse unexploded enemy bombs.

3. Identify parasites in clinical specimens.
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To obtain data on the criterion of task learning difficulty, Job

incumbents or others .night be asked to rate tasks they perform as to

the training time required to achieve proficiency, or as to the difficulty

of "picking up" the task on the job without formal training. The following

rating scale might be used.

1. Extremely low: No training is required

2. Very low

3. Low

4. Below average

5. Average

6. Above average

7. High

8. Very high

9. Extremely high: Training is essential

2.1.1.1 Probability of Deficient Performance

The criterion of probability of deficient performance is used to

insure that training is given in those essential job skills in which

job incumbents frequently perform poorly. In any Job, there are

tasks that are more difficult to accomplish (or easier to bungle) thanr :others. By tabulating the judgments of knowledgeable personnel regardlng

the pr-bability of deficient performance, a list of these poorly performed

tasks can be produced. Training of these tasks, regardless of their

criticality, must be given serious consideration.
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EXAMPLES

1. If equipment downtime is often caused by faulty
soldering, this skill may require additional
emphasis in a list of tasks selected for training
of repairmen.

2. If widespread theft of items guarded by military
police Is a problem, the tasks of "guard packages,
materials, and property" and "prepare physical
security plans" may require additional emphasis.

To obtain data on the criterion of probability of deficient perfor-

mance, supervisirs of job incumbents might be asked to rate each task

as to how often, according to the scale below, subordinates in the

DOS perform the task in an unecceptable mdnner:

1. Rarely if evvr

2. Less often than other tasks

3. About as often as other tasks

4. More often than other tasks

5. Very often

2.1.1.8 Time Between Job Entry and Task Performance

The criterion of the time interval between completion of training

and performance of the task on the job has some significance in selecting

tasks for training. Here, the determining factors are:

1. Whether or not there is a high probability of the graduate

encountering the task on the job fairly soon after

completing training. "Fairly soon" means, in this context,

that tasks encountered within the first year after training

L~w
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would, everything else being equal, be weighed more heavily

for selection than those not encountered until one to two

years later.

2. The predicted or measured amount of decay of the skill

that will take place during the time interval.

W1hle this criterion is one of the possible bases for selecting tasks

for training, it also is excellent data for use in Block 1.5: SELECT

INSTRUCTIONAL SETTING. In Block 1.5 you will decide when training will

take place and who will be trained; i.e., whether all those in the DOS

or only the individuals judged likely to perform the task will be trained.

In Block 1.2, however, if you are forced to choose between two tasks that

are otherwise equally desirable, you should choose the one most likely

to be required before ability to perform the task had decayed from disuse.

EXAMPLE

The ability to send and receive Morse Code is
a relatively difficult skill to acquire. If
the skill is not used, a considerable amount of
decay is certain to occur. If the skill is only
rarely needed by personnel, it may be wise not to
include the task in the training given to all
trainees. However, if the skill is likely to
he used immediately after graduation by most
graduates, it probably should be included in
the training for all trainees.

To obtain data on this criterion job incumbents and others might

be asked to rate the time between job entry and tVsk performance on a

scale such as the following:
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I. Task not yet performed.

2. Task first performed more than 4 years after assignment.

3. Task first performed between 2 and 4 years after assignment.

4. Task first performed between 1 and 2 years after assignment.

5. Task first performed between 6 months and I year after

assignment.

6. Task first performed between 3 months and 6 months after

ass i gnment.

7. Task performed during first 3 months of assignment.

2.1.2 Choosing Appropriate Criteria

Now that you have a clearer idea of the criteria you can use in

judging which tasks to choose for training, ,au are ready to choose the

criteria for your specific list of tasks. Remember, you may not wish

to use all the criteria listed, and you may wish to include criteria

that are not listed. Some of the factors that will influence your

choice of criteri3 are:

1. Whether you are likely to have sufficient resources to

train all or most of the tasks you think should be

trained.

EXAMPLE

If you have sUIficient resources to train all or
most of the tasks, your primary concern will be
to delete any tasks that clearly do not require
training, and tr. provide as much useful data as
practical for naking the instructional setting
decisions in Block 1.5. You probably will con-
centrate on collecting data on percent performing,
time between job entry and task performance, and
task learning difficulty.
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2. From how many people you intend collecting data.

EXAMPLE

If you intend surveying 3,000 people for most of
your data, you may wish to collect data on some
of the other criteria from a different, smaller
qroup. for example, perhaps 20-30 experts in
that DOS.

3. From what types of people you intend collecting data.

EXAMPLE

You probably will not ask Job Incumbents the same
questions you ask teiir supervisors. For instance,
data on the criterion of probability of deficient
performance would be collected from supervisors
but probably not from job incumbents.

4. The nature of the tasks that make up the job.

EXAMPLE

For tasks such as combat tasks, the criterion
of probable consequences of inadequate perfor-
manice is of special importance. However, for
routine clerical tasks, this criterion is not
appropriate.

5. Information already available.

EXAMPLF

The criterion of time between job entry and task
performance, for example, would not be used !f
existing doctrine required certain tasks or duties
bc performed only after the job incumbent has been
assigned for a set period of time.

S -• ••... - •' ' ... -
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6. Number of tasks that make up the job; i.e., number

of criteria you can use without making completion

of the questionnaire too time consuming.

EXAMPLE

If the task list is lengthy, limit selection to
three or four criteria that you consider essential.
As a general rule, those included in the survey
should be able to complete yeur questionnaire in
approximately 2 hours or less. If it takes much
longer than this, you probably are imposing too
much tedious work on those from whom you are
asking assistance. More valid data might be
gathered by using any additional criteria on a
smaller number, perhaps 20-30, of other people
familiar with the job.

You do not have tu ;:e the same criteria for all the tasks on a

questionnai re.

EXAMPLE

If the DOS included both combat and non-comi~bat
tasks, you might collect different data for
different tasks. For the combat tasks, you
might ask for data on probable consequences of
inadequate performance. For the non-combat
tasks, you might prefer to ask about task
learning difficulty or time between job entry
and task performance. Also, you might collect
data on time spent performing the non-combat
tasks; however, this would be less appropriate
for combat tasks.

Tf you use different criteria for different tasks limit the groups

of criteria to two or, at the most, three. If you list different criteria

for each taslk, you will impose on those who will provide you with data.

Also, you will create a tremendous amount of work for you,-self both

• . . ...... .. . . .. . ... . . .. • • " ' , , ........... j.•:''' • - - -' ' - -' = "
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in preparing the survey forms and in organizing and interpretlno the

collected data.

As was mentioned earlier, one of the outputs of this block Is data

upon which Additional decisions can be made in Block 1.5. For this

reason familiarize yourself with that block before you decide the criteria

on which to collect data. To avoid conducting another questionnaire

survey in Block 1.5, collect all dota here that can more economically

be collected at this point.

2.2 Select Sources for Survey

Now that you have decided on the criteria

to use to select tasks for training, determine mF

where you will get data that rates each of
LI

your tasks for each criterion. First, decide

what categories of personnel you wish to [4111
survey. If the job w.'ith which you are con-

cerned is an existing job, definitely include '-F-

job incumbents, and probably supervisors. (1)
In som• cases, you may need to survey only recent job incumbents or

only experienced job incumnents. For a new job you may -wish to survey

groups who do a similar job, subject matter experts (SMEs), and instructors.

Once you decide on the categories of personnel to be included in your

sarvey, determine your sample size and choose specific units for survey.

Have a fairly large number of job incumbents, since, as a general rule,

the larger the number of individuals who participate in, the selection

process, the more reliable the date. Details of selecting survey samples

were given in Section 2.11, page 71 of 3lock 1.1.
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It was suggested in Block 1.1 that you would collect most of the

data required to mdke the selection decision in this block at th. ame

time and with the sane questionnaire with which ycu validated your task

list for Block, I.I. In that case, your survey sources would, of course,

be basically the same. Section 2.1 of this block mentioned that, for

several criteria, you might want. additional deta from perhaps 20-30

adiitional individuals. If so, have personnel records checked to locate

individuals who have the particular char-acteristic!, you want for these

additional inputs.

2.3 Prepare Data Collect;ion Forms _-.

To obtain data that rates each of

your tasks for each criterion, prepare

an appropriate rating scale for each

criterion. Examples of pjssible scales

were listed in Sections 2.1.1.1 - 2.1.1.8

of this block. Also, sample questionnaires

are shown in Appendices C and 0, pages 100 L .

and 103 c, Block 1I..

Notice that in the scales referenced above, the higher numbers indicate

a greater need for training.

EXAMPLES

1. In Section 2.1.1.2, page 119, "I" represents very
much below average time spent on a task; "7"
represents very much above average time.

2. In Section 2.1.1.3, page 121, "1" represents
negligible probable consequences of inadequate
performance; "9" represents disastrous consequences,
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Maintain this nunbering system in each of your data collection formsi

to simplify the decision making process once the data are gathered.

In most cases, the questionnaire you prepare for the job incumbents'

supervisors will be different from the ones prepared for job incumbents,

-ven when the sane evaluation criteria have been selected. However,

usually only slight changes in wording are required.

EXAMPLE

To obtain "percent per,-crming" data, ask the job
incumbents, "[o you perform this task?" Ask their
supervisors, "Do those whom you supervise, in this
DOS, perform this task?"

In addition to the form used to collect task selection data, you

will need a form for gathering the same kinds of background information

discussed in Section 2.4, page 49, of Block I.1. An example of such

a form is shown in Figure 1.7, page 50 cf Block I.].

Collecting this background information serves several important

purposes.

1. Such information permits you to check back with any of the

individuals to verify or get additional di.ta,

2. Such information permit3 you to validate your data if, for

any reason, the data is suspect.

3. Knowing that the accuracy of the information provided

can be ch,4cked, tends to impress on the individuals being

surveyed that this is a serious and important undertaking.--
" - -4

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ IA I I
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4. Other important management information can be obtained

with the backg-ound inforimtion form. This was discussed

In Section 2.4 of Block 1.1.

In addition to these data collectiorn forms, you must prepare

instructions for using, and instructions for administering the question-

naires. Examples of instructions appear in Appendix E, page 106 of

Bluck i.1.

2.4 Collect and Consolidate Data

Now that you have selected the sources

for your survey and have prepared the forms

and the instructions for their supervision

and use, conduct the survey. Refer to

Section 2.12, page 72 of Block I.l for

details of carrying out this effort.

When you have collected the data, you

are ready to consolidate it into a usable _ 5

form. You probably made decisions in

Section 2.3: Prepare Data Coilection Forms, as to the general form that I
your corsolidated data will take. Whether your collected data is processed

by hand or by machine, you must determine the form of the end product.

Examples of how you might consolidate the data are given here.

L ___
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EXAMPLES

1. Assume you sent questionnaires to units in CONUS,
to units in Asia, and to units in Europe. You
used four differenL criteria for making judgments
as to which tasks to choose for training; in this
example, we will call these criteria A, B, C, and
D. In each of the three geographical locations,
you surveyed both job incumbents and their super-
visors. However, you used only criterion A, B,
and C wi Lh the job inncumbetits, and criterion B,
C, and 0 with the supervisors. You might consoli-
date your data as follows:

a. Using the form shown in Figire 1.13, list all
the tasks in the left-hand column under TASKS.

b. Calculate the mean (average) response from all
job incumbents for criterion A for the first
task. Enter this number in the appropriate
block in the form. (The number 1.C1 has been
entered in the correct spot on the sample form.)

c. Calculate the mean responses from all job in-
cumbents for criterion A for each of the
remaining tasks. Enter these numbers in the
appropriate columns. %Arbitrary number-s have
been entered in the first column on the form.
If we assume that each criterion was rated on
a four-point scale--there were four possibleresponses--then 1.00 would be the lowestpossible rating and 4.00 +he highest.)

d. Calculate the mean responses from all job
incumbents for criterion B and criteron C for
each task. Enter these numbers ,n the correct
columns.

e, Repeat the above for all supervisors for
criteric, B, criterion C, and criterion D for
each task. Enter the data in the correct
columns.

If you had reason to believe the information from
Asia or Europe might be significantly different
from that obtained from CONUS, and if such a dif-
ference would be important to you, you would handle
the data somewhat differently, The data copsoli-
dation form would hdve six "responses from" columns
instead of the two shown on our sample form.

Ii

Slmmmmmmmmm
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2. Another way to consolidate :ertain ty-es of data is
by computer printout such as that shown In Figure 1.14.
This is a Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis
Program (CODAP) printout for a weather technician.
The first column of numbers gives the percent of
menmers performing (see Section 2.1.1.1). The second
column of numbers gives th'i percent of time spent
performing (see Section 2.1.1.2). The other columns
are self-explanatory. Exactly how these numbers,
particularly those in the second column, were computed
is described in Appendix A of this block.

Data collected in surveys such as the one discussed in this block

can be consolidated in a number ot different ways. The approaches

outlined here are only two possible approaches. Make sure you have good

reasons for your choice of data consolidatioi techniques, and keep in

mind that the purpose of data consolidation is to help you choose tasks

for training.

2.5 Delete Tasks That Do Not Requirk Training

Once your data is collected and [17]
consolidated into a usable form, you are

ready to begin wakinq selection decisions,

The first step is to select tasks that L---
would be trained if there were no resource

constraints. Do this by deleting those

tasks that do not require training,

While all task selection decisions are --T--

a matter of judgement; they can be made 0

confidently if you have collected and organized meaningful data.
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CMLAL..I"VE S•IM OF AVG % TIME SPENT BY ALL MEMBERS .......
AVERAGE PERCENT TIME SPENT BY ALL EMBIERS .......
AVG % TIME SPENT DY MEMBERS PERFORMING..
PERCENT Of I'MBERS PERFORMING...

DUTY/TASK TITLE

ANSWER TELEPIONE INQUIRIES ABOUT THE WEATHER 96.54 1.7& 1.72 1.72
MAINTAIN METEOROLOGICAL WATCH 42.22 1.5M 1.46 3.18
INTLGORATE ANALYSIS, OBSERVATIONS & FORECASTS 92.00 1 49 1.38 4.56
INTERPRET CEIJTRALLY PREPARED PRODUCTS FOR 90.78 1.41 1.26 5.84

TERMINAL AND ROUTE FORECASTS
PROVIDE ONROUTE DESTINATION & ALT. FORECASTS 58.15 1.4J 1.26 7.11
PERFORM SHORT PERIOD FORECASTING OF FOG, 91.-4 1.37 1.25 8.36

STRATUS, AND VISI1TLI STY
PERFORM SHORT PERIOD FORECASTING OF SURFACE 92.51 1.35 1.25 9.61

WINDS AND LOW LEVEL TLFUBLENCE
EVALUATE PILOT REPORTS 91.93 1.34 1.23 10.84
CONDUCT PILOT WF-THER BrIEFINGS 84.15 1.46 1.23 12.07
DISSEMINATE WEATHER MJA4INGS 91.35 1.32 1.21 1.3.28
COMPLETE AND SIGN WEA-.ER CLEARANCE F.rn,1S 84.15 1.44 ).21 14.49
ID•NTIFY AND EVALUATE AREAS OF SEVERE WEATHER 90.75 1.-1 1.19 15.68
PERFORM SHORT PrRIOD FORECASTING OF CONDEN- 59.34 1.25 1.12 16.79

SATION, PRECIPITATION, & ICING
INDICATE POSITIONS OF FRONTS & PRESSURE 91.07 1.20 1.10 17.9

SYSTEMt ON CHARTS
PERFORM SURFACE CHART ANALYSIS 91.35 1.19 1.09 18.48
DETERMINE FRONTAL-ASSOCIATED WEATHER 55.76 1.21 1.07 20.06
PRLPARE THUNDERSTOWJ & HAIL WARNINGS 55.15 1.21 1.07 21.13

EVALUATE EFFECTS OF SURFACE CONVEC. HEATING 55.18 1.19 1.05 22.16
PREPARE AND OWSENT VPERATIONAL OR PLANNING 77.52 1,34 1.04 23.22

WEATHER BRIEFINGS
PREPARE SURFACE WIND WARNINGS AND ADVISORIES 58.76 1.15 1.02 24.24
DETERMINE SOLUTIONS TO OPERATIONAL METEORO- 67.44 1.51 1.02 25.26

LOGICAL PROBLEMS
ANALYZE SOUNDING hATA ON THEFt1ODYNAMIC DIAGRAMS 55.47 1.15 1.02 26.2&
USE PROBABILITY TABLES IN FORECIZTING 83.86 1.21 1.01 29.31
PREPARE WET WATCH ADVISORIES 511.44 1.20 1.01 25.30
USE OBJEClIVE FORECAST STUDIES LN PREPARING 88.47 1.14 1.01 29.31

WEATHER FORECASTS
COMPUTE STABILITY INDICES 58.76 1.11 0.99 30.30

OREINT AIRCRAFT IN FLIGHT 83.86 1.17 0.98 31.28
OPERATE REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT 77.23 1.26 0.17 32.26
PERFORM RPONTAL ANALYSIS 67-61 1.10 0.96 33.22
INTEGRATE RADAR AND PILOT REPORTS ON SURFACE 66.47 1.02 0.95 34.17

ANALYSIS
LOCATE AREAS OF MECHANICAL TURBULENCE 83.57 1.12 0.94 35.11

(NEXT 22 TASKS OMITTEZ J
LOCATE HEIGHT OF TROPOPAUSE 78.96 0.93 0.73 61.60
MAWhTAIN QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM 62.82 1.16 0.73 62.34
ANALYZE THERMODYNAMIC DIAGRAMS 70.89 1.02 0.73 63.06
MONITOR ANALYSIS OF METEOROLOGICAL CHARTS 63.98 1.11 0.71 63.77

AND DIAGRAMS

DETERMINE WEATHER PHENOMENA ON THE BASIS OF 74.93 0.94 0.71 64.48
VORTICITY CONCEPTS

DETERMINE ADVECTION TYPES AND EFFECT ON 74.64 0.93 0.71 65.19
PRESSURE SYSTEMS

FIGURE 1.14: Sample CODAP Printout
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E XAM'.L E

If very few job incumbents perfoin, a particular
task, and the consequences of inadequate performance
are neg-T gible, and there is very little requirement
for the task to 5e-pperfornmed iat•ediately without
tinte to [let dasiStdnce ar-d advice, and the task is
not at d1l difficult to learn, the t'a-sl should not
be trained.

If you consolidated and recorded your data as described earlier in

this block, you may have a list that looks like Figure 1.15. Of course,

you would Live included many, many inure tasks, but those listed should

serve as an adequate example.

First, look at Task 1. This could be the task discussed in the

previous example. Notice that both job incumbents and supervisors are

in general agreement as to how the task ranks as judged by the va;-ious

criteria, Both incumbents and supervisors rate the task very low on

all criteria; therefore, you should reject this task for training.

Now look at Task 4. Suppose that this task is "sweep floor," that

most job incumbents perfor~m the task but the consequences of inadequate

performance are negligible, that there is little requirement for imme-

diate performance, and that the task is very easy to learn. This task,

in spite of the large number performing, should not be trained.

If you are in doubt as to whether or not a task should be trained,

it is probably better at this point not to reject it; it probably will

be filtered out in the next section. What you are attempting to do

here is to delete the tasks that clearly would waste any training

resources devoted to them.
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2.6 Select Iasks for Trairi.ni.

While analyzinq data and selecting tasks

for training are required steps in this block. E-.]
another step, that of securing nanagement -- ]
inputs and approval, is so closely related L7-
that riey cannot be completely separated.

The major considerations in chousing tasks

L7]
for training are costs, time, and othLr

resources. However, yoj have not been asked

to deterwine what rescurces are jvwildble

or may be required. These are inanagenent

concerns. Your responsibility is tu work as part of a team--of which

management personnel are an important part--to select tasks for which

training will bf. provided.

Since, in the last section, you deleted some tasks that did not

require training, what is left is i list of tasks that you think should

be trained. At this point, you reed sone management inputs before

proceeding. You may have noticed that the next section in this block

is Secure M'anagement Inputs and Approval. Actually it is impossible

to talk aL,uut selecting tasks for training without also considering

maiagement inputs. Here, you need to be tod by managewent approximasely

what resources are available for training this particular DOS in urde,

to know approximately how many of the tasks can be trained.

IF the management input indicates that all the tasks can be trained,

your effort in this block is completed and you can inEve on to the next

block, Unfortunately, this is not likely to hdppen. There probably
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will never be enough time and other resources to train everything that

it might De desirable to train,

Suppose the oianagement input indicates that 75 percent of the tusks

you think should be trained can actually be trained. If so, proceed

as follows:

1, Select the 60-65 percent of the tasks that

your data indicates are most in need of training.

2. Select the 15-20 percent of the tasks that
your data indicates a,-e least in need of training.

3. Rank order the remaining tasks from the one you think

most needs training to tile ,lne you thik least needs

trai ni ng.

4. With the above lists and your rationale for ranking

tasks as you did, get back with management and make

the final selection decisions.

Suppose the consolidated data in Figure 1.15 is represeýntative of

your data. Remember that you already have deleted Task ! and Task 4.

Also remember that the numbers represent the mean (averagr.-) response

from each of the two groups or, ec.•h criterion and that high nombers

indicate more of r, need for training.

First, select the 60-65 percent of the tasks fl'at yo'• think are

most in need of crainiog. The reason for nct rank oroering these 60-
65 percent is that management has already indicated that at least this

= many tasks will be trained, Rank ordering all tasks is a tedious,

time-consuming effort and should be done only when necessary.
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EXAMPLES

You will notice that for some of the tasks in
Figure 1.15, not only is there a high level of
agreemcnt in ratings of the criteria of each.
but also Lhe task5 are uniformly given high
rankings. These tasks (2. 5, 6, and 12) should
tentatively be selected for training.

For Task 9, there is a hiqh level of agreepent
in ranking the task, and the task is uniformly
given a low ranking. This task should tenta-
tively be rejected.

For Task 8, the criterion A rating is high, but
the other criteria are uniformly relatively low.
If criterion A were Frequency of Performance and
the other criteria were Task Delay Tolerance,
Consequences of Inadeq;uate Performance, and Task
Learning Difficulty, you probably would tentatively
reject this task also.

Task 7 shows yet a different situation, Incumbents
and supervisors are in general agreement. However,
both give the task a high rating under Criterion B
and low ratings for all other criteria. Again, how
you judge this task will depend on what your
command considers important. If criterion B were
Consequences of Inadequate Performance, you probably
would select it for training.

At first look, Tasks 3, 10, and 11 might leave you
undecided. There is a high level of agreement,
but the ratings are neither high nor low. However,
suppose Task 11 is a prerequisite to Task 12; that
is, if one does not know how to do Task 11, he will
not know how to do Task 12. For example, Task 12
might be "verify thdt enemy bomb has been defused,"
while Task 11 might be "defnse enemy bomb." By
checking the elements that make up the two tasks,
you find that, if a person rdid not know how to

I defuse a bomb, he would not be able to verify that
one had been defused. On this basis, you would
choose to train Task 11 also.

This leaves only Task. 3 and 10. Since you have
already chosen 60 percent of the tasks for train-
ing and rejected 20 percent, you should rank order
the remaining tasks. Since Task 3 has slightly
higher ratings under most criteria, put it ahead
of Task 10,

A
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Your list of tasks now looks like this:

Tasks selected foi- training:

Task 2

Task 5

Task 6

Task 7

Task 11

Task 12

Undecided tasks (in rank order):

Task 3

Task 10

Tasks not selected for training:

Task 8

Task 9

Remenmer that you rejected Tasks 1 and 4 in
Section 2.5. Therefore, they are not listed
at all.

At this point, you are ready to get back with management and, as

a team, make final selection decisicns. At first it might appear that

the only decision that has to be made, I" you continue with the simple

example that was just discussed, is what to do with Tasks 3 and 10,

Which, if either, should be trained? If the decision wore to train

Task 3 and reject Task 10. this would mean 70% of the tasks would be

trained. However, several other important factors must be considered.

1. The above example assumes that the cost in tin-e, manpower,

and other resources are Pnual for all tasks. Obviously
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this is not always the case. Some resource estimates will

be required by management from those respnnsible for the

further development of Lhis particular program. This is

one reason for not initially selecting the exact number

of tasks that management thinks can be trained. They really

cannot know the exact number until they know which tasks you

consider most important for training and how much it will

cost to train these tasks.

2. Much of your selection data reflects the job "as it is,"

which is not always the same as "how it should be."

Management must determine if "what is" is "what should be,"

and, if not, what kinds of changes are to be made.

EXAMIPLE

Suppose, in selecting tasks for training Dental
Specialists, the task of "service dental instruments"
was rejected on the basis of the small percent per-
forming and small percent of time spent performing,
The reason more Dental Snecialists did not spend
more time performing this task mi ht have been that
the currently used, newer der.za instruments ar2too complex to be serviced by anyone who has not
had special training.

If, as was assumed above, the task was rejected for
tr-,ining, there is little chance that newly tr-ined
Dental Specialists will know how to service the
equipment. This means, when the job is analyzed
again seve-fl years liter, the task again will,
rate very low on percent performing and percent of
time spent performing. If no one makes sure tasks
selecteI for training are ba(.ed o:i "what should be"
rather than "what is," the task will probably be
rejected for training again. This vwould rian that
considcrable expena would be incurred in purchasing
new equipment because the original equipment was not
properly serviced.
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[he preceding example points out the critical importance of basinq

your decisions on ,arnagerinit deter,,iin itiotIs of what t.h_ _job should br.

2.7 Secure Mdnagjeent Injputs dnd pp!'oval

If you have asked for anid received manlage- -
ilrent inputs as you wei't through Section ;!.6,

your ten tative lists of tasks, 'long with
your reto,,,,,endations, will be close to the- - 'LF -J

final product of this block. While the

decisions will be made by lanaqjement, _T--

the quality of these decisions can be no - I

better than Lhe qual ty of inforimation and

rocommiendations you have provided.

3.0 OUITPUITS

rhe outputs of this block qhould consist of:

3.1 Products

1. Final list of tasks seiected for Lraining (See page 149 for

an example.)

2. Summary of data collected upon which selection decisions

were based (See Figure 1.16 for an exainple.)

3.2 Other Documentation

1. Details of data collection

a. Evaluation criteria selected and ralionale for selection

b. Survey sources

c. Pata collection forms used

2
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2. List of tasks rejected for training in Section 2.5 and

rationale for rejection

3. Management constraints on tasks selected for training

4. Reconmendations presented to management

3. Any other pertinent information not included in the above

EXAMPLE

Final List of Tasks Selected for Training

A. Inspect Main Transmission

I. Inspect main transmission oil system
L. Inspect main transmission thermo-switch
3. Inspect main transmission oil filter head assembly
4. Inspect main transmission oil filter
5. Inspect main tra ismission filter by-pass valve
6. Inspect main transmission oil chip detector
7. Inspect main transmission oil hoses
8. Inspect main tran.,,dission lines
9. Inspect main trdnsmission fittings

B. Install Main Rotor

1. Install main rotor blades
2. Ilitall main rotor blade trim tabs
3. Install main rotor blade bolts
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APPENDIX A

ANALYSIS OF JOB DATA FROM
CHECKLIST TASK INVENTORIES

WHICH USE "RELATIVE TIME SPENT"
RESPONSE SCALES



ANALYSIS OF JOB DATA FROM
CHECKLIST TASK INVENTORIES

WHICH USE "RELATIVE TIME !&>ENT"
RESPONSE SCALES*

ATSG-EA
JULY 1974

*Information herein extracted/adapted from Christal, R. E., "Collecting,
Analyzing, and Reporting Information Describing Jobs and Occupations:
Comments by Chairman." In Proceedings of 19' Division of Military
Psychology Symposium; Sev;:nty-Severth Annual Convention of the American
Psychological Associatbon, Washington, D.C., 31 Aug 1969 - 4 Sept 1969.
AD774575. pps 77-94.
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DERIVATION OF "PER CENT OF JOB TIME" DATA FROM "RELATIVE TIME SPENT"
JOB DATA

1. Job data (Step 1) is obtained by job incumbents completing a
checklist task inventory. Typically these task inventories contain
300 to 500 task statements. On each ta~k, incumbents (see Figure 1):

a. Check ("Check IF Done") the task if they have performed that
task and,

b. If performed, rate the task on a seven-place relative time spent
scale. An individual indicates by rating a task "7" that he
spends relatively more time on that task than other tasks he
performs. A rating of "1" indicates the least amount of time
spent in relation to all other tasks. In between ratings indi-
cate various gradations between most and least amount of time
spent.

VD

B C (A) Absolute
Check If Checked, Rate Task Time

A IF Relative Time Spent No Spent
Tasks Done Least .... Avera e... Most

__ _I 2 3 4 5 6

1. Evaluate Work _

2. Plan and Schedule
3. Change Dressings 5 - ]
4. Make Beds V _

5. Serve Meals _,_ , _---- 25
6. Take TPR __... .. _ " 6 -. 3
7. Administer First Aid 7
R . Administer Injections V -V 5
9. Assist at Sick Cal' _9

10. Drive Ambuiance 1__ 1 IG_-
Figure 1. A completed checklist task inventory by Figure 2. Total
one respondent (Case 3). time spent per task

2. In step 2, the relative ratings resulting from each respondent
(Step 1) are converted to total or absolute times spent per task.
Example (see Figure 2):

a. Case 3 rated 5 tasks (said he performed 5 of the 10 tasks). He
rated these 5 tasks 1, 6, 4, 5, and 1. The absolute sum of

the riting is 17 (1 + 6 + 4 .+ 5 -)
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b. Case 3 spent 1/17 or 5% of his total work time on the task

"change dressings." He spent 6/17 or 34% of his total work
time on the task "make beds."

3. Figure 3 illustrates summary data resulting from 10 job incumbents
on the same 10 item checklist task inventory.

a. Example of how Average Time Spent by Members Performing (Part G
of FigurE 3) was obtained, Two-(20%) of the incumbents (cases)
reported performing task 1. They averaged spending 75% of their
total Job time on task 1: Evaluate work (80 + 70 e 2 = 75%).
Four (40%) reported performing task 4: Make beds. They averaged
spending 35% of their total job time on this task
(40 + 40 + 34 + 25 . 4 = 351).

b. Example of how Average Time Spent by All Members (Part H, Figure 3)
was obtained. nly two members (cases) reported performing Task 1.
The average amount of job time spent by all members was 15%
(80 + 70 4 10 = 15%). On task 4, Make bie--, all members averayed
spending 35% of the work time (40 + 40 + 35 1- + 10 = 35%).

H
F G Average %

E (% of Work Time Reported I_ By Average - lime
(A) % Ten Cases for Each Task1 Time Spent By

Task (per- Spent By All
No forming) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Members Meners

_ __ - Performing

1. 20 80 70 75.0 15.0
2. 20 20 20 20.0 4.0
3. 70 10 5 5 20 10 10 5 9.3 6.5
4. 40 40 40 34 25 35.0 14.0
5. 40 30 35 25 20 27.5
6. 70 20 20 30 25 30 40 15 25.7 18.0
7. 20 5 10 7.5 1.5
8. 60 5 5 50 40 40 10 25.0 15.0
9. 30 10 10 35 18.3 5.5

10. 10 90 90.0 9.0

Figure 3. Summary of Absolute Time Spent by 10 Job Incumbents (cIscs) on
10 Tasks.
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CONSTRUCT JOB PERFORMANICE MEASURES

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Rationale for Job Performance Measures

The procedures In Block 1,2, SELECT TASK/FUNCTIONS, produced a list

of tasks selected for training. In this block, you will construct Job

Performance Measures (JPMs) for those tasks. JPMs test whether or

how well an individual can perform tasks.

A JPM is written at tie task level. It renresents the best approxi-

mation to a perfect test that can be made, considering costs, time, and

ability to measure. A JPM measures one or more complete tasks, Job

Performance Measures are used to:

1. Separate people into two groups: those who cdn satisfactorily

do the task and those who cannot

2. Serve as the fundamental basis for development and control

of training

3. Control the quality of tne output (graduates) of training

4. Form the gasis for skill qualification tests, tests for

promotion, tests to ensure that units are in an appropriate

state of readiness, and any other measures of DOS proficiency

Using JPMs for all of the above assures some degree of compatibility

in the training, evaluation, and personnel management systems and this

multiple use justifies the investment required to construct and validate

(make sure they test what they are supposed to test) the JPMs. Because

so much depends on JPMs, a heavy responsibility is placed on those who

construct and validate them.
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While a JPM tests performance or a task, a Job Performance Test is a

test used to determine whether or how well an individual can perform a

job. A Job Performance Test may include either all of the JPMs for a

particular job or a subset of the JPMs.

While lob Performance Tests are usually constructed by others, the

Job Performance Measures developed here will be the basis for such tests.

1.2 Definition of Te',ms

Following are definitions of and brief discussions of some of the

important terms used in this block.

1.2.1 Predictive Validity

A JPM is said to have good predictive validity if those who score high

or pass the JPM are those who can perform the task well. The ideal JPM

wculd have perfect predictive validity. Without exception, those who

passed the JPM could perform the task, and all those who failed the JPM

could not perform the task.

EXAMPLES

1. One of the tasks of a Motor Transport Operator is to
complete the DA Forms associated with vehicle operation
and maintenance. The JPM for this task is identical
to the task. In this case, the predictive validity of
the JPM would be very high.
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2. Another task of a Motor Transport Operatcr is to drive
a 5-ton truck with a trailer from a spedfled point to
a specified destination. The task conditions require
driving under a variety of conditions. The JPM is:

Action: Drive vehicle with trailer,

Condi tions Standards

a. Over a ditch without getting stuck
b. Over a rock bed without getting stuck
c. Over a sand trap without getting stuck
a. Down a steep slops using proper gears and brake

action
e. Up a steep slope using proper gears

In this case, the predictive validity probably would
still be reasonably high. If an individual passed
the test, he probably could oerform the task. If he
failed the test, he probably could not perform the
task.

When it is practical to measure the task as it is actually performed

on the job, it is possible to detcrmine the predictive validity of the

related JPM. In these cases, the primary objective in developing JPMs

is to achieve the highest possible predictive validity, while, at the

same time, keeping testing costs, time, and safety within acceptable

limits.

Often paper and pencil tests can have high predictive validity.

There are two types of paper end pencil tests which are particularly

suitable for measuri ng performance. The first type concerns those tasks

that are accomplished by uslng paper and pencil, e.g., a unit commander

reviewing a strength report prior to authentication. In the performance

of this task the job incumbent in the real world uses paper and pencil.

lhe performance measure for this task therefore would have to use paper

and pencil. Other examples are filling out forms and coding entries
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into data systems. Because they use paper and pencil in the read world,

thei .JPMs should be paper and pencil tests.

The second type of task where a paper and pencil test would be appl'-

cable is one in which a mental discriminition is the most important

aspect of the task. An example of this type might be the selection of

an avenue of approach for an infantry attack. Assuming that the student

is provided adequate informatiun concerning the weather, enemy, and

terrain, arid that there were only six viable avenues of approach with

one clearly bet, there would certainly be nu strong objection to having

a paper and pencil test, even in multiple choice formaL (with 6 possible

responses) requiring the student to select the most appropriate avenue

of approach based upon the conditions given. This is a medium high

physical fidelity test of the student's ability to select an appropriate

avenue of approach and yet it is in a multiple choice paper and pencil

format.

The major difference between the conventional multiple choice items

and the use of a multiple choice format for performance testing of this

type task is as follows:

1. Conventiona ,iultiple choice items generally utilize a

short stem with little if any supporting reference material

available. Performance items in a multiple choice format

generally have longer detailed stems (which normally include

the environment of the JPM) and always provide for use of

any references available on the job.

2. Conventional items generally limit choices to 4 or 5 op-

tions while the number of options on a performance based

multiple choice test vary and are dictated by the number

OM MMMM-iiJ
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of options available in the reol world. The ortion of doing

nothing, for example, would normally be a reasonable field

option but is rarely included in a conventional item.

1.2.2 PhysicalFidelity

The physical fidelity of a JPM refers to thE extent that the actions,

conditions, cues, and standards of the JPM approximate those of the tasK.

In the first example in the previous section, the JPM has the highest

possible phy3ical fidelity: JPM performrance is identical to task perfor-

mance. Thci second example has lower but still reasonably high physical

fidelity. However, with these two examples, predictive validity is

more important than physical fidelity. If a paper und percil test or

some other tescing approach with corsiderably lower physical fidelity

could be shown to have practically the same predictive validity, and

if this testing approach were preferable in terms of cest, time and

safeLy, it should be used. Unfortunately, having high physical fidelity

does not ensure that predictive vatidity will be high. Huwever, if pre-

dictive validity cannot be used, one must often settle for high physical

fidelity.

EXAMPLE

A gunner's mate must engage and hit attacking eierry
high-performance aircraft according to a specific
procedure and with a high degree of skill. This is
a task for which he trained and which has immense
payoff for the mission if it is done well. in order
to determine whether he can or cannot perform this

task, he would have to be tested and given a "go"
or a "no go." This testing would have to be given
under the exact conditions that would exist on the
real job in combat.
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Circumstances prevent the administration of the test
under real world conditions. First, it would be
difficult to knot. which of a battery of gunners is
responsible for a hit. Second, no one v.il1 be avail- 'N
able to administer the test. Third, it wculd be
foolhardy to administer a test under such dangerous
conditions.

In this example, predictive validity cannot be used to determine

the quality of the JPM for that task. Since there is no way to test

the task under real wcrld conditions, there is no way to test pre-

dictive validity. In cases like this the quality of the JPM is often

based on the degree of pyhsical ridelity between the JPM and the task.

Figure 1.17 is a graphic presentation of some of the possible

degrees of fidelity between JPMs and tasks.

JPM Task JPM lask JPM Task

a. b. c.

FIGURE 1.17: Degrees of Physical Fidelity Between JP.M aid Tasks

These three situations could represent the i-hree examples useJ

earlier. In the first example, performance of tie JPM for comlpietii'g

DA Fomns was identical to performing the Transpori Operator's task.

This is like "a" in the figure. In the second .xawple, the JPM for

driving the 5-ton truck with a trailer has reaso.ibly high physical

fidelity, but its performance is not identical to 'hu task. This is
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like "b" in the figure. In the last situation, the JPII for the gunner's

mate will have to Ie considerably different from the actual task. The

physical fidelity, of necessity, will be lower. This is like "c" in the

figure.

1.2.3 Simulation

Simulation, broadly defined, is an~y change from reality, or any

imitation of reality. When a test cannot be given under real world

conditions, some form of simulation must be used.

r
EXAMPLE

A light-weapons infantry task might involve engaging
enemy noldiers under combat conditions; that is, the
soldier himself would he in Jeopardy. Without a war,
an enemy cannot be provided to engage. We would not
endanger the scldier's life by having hi,.: under fire
just to test his performance. Therefore we cannot
provide a high fidedity initiating cue; the sildier
will not be shot at, nor will he have to stek out
enemy troops. There is no way to supply the same
element of danger without truy endangering him. The
JPM would be more like "c" in Figure 1.17. However,
we can simulate the initiating cue and have him go
through some or most of the steps, and we might
provide battle sounds. Thý. initiatinq cue can range
from an order to fire ot a paper target tu the ap-
puarance of a simulated figure (there is one calied
Punchy Pete) that will appear randomly and fall ifhit in a critical spot.

In this e.ample, the battle sounds providpd, the paper targets, or the

"Punchy Pete," and anY ocL:er imitations of the real world task are

simulation.

"I
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1.2.4 Unitary Tasks

Another factor that effects construction of JPMs is whether tV"=. task

is unitary or multiple. A unitary task is one that is always performed

in exactly the same way with exactly the same inputs.

ZXAMPLE

"disassemble an M16 rifle" and "assemble an M16
rifle" are unitary tasks. The input, the rifle is
always the same; and the task is always performed
in the same way.

1.2.5 Moltiple Tasks

A multiple task is onc that has a number of possible inputs. There

are two types of multiple tasks. One type is always performed by

following basically the same procedure.

EXAMPLE

A task requiring multiplication of three-digit numbers
by three-digit numbers is a multiple task. The mul-
tiplication is always performed by following basically
the samc procedures; however, there are almost one
million possible inputs cr combinations of the two
sets of three-digit numbers.

In this example, it would be impossible to test all possible

inputs to make sure an individual knows how to do them all, For

unitary tasks, the JPM can measure the total; however, ?or multiple

tasks a representative sample must be used.

The other type of multiple task is one in which the inputs vary,

and tie task is perfonred differently depending on the input, This

means the input is a cue that determines the appropriate response.
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EXAMPLE

One task for a Military Policeman is to apprehend a
violator. The procedure for' performing the task
depends heavily on the cues. For example:

1, the suspect armed or not?
IF the suspect military or civilian?
Is the suspect drunk or sober?
Is the suspect in a vehicle or on foot?
Is the suspecL alone or with others?
Is the MP alone or with others?
Is the MP in a vehicle or on foot?
Did the alledged crime take place in a restricted

area or not?

Answers to questions like these will determine howi
the task is performed.

As with the first type of multiple task, the JPM for this task

cannot measure the total task but must test a sample of the possible

variations. dowever, for this type of task, the JPM must do more than

measure the adequacy of the performance. It also must measure the

appropriateness uf the performance; that is, whether the performance

was the correct responses to the particular cues.

1.3 Overview of Construction of JPMs

JPMs, like tasks, are statements of action to be tdken. JPMs also

have a statement of conditions under which the JPM is administered,
cues that indicate the need for particular responses, standards that

are a measure of the adequacy of performance, and elements that are the

actions that make up the total performance.

As was mentioned earlier, the inputs to this block were the tasks

selected for trainirg, along with their conditions, cues, standards, and

elements. The procedure for developing JPMs is basically one of

mA

I:A
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considering in what ways the JPM must be different from the task, because

of various testing constraints, and constructing a test that is the

best compromise. The steps in this procedure are shown in Figure 1.18,

the foldout page at the end of this block. The outputs of this block

will 'nclude a JPM for each task.

2.0 PROCEDURES

Follo%.ing are a number of steps in the procedure for developing

and validating JPMs. For the steps discussed in Sections 2.1 - 2.9,

the correct procedure is first to go through these steps for each task.

That .s, take one_ task, deterinine the testing contraints, make the various

decisions discussed in Sections 2.2 thru 2.8, and develop the JPM. Then

take the next task and do the same. The first decisions will be tentative;

after you ;:ave worked through a small group of tasks, you maywish to

go back and make changes. Then, after you have developed all of the

JPls, and scoring procedures, validate the items as discussed in Section

2.10.

2.1 Determine Testing Constraints

If therc were no constraints of time,

money, personnel, facilities, and other
resources, every JPM could be identical to n__
the task it is intended to measure. That

is, the JP1 would consist of observing -

the job incumbent while he performed the

task on the job and noting whether or not

he met the job standards, How.ever, since

these constraints do exist, the JPM often
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will be different from the task. The first step in developing JPMs tiat

have high predictive validity, high physical fidelity, or bot'h is to

analyze the task to determine what testing constraints apply to that

particular task. The following practical constraints can force a change

from a higher to a lower physical filelity JPM. Not.e that these constraints

are all interrelated. For example, time availability, manpower availability

equipment availability, and costs are often all dif"erent aspects of the

same problem.

1. Time. The first type of practical constraint, time availability

is easily understood. Often the situation is such that it is impractical

to test the task, as it is stated, in the avadlable time.

EXAMPLES

Perhaps the job task requires an extended march
through marshy terrain during inclement weather
or watching a radar scope for blips for long per-
iods, maintaining proper vigilance as indicated
by detecting all 'lips during the irterval.

Since botn of these examples would take much too
long to test in most situations, they must be
modified to permit testing in less time.

In general, time limits must be placed on test administration whichj

in turn limits the amount of time that can be spent on each JPM. If

performance of some of the tasks requires more time than is available

for testing, the JPM can use a sample of the task elements.

2. Manpower. Manpower availability can also impose practical

constraints.
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EXAA4PLE

If under normal conditions it taket 4 men to operate a
main battle tank, a commander, driv.-r, guw)ner, and a
crewman/loader, and you want to test assistant crewnan/
loaders under normal operational conditions, personnel
trained in the functions of commander, gunner, aeid driver
will be required for the test. If these persannel are not
available, there will be insufficient manpower for con-
ducting the assistant crewman/loader test under normal
operating conditions.

In the above example, it would be preferable to arrange JPMs for the

whole crew simultaneously, but care must be taken to ensure that each

position is scored separately.

3. Costs. Cost is another importaiit factor in developing JPMs.

The cost of test administration must be Kept within the limits dictated

by the testing budget of the facility where the test will be used.

EX.MPLE

It would be entirely too costly (and unreaso-iable) to
have a demolition specialist aestroy a bridge to test
his ability to achieve maximum damage. There must be
other more practical means of testing this tusk. If
the task specifies demolishing a bridge, the JPM may
need to be modified so that the bridge is not actually
demolished, but the job incumbents demonstrate the
process up to but not including the demolition,

4. Facilities/equipment. Often, sufficient equipment or facilities

are not available for test administration. This is especially true

for sophisticated equipment and very specialized facilities.
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EXAMPLES

A serious fadility constraint exists when a job
incumbent must denonstrate competence in escape and
evasion in a tropical jungle if the testing must
take place in the Southwestern United States, An
extreme examcple of a facility-caused constraint is
firing a missile down range, since at many test
sites it is impossible to obtain a suitable test
range.

An example of a severe practical constraint concerning equipment

availability might involve a course on troubleshooting a terrain-following

radar system. The preferred JPM may include planuing a bug in the system

and having a job incumbent locate the problem and replace or repair the

necessary parts. However, this radar system is sufficiently complex

and costly that testing is prohibited on the actual equipment. Another

example is troubleshooting 3 computer: The downtime of the computer may

be so costly as to negate its use for testing purposes.

If you have many tasks for which testing would tax facilities/equipment

beyond feasible limits, it may be possible to select for testing those

tasks which would cause least damage or inconvenience, The remainder of

the tasks might be simulated.

5. Other constraints. There are other less corrwon practical con-

straints which you may encounter in the development of your tests. These

constraints include:

i. logistics

2. supervisory effectiveness

3. communications

4. ethical considerations

5. legal considerations
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Remember that in most cases constraints are interrelated. The prac-

tical constraint in the example of Lhe terrain-following radar system l

was categorized under equipment availability, but it could also be

categorized under costs.

Considering the limitations in equiprr-!nt, personnel, time, space, -

safety requireme•nts, and other factors, it is obvious that complete

fidelity is not always practical or even desirable. In these cases,

the JF14 developed must be viewed as the best possible trade-off with I
real 4 ty.

If, for your particular task, no constrp4ints exist that prevent you

frnm using the actual task as the JPM, you will not be forced to make

trdde-offs. Fortunateiy, quite a few tasks fall into this category.

EXAMPLES ]
1. The JPM for "rotate tires on ]/4-toa truck" could

be identical to the cask.

2. The JPM for "complete DD Form 314, Preventive
Maintenance Schedule and Record" probably would
be identical to the task.

2.2 Determine if Product, Process, or Both Should be Measured

The task standard was based on a --

product, process, or both. This was

discussed in detail in Section 1.2.7

of Block 1.1

The end product is the most obvious

task output; it can be observed and

inspected. A tactical operation plan,
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a computer program, or the results of a desk audit of an initial draft

computer program are all products or terminating boundaries of tasks.

The other output which signals the terminating boundary of a task

is the completion of the process involved. The process itself leaves

no record. The skills involved (for instance, in driving a tank) can

best be evaluated by observation.

In soncp cases, product and process must both be examined as task

output. Many tests evaluate processes which result in products in order

to provide feedback on process errors which effect the product or related

policies and practices.

In certain cases, processes in a task may be critical in that they

insure personnel safety or prevent equipment damage. For instance, a

driver may arrive at destination B frum point A as required by the task

but, in the process, violate many laws and safety regulations. In such

cases, product evaluation by itself is not always adequate.

The JPM will usually measure the same factors, product, process, or

both, used as a basis for the task standard; however, this is not an

essuntial practice. If considerable simulation will be required, it

may be more practical to ,easure another factor.

EXAMPLE

The standard for the Demolition Specialists' task
of "demolish bridges" might be that iie completely
destroy the bridge without injury to himself. The
JPM would probably measure the procedure used rather
than the pEroduLct.
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2.3 Detennine Simulator Requirements

Simulation is defined broadly as any

change from, or imitation of reality.

However, since sir,:ulatiuri a' a result of

chang)es in conditions, cues, and standards

will be discussed in the following sections,

only changes in the basic task related

equipment or facility are discusspd here. !

Earlier it was stated that there are

occasions in which no JPM can be given

under actual job conditions because of cost, danger, etc. But, some

tasks are so important to mission success or iiusý be done so well that

Failure to satisfactorily perform themra significantly reduces the chancE.s

of mission success, endangers lives, or damages equipment. The Function

of this section is to discuss the developrr~nt of simulators used princi-

pally for JPMs for Lhe evaluation of job incumnbents, n-t for instructional

purposes. However, there is alwaYs the possibility of using the simulator

for both. Remember the Apollo missions were flown success~ully by men who

had been trained and tested on simulators.

Each service has its own procedures for specifying and developing

requirements for simulators. Ordinarily, these would have been generated

when the new process or system was still on the drawing boards,

EXAMPLE

Experience gained by our forces or by others can
qluickly change the requirement for job proficiency.
In the 1967 Arab-Israeli conflict, there were
improvemrrents in range and shooting accuracy of
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the tankers based on WW II data. Between 1967
and the Yom Kippur war, range and accuracy
increased dramatically again,

These chanties in perfon:iance were traced directly
to traininq. In order to maintain Lhe ability to
engage enevy armor successfully 6t the increased
levels of proficiency required, laser simulators
were developed. These high fidelity deuices,
such as Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement
Simulator (MILES), permit accurate scoring of hits
and provide excellent opportunities to measure the
performance of crews under simulated combat
conditions.

The requirements for these simulators were not specified at the time

that the main battle tank was delivered. The requirenent resulted from

careful analysis of field perform.ance by crew and experience gained by

others. The JPHi developer will often discover needs for increasing the

fidelity of JPMs based on critical new information of the type described.

If he is a specialist in the DOS in question, he may know from his own

experience of deficiencies in perforrmance that could make important dif-

ferences to mission accomplishment. Occasionally field use of hardware

and systems indicates the need for improved job performance, or unanti-

cipated system performance or configurations require a reordering of

tazks selected for training, In those situations, the developer of

the JPf-is should investigate the potential value of a simulator in the

total system.

The use of simulators for training will be discussed further in the

sections of the manual dealing with the development of instruction.

Many trade-.offs may be necessary in order to arrive at good decisions

about the procurement of simulators. (Some of these would be directly

tied to training considerations, time saved, cost of simulators compared

to alternative means, and other factors.)
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Three logistical factors will have a direct bearing on a decisiun to

use simulators:

I. Downtime. What is the effect on the readiness, effectiveness,

and efficiency of the unit ':hen operational personnel or

equipment is used fui measuring performance?

2. Cost. What is the cost of using personnel, equipment, and

materials resources for measuring performance?

3. Uamage or Danger. What are the potential damages or dangers

to personnel or equipment as a result of the performance

measurement?

As the JPM is designed for each task on you, list, you should consider

each of the above logistical factors. Rate each as:

1. Serious_. It has major consequerces to mission operations.

2. Average. It has moderate consequences to mission operaticns.

3. Negligible. It has little consequence to mission operations.

If in rating the factcr with regard to the three logistical factors (down-

time, cost, damage or danger), you find that none of the factors are rated

"serious" and no more than one of the factors is rated "average," you

cannot justify large expenditures for a simulator for the JPM. However,

if .rist of the factors are rated "serious" or "average," you should give

serious consideration to the use of a simulator.

Another consideration is the lead time to procure simulators. If

the JPM is designed requiring a simulator that will take years to go

through the approval, design, and production cycle, it will not be useful

six months from now when you are conducting external evaluation.

I'
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If it is determined that simulatlon is required, you must decide what

type of simulation is necessary. For some purposes, the resemrblance

should be very close. For other purposes, high-fidelity simulation is

not necessary. Three corinon types of siniulatior are:

1. Simulatinj Part of the System. You may want to explore

questions of operator performance, safety features, etc.

To do this, you may decide to create a rmock-up of a par-

ticular piece of gear. The sophistication of the rock-up

will vary. In many situations, ful)y operational or hinh-

fidelity rock-ups or trainers are not required, Situations

requiring full-scale trainers are urually determined in the

early stages of system design, The trainer design and

development is usually ac.ýomplished by a contractor.

2. Simulating the Operation of a System. System operation can

be simulated in several ways. One technique is "talk-through,'

or a computer can be used to simulate operational activities;

or complex simulators can replicate the job conditions.

Tire characceristics of the first two techniques are showi

in Table 1.5,

3. Simulating the Environment in Which the Sjste5_ Will Operate.

The most frequent source of error in modern Systenis is due

to variaility ir, human performance. You may use a varieLy

of techniques for determining under what conditions people

will have difficulty operating the system. One way is to

let real people operate the syster using sinulated inputs.

-y simulating system inputs, you can create stressful situa-

tiors (for exariple, an overload condition) and observe what
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TABLE 1, 5

Samu I dti ng the Opera ti onTl 1 Sys tem

rALK-TIIROUGH FECINIQUE COMiPUTER MOUELS TLCIHNIQUE

Involves talking through Involves having a coiwpuLer
each operatiun in the new simulate the major opera-
system to deteriine deci- Lions of the system, under
sions and contingencies. a variety of conditions.

Results: Results:

SDepicts humah functions Funcfions of system and I
at flowchart level. assumptions of personnel

performance are reduced
to logic statements. I

Major decisions are The i"ode] of the system
rationally identified, is "run" many times

under different condi-
Lions.

Required actions and * Short.comings of system

alternatives are operation are identified.

rationally determined.

Information gaps requir-
ing assumptions are
identi fied.

happens, Such techniques are particularly useful for identi-

fying in advance the mistakes peopie make. If they occurred

in actual operation, these mistakes might be very costly.

176
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72.4 Dtermine JPM Conditions L

Conditions may be constant or they may - .

vary; this includes factors that cannot he

controlled, such as weather and the amount B
of natural light, and factors that can be

controlled. All such JPM conditions shouli I-

be listed.

EXAMPLE

ACTION:

For the tas F "remove/ins tall maie transmn s-i1or:
'ast assembly" on an OH-58 Helicopter, theconditions 1is.ed are:

CO'1DI T IONS:

Sheltered arej
TM 55- 1520-228-20T1-'. 55-1520n22"8-3"•

Guneral mechanic' tool ki L
Suitable laintena-.e platform I)lltable 3tand to fold masi
Wrench T101500
Holding Fixture T101199

The above coi.ditions are fairly courstant; in order to do tie job,

you ..aould choose to have all of the above. Tn sUcti cf 2s JPM conditions

"match job conditions. For other jobs the ondtitions must be s'mpled for

any une )PM It is difficult to cnmbino bK'zzards ýnd desert in one[ measuire.
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EXAMPLE

A land navigation task would be to get from point A
to point B. The constant conditions listed are:

A map of the locale

Lensatic compass

The variable conditions are:

All types of weather
Across all terrains
At any time of day

In developing the JPM, all the conditions that would make a dif-

ference in performance of the JPM must be listed for each factcr. .n

the previous examples, in addition to the fixed conditions of a map

of each locale and a lensatic compass, there must be:

1. All possible types of weather--dry, damp, rain,

snow, clear, high wind, light wind, no wino, below

freezing, temiperate, hot. etc.

2. All types of terrains--ptains, cities, deserts,

forests, towns, villages, hills, mountains, etc.

3. Any time--daytime, nighttime with Stars, no stars,

moon, no moon, etc.

if testing constraints preclude using all the conditions, you will

be forced to use a sample of them. You should includc thcse conditions

you think will best reflect ability tc perform under ali the conditions.

eest AvalIabre Copy
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2.5 Determine JPM Cues -'1

Often Lhe JPM cues must be different

from the task cues ever though this reduces

the fidelity of the JPMI.

EXAMPLE

The cue for a medical corpsman to perform mouth-
to-mouth resuscitation would be that the casualty
was not breathing. However, this would not be
a realistic cue for the JPM, While changing the
cue reduces the fidelity of the JPM, probably
the best that could be done would be to use a cue
such as having the test administrator say, "At
this station, the casualty (dummy) next to you
is uncooscious. You find a weak pulse. He has

i stopped breathing, Take iniiediate action."

Insofar as constraints permit, the critical cues should be realistic.

A critical cue is one for which the proper response datermines success or
failure in perFur-.ning the task,

EXAMPLE

The task of "reoair malfunctioning equipment" might be
such that the actual repairs are relatively simple ifyou know which one to make. The critical part oF the

task might be determining which repair to make. In
lilo example, if the JPM cue were having the test

administrator say, "Assume equipment requires repair
A," the JPM would have very low fidelity and probably
very low predictive validity.
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2.6 Detenuine JPM Standards

Performance measures must have specific

scandards which are applied to all persons

taking the test so that each pursen is -- -- ]-

rated like all others. JPM standards -

usually include time limits and required L I I ]

procedures; sonw will describe the7 ][
product requi-ed and criteria for judging - __ _

that product. Time limits simply mean

that the skill must be pertunied correctly LIi-....
within a certain time. The time limits

may be set by, the task.

EXAMPLE

After you remove the pin from the hand-
grenade and release the handle, there is
a fixed number of seconds before the grenade
expludes, The Lime l imit for, Lo:siing iL
must be well within that time limit.

Other standards may also be set by the task

EXAMPLE

A fragmentation grenade of the M26 or M56
type has an effective casualty radius of
15 •eters. It can be thrown approximately
40 meters by the average soldier. The stan-
dard for distance thrown must be set some-
what over 15 meters but cannot be set over
40 meters if you want achievable standards.

-I
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Some standards, especially time limits, are not job directed. That

is, these tasks rate very high oa Task Delay Tolerance. In addition to

having implications for training, this factor also affects performance

testing.

EXAMPLE

One of the more probable sources of a performance
standard is that developed by the test designer or
performance evaluator. For example, it may be that
there are no verifiable real-world job performance
speed requirements that have ever been discovered.
"Change wheels on '.-ton trucks" may be required of
a driver. However, if we add the condition of
"muddy terrain" and the standard "within three monutes,"

we may have used the test to set the standard when
there was no standad implied in the task. It might
be troublesome if the driver required two hours to
perform the task, but what ;if it only took six minutes?
TO the statistician that means being off by a factor
of lO0--a powerful error: but to the driver, it may
be only a minor problem. Unless there are real field
requirements for stated conditions and staoidards,7---y
shoul ordinarily be stated to the minimum requirement.I In the case of changing wheels, it may be necessary to -
do a time and motion study just to discover a 3-minute
tire changing procedure, when almost anyone could do
it in 6-10 minutes.

Such unnecessarily high standards are very costly in testing efforts

and of dubious value in decision making.

Standards relating to procedures require that certain steps be

followed in the performance of the task. If certain steps are omitted

or done in the wrong order when order is important, then the person does

not meet the standard. The idea behind the use of such a standard is

that there is no such thing as perforning some skills half-right and

half-wrong. Either a person can stand at attention or he cannot; there



is no half-way point. Some performance measures may include a margin of

error. For example, a performance measure in land navigation may allow

a solier to plot an azimuth within a tolerance of plus or minus two

degrees. If his answer falls within that range, he has met the standard.

Other tests may allow a persoti to vary the order in which he performs

certain steps of a procedure, because the arder is riot critical.

Some standards may include requirements related to final products,

Sometimes, procedures followed in turning out the end-product may be

less important than the quality of the product itself. However, if

procedures are followed correctly, th'2 chances thdt the product will

meet the standard should be improved,

Some jobs could be measured on both process and product,

EXAMPLE I

If the product is a graded road, iL could be
scored based on a set of criteria such as
bank slope, ditch slope, crown, surface
appropriate to the terrain and intended use.
(See the following illustration.)

BANK SLOPE

SURFACE OF

CROWN / PAVEMENT

CUT~ SE- SHOULDER

\/DITCH SIOPE

FIL SECTION
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The SdrIe road could be measured while it iben constructed on. each stpin teprocedure
(as fl~ustrated below),

II .1 11 I

A OPI

;I, A',f A

P ~ ~ ~ - LI'a i-I I

'i - 'I''
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Another class of performance standards are highly quall'ative, such

as those for briefings, staff studies, and tactical plans. The effec-

tiveness of an oral briefing is dificult to break down into elements

that can be objectively scored on a ri)ht , ,n g ,.urber of

tactical plans might be good; some may be better; but only one may be

best. Evaluation of their worth, however, is judgmental and qualitative

rather than quantitative. You must be careful when you evaluate such

intellectual and q,|alitative task performances to be sure that you do

not just measure the less important part of the tasks that are more

easily scored. Even though evaluation of these tasks is mostly judg-

qental and qualitative, a quantitatively measurable standard for

performance measurement purposes must be derived.

Clsromi cenE XAMPLE ]

L.i . dssroom:instruction can be based on military
standards like:

Classroom is clean.

Instructor's shoes and brass are shined.
Instructor varies the volume of his voice, etc.

Additionally, standards can include performancelevels for the instructor's trainees:

The trainees will make a score of 75%
pr above on the posttest.

The trainees will reach criterion in
less than one week.
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2.7 Detennine if All or Part of the Task Will Be Tested

The decision to test all or part of the
taý.k depends largely on whether it is a unitary 1--_7 4-_7.

task or a multiple task. For unitary tasks, L
that is, Ld~ks that have only one doctrinally K -

correct procedure, all of the task is tested. 1

EXAMPLE

A unitary task is making VOR receiver check.

VOR RECEIVER CHECK

Check thie VOR recei ver durngn the "Before Taxi
Checklist" usinrj the following procedure;

1. Tune and identify the s tati on--i is ten for the
vioice or Morse code identifier.I2 . 1,enter the Luurse indicator with e i10 indi-
cation by slowly rotating the course selector.

3. Move the course selector 100 to the left. The
course indicator should defýlect (move) all the
way to the right. Then mo~ve the course selector
100 to the right of the original course. You
should note full deflection of the course indi-
,ator to V)2 left. This procedure ensures free-
durn of movement of the course indicator.

4. Move the course selector 900 from the original
coume. The TO indication should disappear, and
the FROM indication should begin to appear. This
procedure ensures that the antbiquity (whether you
are going to or from the station) features of the
VOR are working.

In the above example, all of the task is tested and the JPM. is

basically identical to the task.
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EXAMPLES

1. If a task includes multiplying three-digit
numbers by three-digit rumbers, there are almost

KE one million possible combioations. You will
test only a part of this task.

S2. If the task is:

Job task (0H-58 Helicopter Mechanic) 4.119/5

F Task: Troubleshoot Main Transmission Oil System
Conditions: 1) Outside if weather and lighting

perinit or under shelter
2) TM 55-1520-228-20

TM 55-1520-2;'8-34
F General mechanics tool kitSPressure gauge 0 to 100 lbs psi and

mul timeter
3) 0H-58 Helicopter

Standards: 1) Locate and isolate the cause of any
abnormai indicators within (time
frame)

2) Observe safety precautions

N The JPM might be:

Job Performance Measures for Task 4.119/5

Task: Troubleshoot Main Transmission Uil System
Conditions: 1) Outside if weather and lighting

permit or under shelter
2) TM 55-1520-?28-20

TM 55-1520-228-34
Generai mechanics tool kit
Pressure gauge 0 to 100 psi and
mu t i meter

3) OH-58 Helicopter
Standards: 1) Locate and isolate the cause of the

following abnormal indicators;
(1)
(2)
(3)

2) Observe all safety precautiors
3) Locate and isolate within (time frame)

If there are only three or four abnormal indicators, you
will probably include them all in one test. If the
nunTer of possible abnormal indicators is large, you may
construct alternate forms of the JPt, each of which
includes several of the possibilities.
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3. The multiple task "identify MfS and grades to
announce for pronotion reconinendations" might
look like the flowchart (Logic Tree) in
Figure 1.19. To perform this task, some of the
first steps are:

Determine if the position is authorized E4, E5,
and E6.

Determine if the position is vacant.

Are there individuals on the merit list?

For each answer to thesr questions there is a
different path to take, Any one case would only
go on one of the possible paths. Hlowever, there
are a finite number of cases that will test all
possible decision points and paths. This number
of cases makes up the pool from which you can
construct alternate forms of the JPM.

Look at your list of actions, standards, conditions, cues, and

constraints. What can you realistically do? If you can test the

whole task, do it. If not, develop a part-task test that will predict

job performance. You will validate these measures and have an oppor--

tuni ty to revise them later. The next section discusses a sampling I

plan for use with part-task tests.

2.8 Develop Sampling Plan

At this point, you have identified F --
tasks, conditions, cues, and constraints, --

,made a decision on testing whole or parts ---
of each task, and specified what output(s)

you will measure. For all thosc: factorsF JL1 7
listed above that are unitary ; , . ent ..

ij

.II
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only one option), there is no need to samiple; use that factor. When

P there are multiple possible ac-tions, conditions, or cues, you mnust decide

if they are all equally likely to occur and if there is the sairw criti-

cality involved with the occurrence Of each one. If they -ire equil,

samip~lL equally from them until eaLI! is included in one alternate form

of the JPM.

EXAMPLE

Task; Field Strip an 14203 Grenade Launclier
Conditions: Night, day, rain or shine,
Ini~tiating cues: Malfunction x. y, or 7 (,il equally

likely to occur)I
Standard: -n 2 minutes

Y For your sampling plan you would choose the ofne act ion
and comb~ine "t with each of the selected conditions and

peach initi~ting cue. Fher'e are two choicnýs for vdch
[ condition arid three initiating cues so, to test ill oif

them, you will have six JPMs.

If the likelihood of oc~currence or' the cri tit-di ty is unnqiui.l ,theim

the sampling plan should reflect that.

EXA PLE Task; I roubleshoot the engin eo in a r COrI-XX

Conditions: T11 XXX I
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destroy Lhe e'in e; whie, malfunctionks 0-/ iiake
t'.rrible noises iut do not cause permanent damage,
For each al trira te forv of the IPM, you mi (ih L p] an
to tdke 4 malfuwi:Lions from the A-G qroup,

f From the li-P group, arid I from the Q-/ group,
You need to weigh the likelihood of occurrence and
the criticality of the malfu;icJioni to decide how
many to .ample from e.ch group.

Several of the above examples use the term "ilLerndLe form of thu

JPN, " 1hese alteriatle forms art: equal but different v~rsioais of the

JPtI. Constructing alterridtv fi"oLs wakes it possible to include all

of the imoort-int variables without niikinig alY si nglp test too long

to administer. However, occasionia1l.y, it is not practical to cornstri--t

al Lurn,.-te forms because cf Lh010 lrgoe iumber of variables involved.

EXAMPLE

If the task included multiplying three-digit
numbers by three-digit numbers, there woulu be
almost one million possible multiplication
problem . It would be ioipidcti'_'dl to construct
enough alternate forms of the JPM to include all
ot these.

In the above example, a predetermined quantity of randomly selected
A

numbers could be utqd for the JPM. In that way, no -rne woould know,

until the testing began, which rimbers would be selected.

This exaiiple raises a critical question: Why not initially select

three or four problems such as:

987 x 639 ? 542 x 861 ?

609 x 713 484 x 275 ?

diad let these be the JPM? ih,., repson is that one of the important

use5 of JPMs is to ;Live as the basis for Lhra training progrum. This
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rmeans the training program will be designed to teach people to pass

the JPH. If the four problems flted above were the only ones included

in the IPM, they might be the only ones taught. Even if other problems

were taught, there would be no way to know they had been learned since

they are not in the JPM.

2.9 Construct JPMs and corinj .. Procedures

2. . -n
Once you have completed the steps [ -]

outlined in Sections 2.1 through 2.8, --- i
construction of your JPM is largely J7

corplete. All that remains is [i
documnenting your decisions drid [F
aeveloping a prncedure for scoring

the JPM.

Documenting JPMs is quite similar to documenting tisks (see

Figure '.10, Block I.1). Like tasks, JPMs have conditions, cues, and

standards. JPMs also have procedural steps that often are similar to

elements. The same form used to document tasks can be used to document

JPMs. Figure 1.20 is an example of a JPM written on such a form. By

attaching each JPM tu the corresponding task documentation, a completr;

package of information is made available upon which the training procram

can be based.

2.9.2 Develop Scoring Procedures

There are two basic means of obtaining a record of each job

incumbents performance. The approach required depends upon the nature

V
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of th'2 task to be tested. rroni a scoring point of view, the best per-

forinance measure is one which permits the job holder to produl-e the record

)f his tested pc~rfn"rlrInCe. Such records would include the holes in a

practice target., the correct assembly of a piece of equipment, the elimn-

ination of a known fault in a system, and prnper procedures on a t~elet%'Pe.

All these perfortidnczes ledve evidenre or records that can he scored byI

evaluators in an objective fashion. These also have high physical

fidelity with the job tasks. ýor -instance, hits on a practice target

art- a record of performai-ce on a task with only slightly less fidelity

than the hits on an enemny position.

Som! tasks will niot provide a record of performance. Knowledge-

able supcrvisors or SMEF. will be r'equired to either observe the job

incumi.)ent's perfonn. ce or to inspPct a produced product in i)rder to

ubtaiji the rocoird o~f performance.

Other -asks irnvol ve e-pipmeft Aind may require the job incumbent to

nerfornr a series of procedural steps. Art observer is required to recordIperformances on each essential step. Some tasks will require the

VMKI incumbent to produce a product. For many of these products, the record

fig of performance canl be obtained only from an inspection of the product by

RE- a qualified supervisor.

Developing scoring procedures involves determining the most appro-

priate procedu,-e5 for recording the adequacy of the product, process,

or both. Following are some guidelines in the form of discussions of

techniques for scoring products and processes, various types of rating

scoles, and varioILS types of coiniron scoring errors and reasons for each,

B~ased on these gujidelines, you should develop and document the scoring

prorr-dure for each JPM.
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2.9.2.1 Product katinriMethod

Since the product, unlike the performance, is isually a tangible

onject, prcduct rating i.; more reliable than process rating, The example

in Figure 1.21 shows a product scale for ratinq ability to fly a simnu-

lator (link trainer). The pilots being tested are required to fly a

pattern that corresponds with the pattern shown at A. By comparing the

product with the standard provided in the scale, the rater can measure

the product. If followed carefully, this procedure can eliminate nearly

all rating errors.

LINK TRAINIJ I PRCOrUCT oU P[r FOR4NIANCE

L L) A

;ST-NDARD)

FIGURE 1,21: Example of Product Scale for Rating Proficiency in Simulator
These are tracings from a link trainor recording devire.
The ones to the left of A are inadequate,

In developing a scoring procedure for a product, identify as

accurately and specifically as possible the scorable characteristics.

Identify specific characteristics that distinguish ar .atisfactory pro-

duct from an unsatisfactory one. If the product is Io be measured by

some kind of instru,,ent, identify the .haracteristics to he nkasured

arnf Provide the scorer with the specific instriuctions for imaking theA

measurement. On the ba.:is of che standard, decide what is a passing

score. IF the starndard does not provide clear guidaince, revise it urt il

it does.

I

I
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'.9.2.2 PrnresS Radtin Methods

A qood scorinq procedure for process medsu, ennt will provide the

scorer vwith explicit directions on what the examinee should he dolig

at each stage in the JPM. A detailed step-by-step dr',cription of the

process by which the JPMI is performed will provide a basis for scoring.

The variou, jcLiors required can be written in checklist form.

Regardless of whether the output is a product or a process, some

form of rating scale is generally used to rate performance. Following

is a 6iscussion of some of these scales.

2.9.2.3 Cincklists

A checklist i ; useful for recording the performance of a set proce-

dure. The example in ritjure 1.22 shuws a portion of a checklist for

rating instrument flying proficiency. In usini the checklist, the obzerver

indicates whether 'he completion of each sLep was satisfactory or unsatis-

factory. Breaking a perfonrmance into several observable elen•rts greatly

reduces error.

-CIIECrLI 5l-
INSTRUCI IONS: If the perforraaice is satisfactorySplace a + sig~i in thp space provided. If the per-

foriiance is unsatisfactory, place a - sign in the
space,

1, Maintains constant heading . [-7
(within 50 of course)

2. MaintainF constant altitude. . . . 2S(withill 50 feet)3. Can make a timed turn (gyros .

caged) (within 100 of new -]

heading)
4. Cao make a steep turn (within. . . ]

50 feet of altitude)

FIGURE 1.22: Example of Checklist for Rating Proficiency in Instrument
Flying

Wag iW
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ReIiabilI Ity is us udllIy h ijh ill chCklPAi~t ratifliq beLdUSVe Of the

nature of the dcci ;ious reiluire'd and tieslec f 'J LM H tyOf tIlV j te'ig

Si s.ted. Genterally speaking, the m~ore specific the !tear on thte checr,

list and the lo)nger the list, the hilher the reliabIlity. A gen~ral

nt ny cdtegjory is virtually worthless.

EXAMPLES,

I "Follows pre-flight safety procedure," is too
general; but "mnakes the visual inspectiin of
dircraft," "uses pre-flirjht checklist," and
'Starts enijine dfter s tartinq signal" all provideI
amuch better oppor'Lunity Ic, iakik reliable

rit iny'; of ijerfori:unce.

2.9.2,4 Ratiny Scales

1. Numerical scalps. A numerical scale divides perfonaalnce into

a fixed niumber of points. TI-e number of points on the scale depends

primarily onl the ab-il cy of observers to differentiate. ?-ost people

b are able to make at least five differentiations; but few trained

P observers can reliably make more than Oine differentiations. As a

[ re-ult, most numerical scales contain five to nine point~s.

2. Description scales. The description SCale usos phrases to

indicate- levels of abilitv. The example in Figure 1.23 is a descriptiv.-

scale for rating pilot landing, with five levels of ability described,

fhe degrees of performance can be varied to suit the occasion.
P

k 5
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INSTRUC71QOtS: Place a check mark In the scale above

the word that most a..curately describes the pilot 1
ACCEPTABLE F,%dPR GOOD EXCELLENT SUPERIOR

FIGURE 1.23: Exa..iple of Descriptive Scale for Rating Pilo' TAke.Off

F',r examiple, suppose an vperatioaiL oVficer wants to evaluate the

performiunce requireme~its, but he wdnts to know to what d,,gree each is

better than satisfactory. By using a descript~ive scale, th,ý operatiaris

officer gives his observcars a framie of reference. Here the loiiest

rating possiule is labeled "acceptable."

The major disadvantage in using descriptive scales is i seman tic

one. An "excellent pilot" does not mean the same thing to all ohservers.

Another disadvantage is that ;t is hard to selt,ýt phrases which describe

degr-ees of performanice that are equally spaced. When the scale zshown in

the example is used, most people feel that there is less distance between

"excel sent" and "superior," than between "fair" and "good."

3. Graphýic scales. The graphic scale is a currf'lnation of numerical

?"K and Jescriptive scales. Besides a numerical scale, various adjectives

or phrases are set below a continuous hori~ontal line. (The line re-

presents Lhe range of thu ability or- trait being measured.) In using

th-e graphic scale, the obsprver must consider not only the numeýical

ranC? of the scale but the phrases that describs, the various positions

on the scal8.



Three typJl 10i1'Nr~ Of the 1.racph it~( j lo a re !,rown in I inu're 1 M.2

In (XarT~le A, thle ot'scrver 15 gi ven ins rui tiorIs for iidgi-ring the tr"ait

of "irdus try." He i,, told to miark the- 5Cdle dfLer cnrrsiderioj "etierqy

daid app li at iof tu duir i ei , doy in anid day out." l hesm in, truc t ons

hel 1p red-iie errors5 and imiprove olijvr. Jvi ty ntO rvl ii .Ui ty, They a 11-j

PiIl(LVIrJqe c-btvry' r' to twor-1Id(,r theilusiie th inq-, about Cad] lpl-r'-,10

rIGURE 1.24: Example of Typical Fori~i, of a Graphic Scalp

CFXdalple R Sh.N-s d qr!'-p!iC SCaILe in which -ertaiii types of behavior'

are described for riach point on thle scale With most scales , tke

observer must, not only observe, :)e must, also evaluate his observation I
to fori~ a rating. People can obser'vp iire accurately than they can
evaluate wheý they have observed. Whenever ratings can be based oil

observations alone, reliability is greatly iwproved. Io Example B

(Figure 1.24) , the observer is required only to record, not evaluate,

the act inns of the person beinq rAted. Hence, this type of graphic
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Ncale inicorporates rjc v~ljectiviLy. Ir' preparing this type of scale.

make sure that the beftav~or described for each point i5 actually an

imr'orvemenL o-er the xint just below it, and distinces betdeen the points

should appear to the ubserve,, to be about equal.

The scale in Exam~ple C is similar- to that in B, except *1escriptive

phrases are not provided for all points. Maryj timres observers feel

that the rating should fall some-where between two points, such a ra~ing

is possible with this form. cf the graphic scale. Tthe fuller descrip-

tions o' :xampie C increase the 1 ik~1ihood thdt observed behavior can

be pinpointed on the scale. Gtanerally, the more de~diled descriptions

should contribute to Letter rat iri results.

2.9.2.5 Establishing cut-off scores

Mony tests are des igned to assess proficienIcy On a given task.

Since it is often imprartical to insist err perfect test rcores, it may

be necessary to decide upon a cut-off ioint (a score below which is

considered failing or "no-go"). The more complex the skills assessed

by th2 t-st arid the more varied the type of performance or product,

+he greater is the danger of miscl ass ifi cation (designating a "no-go"

as a 'go," or vicP ver~,a).

There are no fixed rules or formulas for establishlig the cut-off

point, but a numbler of factor,, can be conisidered:

1. Ianmediate manpower needs. If manpower needs are veryv high,

it may be necessary to lower cut-off levels espEcially ifI
errors are less critical than no perforifiance at all.

2. Upper feasible score for an established "go." Ah targct

may be so placed thaL even the best marksman may score only



~V~percent hVt It a 70 per-cent Lut--nf' is, set here, no

00C2 Will pad.S at J11.

3. Con equoric-e- of inadequdtte performanice, or task delay

t ul ur 3n cu. The ilre~ter Ithe risk oif substantial damidge -_`

p(- son' o~r nropirty, the hi~lher the cut-off score should

be.

Lst~blish'iii cut-o~ff points is ar c'jmplex matter, arid decisinii-,

-Auuld bte reached on this id itter only after careful _onrsldcrot iorl of

the 'jtricrol uccr.p tble petr uoiaiice :Lend rds fo- Ohe ra,k As n h

corsuruenCeS *l ood quidel ine is th~it if the corir'cmiuencce; of pass im;

one i ocoirmotunt Man art, severe?, the cut-off poi nt shoul d be ý,e hiqh.

In qrJerril(i, ýut-offs ire use!ful .-.hen.

1. Absolute inaster~y of theý LaSI is not expected but a suitable

level of perforiniance carl be 5pecifi'.A,

Ft2. bAbsolute mastery is possible but facto~s other than comn-

petence affect the score (such as careless errors , measurement

2.9.2.6 i.'easurementEr'-ors

Performlance ireasuies Must leid to decis ion-, that are consistent and

unbiased, Consistency imiplies that decisions miade about an individual's

ability to do his job will not vary over a period o-I time (assumndg that

the i idi vidual remains the same) arid that differ-er.t judges usinrg the

samne perfornmancc measure will mnake the s-ame decisions iN aly given testingI

situation. Ar unbiased performance measure is one that, ensures that

decisions are based only on the task in question and are riot influenced

by other unexpected or unaccoun table factors.



.c,,u of the factor' Ih'i 1lodd to incor. i't,,nrcy drid bih r, io ;)-.I-

for•rance measurp% are:

1. lhe lack of clear stanrdards for jiloqimll' flI drirlcular

product or proess

Poorly wri tten tes L i teu and/or teo,, ,Lmi 'e, tion-,

3. U,,triined judges who may be biased jr who do nut under.t,::Id

the pert',nm'•tce measure

4, The testing :nvironment

5. ;qalfunctiohs of special tools or equip iurnt used in thfo, et

6. Individual day-to-day differences in perforidnce

Rating errors can be classified into three broad groups:

]. Errors nf standards

2. Errors of halo

3. Errors of looic

1. Errors of standard. Sowe observers tend to rate performers too

high or too low because of differences in their standards. Standards

using physical measurements--inches centimeters,, ounces, grams--are

fixed values. However, standards involving judgiment and 0's tract con;-

parison may be as many and varied as the obhservers themse Ives.

EXAMPLE

Fried eqqg are overcooked if there is a noticeable
"lacing or bubbling,' around the perimeLer, which
-is a dar!er color than the remainder of the erjg
whi te.

Based on this criteria, two observers might have
great deal of difficulty agreeing on whether a
particular egg wa• overcooked.
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2. Error of halo. An observer sometimes allows his rating of

performance to be influenced by his general impression of thp person,

Such an impressicn is usually formed (in the basis of observations or

knowledge extraneous to the rating. If allowed to influence Judgment,

the impressiun will result in a shift of the rating called an error of

halo. If the rater is favorably impressed, the shift is toward the high

end of the scale. Halo error can be either favorable or unfavorable, I
and it affects only certain persons rated. Error of halo may be sus-

pectLd in many situations; but it can be positively identified only when

manY competent and experienred observers rate a number of persons under

identical conditions.

EXAMPLE

Jones and nine other observers ritcd six persons on
teaching ability. The criterion for consideration
for a promotion was a rating of 5 or higher by all
ten raters. The ratings might have been as illustrated.

X X X
X -X

- XX X

0 X

- Ii cons-der Cons,der

Aanq ,-,
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(Jontes' rating is indicated by 0, other ra,.evrs by
X. ) All ton observers agreed reasonably wllI on
the teaching ability of five (f the six persons
rated. All but Jones agreed (,n the teaching ability
of the sixth (E). For person E, 8 of the 3 judges
rated him 5 or above--only doi,e:; ratpd him lower.
Appý•,ro ity. Jnnes allowed ',omii- ummf,'voi bble
impressiofi regaidiny L to infuernce hi% rating
unduly; he made an error of hilo. If two promo-
tional slots were available, *;eacher D woild
clearly be considered; but, r-mrembnriny Jones' halo
rating, there would be some difficulty in deciding
whether teacher A or E should be cOnsidered for tBe
second slot.

3, Error of l1i.ic. An errcr ut log c nay cccur mhen two or more

traits are being rated. It is present i an observer tends to (live

similar ratings to traits which do not necessarily t(o together. For

example, some observers may think thaf on, industriou., petrson is also

efficient. Industrious Persons may often be efficise:t. but no':

necessarily so.

"Error of logic" means that the traits are related orly in the

mind of the person making the error. The relationship may not appear

to be logical to someone else. As a matter of fact, the person who

exhibits an error of this sort is probably not really av're of it.

EXAMPLE

In the illustration of Error of Logic that follows,
six observers (A, B, C, D, E, and F) rated j certain
person or four traits (industry, promptness, effi-
ciency, and courtesy) on a scale of I to 9. In
three of thc traits, the six observers agree reason-
ably well, however, E gave a much higher rating on
efficiency than did the other observers. And [
assigned the same rating to both efficiency and
industry. IL appears that E thinks iodustry and
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efficiency are much the same--an error of logic.
There may be many reasons for this error: E may
not hve observed fie performe"'s efficiency
enough, or he may not dltingunsh oDtween efficiency
ahid in 'ustty. In any event, in rating efficiency,
E and the obher observers have not rateJ the same
thing. In effect, E rated industry twice.

|.0t~l~f Iz Ur

I _ _ _ _ R A. ),r C

PROM.PTNESS AC DAL

EFflCiENCY A.8, C CA I ____

"RA'IN GIVEN

2.10 Validate and Revise

Avalidated JPM is one that has beenJ
tested and found to have high predictivP

validity or-, where coostraints preclude

testing, has been verified as having 7L
high fidelity. Many JPMs can be

validated on the job; c-.g., mechanics'

L tasks, cooks' tasks, pilots' tasks.

SThese jODS are performed regularly under

a broad spectrum of real-world conditionF.

In such cases, validation is similar to job analysis. The validator

observes the performer and thereby check!; his checklist or measure.

The number of incumbents needed fur validati-n is very small for unitary

tasks, higher for multiple tasks.
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There are also jobs that are performed rarely or only in conbatI

where validdtion may be hazardous both to the job performer and the

validator. !n these cascs, IPV* are "verified" rather than validated,

Experienced performers should add any missing step, o- conditions, and

delete any suprfluous ones, and verify the standards.

A ti.,rd type of validation is ior new job tasks: ones that have

never been performed, like man,' space mission or view wedpons task.s.

This requires a comtination of validptiun of the parts that are similar

to parts of tasks that have been performed before, and verification

with .nyineers and manufacturers of hardware. rh,cse should be consid-

ered tentative and subject to revision when the job is performed.

2.10,1 Prepare for theTryrltiL

Follow the rules below.

1. Conduct :.ht .-raft tryout:

- Draft gene-'ai instnuctions for the JPM.

- Ensure. through usc qf SM~s and job incumbents, that the

items are congruent with the corresponding job tasks.

- Comp'ete all resource arrangements for giving the draft

JPM.

- Train examiner- and scorers. At least two (pre'ferably

three) scorers should bp used.

- Select examinees. Select several who are typical of

Sthe incumberts in the Jb
2. Prepare forims for recording the information discussed in

theitem 3.

Ii

Ig
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3. Select observers. Observers will watch Lhe administration

of the JPM and record information that can be used to correct

deficiencies in the itenii or the assessintnt procedures

themselves. (They may be used as scorers as well as

observers to test reliability of the caters.)

2.10.2 Conduct the Tryout

As a rule, conduct the tryout as if it were "for real" except for

the following procedure. Conduct the tryout in steps. Measure five job

holders and revise the JPM to correct difficulties found, Then, measure

the next 5've job holders; they will be a check on the success of the

revisions. This procedure may uncover further difficulties, and the

success (or lack of success) of your revisions will be demonstrated.

Co'itinue the process of measuring and revision until all deficiencies

are corrected.

Following are some guidelines for obtaining information concerning

Floblems with the testing situaton itself.

1. To see if generai and specific instructions to the examinee

are clearly understood, ask the trainee to repeat them in

his ovn words, Note any significant deviations.

2. Record any questions asked by the examinee. From these,

written instructions can be prepared to answer frequently

asked questions.

3. Record any shortage of supplies or breakdown of equipment.

4. Note any ways in which the layout of equipment can be

improved without impairing the validity of the performance

measure,
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5. Note any accidental injury to the examinee or damage to

equi pmren t.

6. Note the Lime required and any problems experienced In

re-establishing a tLst station fcr the next examitnee.

7. If the JPM is given in a series of stations, observe any

problems experienced in maintaining a smo)oth flow of

examinees from test station to test station (i.e , work-

benc• to paint booth).

8. Note any testing condi tions which may invaliddte the results.

9. When examinees make errors, question them. Note if their

wrung answers indicate a misunderstanding of the item.

10. Note any actions oF the examiner which might give away the

correct answers or confuse the examiner.

Report this informi.tion in sufficient detail to provide a basis for

correcting any deficiencies.

The purpose of the tryout is to make the JPM as reliable as possible

by eliminating ,s many sources of unreliability as possible. It is not

necessary to try out each i tei on the performance measure to the same

extent. As soon as an item p,'oves unsatisfactory when given to eoch of

at least 10 examinees, it should be replaced with a new item.

Remember, the validitor must verify JPM conditions, cues, arid standards

while he is validating the JPM. task,

When the tryout is finished, you will have a corresponding perfor-

mance m,.,asure for each task on the list of tasks selected for instruction.

These measures are not the objectives (of the instruction, they are intended

as an evaluative device for quality control of the instruction.
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2.10.3 Revise Items as Required I
fhf' tryout will point out any problems with your JPMs. What is wrong

usually can be deterniiud from the inputs you .jet from the administrators.

After you correct the pro'lems, you will have to try out the JPMs again.

This cycle must be repeated until all JPMs are validated or verified.

3.0 OUTPUTS

The outputs of this block should co sist of:

3.1 Product3

1. A validated or verified JPM for each task selected for

training. For each JPM, this includes the required test

performance, and tVe test conditions, cues, and standards.

(See Figure 1.25.)

2. Adminirtrative instructions -or the JPMs. (See Figure 1.26.)

3.2 Other Documentation

1. The rationale for your decisions where constraints hdve

necessitated serious trade-offs.

2. A suriiary statement of implementation and results ot

verification/validation.

a
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FIG'URE I..8: Flowchj, of Blockl 3: CONSTRUCT JOB PERFORMANCE MEASURES



BLOCK 1.4: ANALYZE EXISTING COURSES
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OVERVIEW

Considerable time and resources can be saved if an eAisting course

can be found that will meet the traiiing need. Whether the exsting

course will meet the training need depends o;a the 3cceptability of the

front end analysi: upon which the course was based and on the accept-

ability of the validation documentation. The procedure 's one of revie.i-

ing the documentation of how the course was developed and validated, and

making a determination as to whether the methods used are likely to have

produced a course that will meet the training needs.

213

Best Available Copy
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ANA[YZL EX.ISTING COURSE

1.0 In ti oduction

'h is blU.k often is the oq i clI be,.jioninq paint in the -S 0 process.

As was stated in Block I.I, the reaon for placing this blcck fourth

is that, to understand Lhe procedures out Lincd in this b)ock , you must

have a thorouqh ,nder~trdddinql o# ',hAt t,-es place in the first three

blocks.

The ISO process is put into notion by a managerent J2cision that

a traiining proqrcm must be. provided fur a particular Defense Occupa-

ti.mal Specialty (LoOS). I1 this is a new DOS (that is, no one does

the job now), o- if rlo training proyram for this DOS is now in exis-

tence, begin in Bllock 1.1. flowevet , if some one does the job now and I
one or wore training courst.. exist, bejfin in this block. Here you

will deternine if one of the exi.sting courses will mwee. some or all

of your requi:erwents.

Remembier that a' this point you have not conducted a job analysis,

selected tasks for trdininig, or developed Job Performance Mdeasures

(JPMs). You started out by analyzing existing courses to see if you

could avoid all or oart of the time and cost not only of carrying out

the above steps but of developinq and validating the instructional

materials.

One of the main purposes of the interservice ISO program is to

increise the cooperative development and use of training. This block

specifically requires careful search for and analysis of existing needs

and courses to ensure that these purposes are met.

ze
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EXLept in highly technicel flelid% and in areas where hardware changes

frequently, n~ich of what will be done using ISU will be the revision and

iinprovenent of rcur~es that have already been used for some tinte. It isI important to be awire of these courses as early in the ISD process as

Possible for three reasuns:

1. To avoid duplication of effort by utilizing existing courseýsI

w ithou * modifications. or by inaking only minor revisions.

Such courses may be offered by anoither set-vice or another

branch of your service,

2. iUo permit a possible decision, for courses witn small annual

enrollment, to utilize an existing less-than-rerfect course

as am temporary exped~ency .

3. To avoid duplication of effort in analyz.ing job requirements

and in developing ins~ruct-ional material,,. Ii' any part of

this work has already been done to your satisfaction, you

will not have to do it again.

When analyzing existing courses, your primary concerrn is wh ther d

course 4sill teach individuals to perform the tasks that are r ,uir,,d to

p-rfom on the job. At this point you have no way of knowing what these

tasks aj'e. The first req ir-ement, then, of an existing co~irse is Zhe

. fo availability of the Job analysis date. tipon --hich the course. was based.

If this jot analysis data is not available, there is no practical way

to know whether or notL the course rr-eets the requirements, since these

requirements have not been documented.
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EXAMPI E

If you have been given the assignment of providing an
adequate training program for Decontamination Specialists,
examinlnq the actual instructional materials for an exist-
ing course with the same title will not permit you to pass
judgment on whether it will meet your:training needs. Even
if you know this existing course supposedly trains peopl, Lo ,
rerform certain l isted tIasks, you cannot be sure these ere
the tasks you wish to trdin. Before you can judge whethcr
the tasks covered In the existing course are likely to be
the same tasks you ieed to Lrsin, you rmust know how, when,
and where the task list was prepareu.

The above example points out trie need not only for examination of

the job analysis data but for examination of the criteria by whih tasks

were Felected for training. Also, since the terminal learning objectives

for a course are derived from the Job Performance Measures (JPMs), yuu

will rTeed to analyze the JPMs to deterniine whether the existing course

is based on measures that are realistic predictors of job performance.

These three major steps--job analysis, selection of tasks fur training,

aid development of JPMs--are usually referred to as Front End Analysis.

Front End Analysis has to have been accomplish d by acceptable ISD pio-

cedures before you can pass judgm.rnt on whether the existing course can

be used. For this reason, having at hand the actual instructional materials

foi an existing course is not initially as important as having at hand the

docurientation of how the Front End Analysis was accomplished.

In addition to the documentation of the Front End Analysis, you will

need to know hew the existing cour-se was va idated; that is, how it was

determined that students who take the course actusElly learn what they Or-

supposed to iearn. This validation data, however, is rot as essential as

the Front End Analysis data because it is easier to vali,.'ite an existing

L __
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course than it is to redesign a course that is based on an unacceptable

Front End An'alysls.

For the cases in which Froit End Analysis shows that the procedure

used in cnnstructing the course produce basically the same results as

would the ISI) procedures (described in Blocks 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3), you

can accept that the selected tasks correspond to those you consider

importanL. And if the validation documentation shows that individuals

taking the course Ao, iq fact, learn what tiey are supposed to learn,

you caii ac'.ept that basically the course is acceptable.

You may question the idea of discarding a course just because the

Frott End Analysis is non-e' iftant or is unacceptable. !f ýomn of the

course matrrials stil could be useful, you may be correct. Later in

the model, in Blcck 111.3: REVIFW/SELECT EXISTING MATERIAL:, all or

portions of an exiscing course ',ay be selected. However, before you

can Jeternine huo" to train, you must deternine what to train. In thif,

block, your primary concern should be the basis upon which -the course

was built rather than the actual course content.

It would be uwrealistic to expect an existing coursr Co serve per-

fectlv. For instance, language barriers created by specialized termi-

'Iolo~y will maku even your attempt to locate and interpret the Front End

Analysis data for an existing course ore dii'ficult. Each of the services

has develope2 a functional language or its own whirc can me nost con-

fusing to ouCs4' -s . Ts it a "deck" o- a "flour," a "head" or a "latrine?"

Even usage of similar terms varies greatly. The Army's TRADOC Peg. 350-100-1

refers to the "SystUns Engineering of Training," whfle the Navy's CNET

Jrstr.1550.) refers to the "Irttrnctional Systemi Develo.'ment of Training."

We would ask the Air Fo:-cc if a course had boen developed accnrding to ISD

_A
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or by the procedures in AFP 50-S8, but wE wvould ask the Army if the course

had been systems engineered. Even if yov find a course acceptable, you

Pist expect to make minor changes to translate specialized language to

Fit your service and commani,

The output of this block will include your judgment of:

I. Whether the Front End Analysis and validation of existing

courses is acceptable to your comnand.

2. If part of the Front End Analysis or the course validation

is not acceptable, what part is acceptable.

3. Whether ry part of the work that hjs already been done is

potentially usable and, if so, which part

The steps in analyzing existing courses are shown in Finure 1,27,

the fold-cut puge &t the end of this block.

2.0 Procedure

The first three steps in the ISD process require much effort to collect

and analyze documents, prepare job descriptions, and make a variety of

highly important decisions. If these three steps are done well, training

provided will coincide with the tasks performed on the job, If they are

not done well, unnecessary training or lack of training for ImportarL job

requirements will -esult.

In this block, you will analyze the documentation of the basis for

development of existing courses to determine if a course trains what needs

to be troined. There are two kinds of courses:

1. Those that have been properly developed by ISD (that is,

properly systems engineered), and

2. Those that have not.

B • f m i • --N m mm• • m | • 7 m •



Properly prepared ISD courses will have available for analysis the

documentation of how the coirses we•e developed. They will have been

developed only after proper Front End Analysis. They will be based on

competent job analyses, will hdve tr'aining priorities clearly specified,

and will have realistic performance measures developed. No ceurse can be

said to be properly developed unles'; these three conditions are met,

regardless of the sophistication of the training equipment or methods.

If there are existing courses, In any of the services, that have been

developed by ISD, or if there are even parts of these courses that can be

used, much time and money can be saved. In the ideal situation, you can

use an existing course with only minor if eny changes. And even as a mini-

mum, irmiortant parts of the course can be acquired for use, thus saving

the cost of duplicating the training materials and procedures. Further,

meetings can sometimes be held ,.tith director- and instructors of the

existing courses to gain the benefits of their training and experience.

I A considerable amount of judgment will be required in making decisions

about the appropriateness of materials and courses developed external to

(I• the command in which they are needed. But also guard against the natural

tendency among professionals to as!;ume that work elsewhere has not beer

done to the high standards establi,;hed locally. This tenden:y is fre-

quently refer-ed to as the NIH (not invented here) attitude which means

__ that unless we did it, it cannA be 9ood.

But even locally there is much training that has been developed without

Saaving an adequate listing of the tasks most importanc for training. And

since training sometimes e-x-p-a-n-d-s to fill the time available becauseI• of block scheduling, there is often much out-of-date and nice-to-know i

NI
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:ontent in training courses. Also, many training courses are developed

withuut being preceded by a highly refined and approved procedure for

selecting tasks for training.

Remember, you should not reject good training just because it war,

developed elsewhere, and you should not accept available training just

because it is- available.

2.1 Secure Existing Courses and Their Development Documentation

Appendix B of Block 1.1 lists

sources of training courses andL 4

instructional materials, and -

sources cf job analysis data.-

In addition to these directories - -' " ,

and manuals, each service has a

central training management

command that is aware of all L .
existing courses and new courses

being developed. These sourses should be consulted, according to the

procedures established by your command for that purpose, in order to

determine if r.nurses are planned or already exist which might satisfy

your needs.

Remember, however, that th. actual course materials are not the primary

concern at this point. The detailed documentation of how the course wa5

developed is often much more difficult to obtain. You may have to trace

the course back to the individual or group responsible for the original

development. Even if the course development docunentation has not beeni

printed, it may be available in the workbooks and notes of those who

developed it.



2.2 Analyze Job Analvsis Documentation

If you datermlne that the existing

course was not based on a job "nalysis

or that job analysis documentation il.

mnt available you will hdve to go back

to Block 1.1 and analyze the job. If"Lii_- <-)
the course has a documented job analysis, 1 -)

you must determine if it is acceptable. " ".)

Some criteria for making this determi- -(.9

nation are as follows:

1. If thc analysis was not done within the last five years,

the data may be obsnlete. However, the nature of the job

is a factor here, scme jo's change very little over time.

2. If there have been substantial equipment, doctrine, manpower,

or personnel system deletions or additions since the analysis

was done, yaiu probably will have to do it over. But, at least,

what is already donie can be a starting point for the new job

; analysis.

3. The sources of the job data is critical. It is possible, for

example, that the so-called job analysis was conducted by

talking to people who once held the Job, or by copying from

course outlines and lesson plans. This, of course, is not an

acceptable job analysis.

4. If the analysis was done according to procedures in Block 1.1

or according to procedures similar to those, you can have con-

siderable confidence in the accuracy of the analysis.
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5. Lven if the job analysis wis expertly done, it still might

not be acceptable. It is essential that the conditions and

requirements under which the analysis was conducted De close

enough to your situation to dllow you to generalize from one

to the other,

EXAMPLE

If the job analysis for a specialized equipment repdirman
was conducted on aircraft carriers in the Sou,.h Pacific,
and if the job with which you are concerned is repairing
the same equipment, but on aircraft in Greenland, you may
not be able to generalize from one situation tu the other.

6. If the job analysis data are difficult to locate, and if

toe data are in only a semi-otficial form, you should

place less confidence in the data. Usually, when a job

analysis has been done properly, it will be documented

and the documentation will be readily avwilablc.

Based on the above criteria, you should either:

1. Reject the existing job analysis, and go to Block 1.1 and

start at the beginnIng. However, be generous at this point;

you should completely reject the efisting analysis only if

it is clearly unacceptable.

2. Tentatively accept the analysis. In this case, verify the

task list, preferably by having it reviewed by a jury of

experts. Based on this expert review, either accept the

analysis and move on to Section 2.3 of this block, or reject

the analyzis and go back to Block 1.1 and conduct a new job

analysis.

A•
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2.3_An#1Lye Method Used to Select Tasks for TrainingI ~ Once you have deterininec. that the
job analysis for the exihting course -

is acceptable. you are ready to [---Iet"-n h~ rt~ tasks selectee[L
for training were selected according to .'Y

the needs and priorities of your commnand. I
Since those who developed tne existing)

course apparently did an acceptable jobL -II ~ ~analysiS--if not, you would not have L
accepted their work, and you now wouldU~ be working in Block 1 .1 ils tedid of iii
this section of this block--the charicer. ar very jood that they also did

a good job of selecting tasks for training. Some guidelines for judging

the acceptability of tasks selected for training are:£1. Did the develope-S of the existing course base their selection

of tasks for training on basically the samre criteria that are

important to your commuand? A nift~er of these criteria were

T;0"Adiscussed in Block 1.2. It is not essential that the criteria

used match exactly those you would have used. However, they

__should and probably will be reaisonably close. If the course

developers failed to use soimv criterion that you think is

particularly important, you can ý.urvey a small group of perhaps

15-30 individuals Who dre familiar with the job, and have them
rate the tasks according to this criterion. You may find that
including this criterion would have made very little difference



r in which tasks were selerted for traihiihg. If it appears

to make d major difference, you may have to ,'eject the

existing course and go back to BlocI. !.2 and select task,

for traihing.

2. Was the data upon which the selection cf tasks was bawed

obtair.d from basically the sane gec'jraphical locations,

skill levels, etc., that you would have ised? If you think

inputs from certain critical groups were not included, you

can take a small sample survey of those groups and see if

r. the additional data makes a s igificant difference. Again,

it it does, you may have to reject the existing course and

reselect 'J"; taSKS for training.

3. Did those who developed thu existing coulnre bose task selcction

on basically the same time, money, iid uother resource con-

straints that exist in your cormiand? If not, they might have

Included tasks that you cannot o-flord '-r rain, nr they might

t have skipped tasks that must 1:2 trained. You will need manage-

ment inputs to decide whether to train fewer tasks or more tasks

than are inuluded in the existing course.

If you decide to train more tasks, you still may he able to use the

existing course. It miqnt be oractical and considerably less expensive

E to develop traininq for the added tasks and to us'Ž this new training along

with the existing course.

f,,: you cannnL affort to train all the tasks included in the existing

course, y"u may be able to delete the unwanted tasks from the course. It

usually is considerably less costly to celete materials from a good curý.e

than start at the beginning and develop a new coursc.
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2.4 A•nalyze Job Performarice Measures

Once you have obtained concurrence

7n your command on the tasks -:elected

for tr•ining, then find out if adequate LEa_• |

jo, perfomance measures (JPMs) exist fer

th-, selected tasks. Block 1.3 gave

detailed inforration on how to devrlop jJ< -(J
good JO'MS. If you apply thiF inlorma- ~ ~

thin, you should be able to recognize

9god JPM. developed by others. Careful "9

review- of a small sample nf the JPMs

,sually will give an id(.a whether the

JI'M; are totally unacf-eptable or

probably acceptable.

L 'XAMPLES

1. If the task is "adjust carburetor" and the JPM is
"tell why well-adjusted carburetors are impo-tant,"
you know you have a lot of work to do, The match
between "adjujst" and "tell why" is too poor for
the latter to be an acceptable J11M.

2. If the task is "destroy bridge," and the JPM is

"given approp-iate tools ar,d eouipment, destroy
bridge, in the face of enemy fire, in 1 hour or
less," you can reject the existing course and go
to Block 1.3 and start developing JPMs. While the
above is a very good match, the JPM would be
impossible to administer.

If thq JPMs appear reasonably well-developed, you will want to review

all of them. You may Le able to n'ake minor changes in some of lthe JPMs

without seriously affecting thp course. You may be able to use only the
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part of the ceurse that is based on acceptable JPMs. At best, you will I
have acceptable JPMs and probably an acceptable course. At the worst,

use the existing JPMs as a starting point for developing new ones.

2.5 AnalyzeVa~lidation Do-u.mintation

If you accept the JPM4s for the existing

course, this mans you are in basic agree-

reMnt that the coursc was designed to teach L___IF
what you consider tu be important. The

only remaining question is whether the_ '

exiscing course does, in fact, teach what -

it was designed to teach. The chances are

good that, sinrc you have dlreedy determlined r

th3t the course was based on an acceptable Luij-c-
Front End 1nalysi 3 , you dlso will find the

course has been properly validated. Course

validation is discussed in detail in Block 111.5.

If the course has been properly validated, you will need to know some-

thing of the entry behaviors of students used to validate the course. If

there is not reasonable certainty that their entry behaviors are like the

entry behaviors of your gtudents, you will have to revalidate the cour.se

for your students. Entry behavior is discussed in detail in Block 11.3.

If the course has not been pr-operly validated, or if the data are not

available to make that decision, you will need to go to Block 111.5 and

go through the procedures necessary to determi;)e if the course does what

it was desigr.ed to do.
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2.6 Make Required Revisions

Now that yoi have a course based on

an acceptable Front End Analysis, and - I
now tha t you k now it teaches wha t I L

was designed to teach, your development L - < )

effort is almost complete. As was _.-

mentioned earlier in this block, differ- - i " C

ent services often use different woros F-' s-- )

to mean th~e same thing--or the same word to L .1 -

mean different things. You probably wil" _ )
have to do some minor revision to make the

course ,rkore understardable to your students.

If you revalidated the course, so;*r required changes may have been indicated

in the valid&tion process. You may have to change some of the exarmles used

in thE course to make the course more specific to your conmnand. All of this

should be a relatively minor effort compared to the considerable savings -

resulting from, your using an acceptable existing course.

_3.0 Outputs

The outputs of this block shntld consist of:

3.] Products

1. Definition of the jcb. (See page 86 in Block I.I for -, exanmple.)

2, If a suitable course is found, the complete course (see page 86

for an example) as it appears after any revisions.

3. If a suitable course is Pot found, any portions of the analyzed

courses that are potentially useFul in designing a new course.

,Sep page 228 for an exampole.)
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r: XIAPLE:

No suitable course was located 'or the job of OH-58 Helicopteýr
Repal Mdn. The course review was not unproductive, however.
A number of potentilhly useful instructional materials were
identified anrd are listed below. These will be reviewed
thoroughly in Block ill.3: ANALYZE EXISTING COURSES.

Potentially useful existintj instructional materials for the
job of 011-53 H,ý!icol ter- R.painriarn.

I. Cn•, 10-minute 35 Imwp slldo presentation demoinstrating installation
of the tail rotor qear bax.

2. One set of transpa-rencies denonstrating tte maintenance
operational chpck of the main transmission oil system.

3 Student handout describiny proedures for troubleshooting the
main transmission oil system.

4. Lecture scrip[. entitled "Components and TroubleshooLing Procedures,"
explaining thna relationships betweun the rowponents of the maiin
transirission oil system and the procedure, for troubleshootinU the
sys ýei,.

5. Student outline describing the components of the main transmission
VI oil system.

6. Set of schematic 35 aim slides demonstrating procedures for
inspecting the main transmission oil system for external
evidence of damage.

3.2 Other Dorcimentation

1. Statement of rationale for conducting analysis of existing courses.

2. Identification of _uur.es analyzed.

3. Suninar•y statemenL of major decisions in analyzing,

4. Sunmary statement of any revisions nade to existing course.

and reasons for the revisions.
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BLOCK 1.5: SELECT INSTRUCTIONAL SETTING
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OVERVIEW

To ensure that adequate training re..ources will be evailable whcn

required upon the completion of development of training, an early

decision must be made as to the instructiontal setting or settings in

which the tasks will be~ trained. The optimum instructional setting

for a task is the setting that prevides; tne most effective and effi-

cient training t3 those who require the training. at the point in tfire

when the training is most needed by the trainees.

230
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1.0 INTRODIICTIO0

An instructionDl settiiy is the vehicle or ,gency by or through which

3 trainee who 1nitially is not t'ble to perform a task or part of a task
4

becomes proficient in the performance of the task or par. of a tdsk. The

mdjor itstructional settings discussed in this block are:

1. Job Performance Aids (JPA5)

2. Self-Te-ching Exportable Pac:kages (STEPs)

3. Forr'l On-the-Job Traininj (FOJT)

4. Installation Support Schools (I55K)

5. Resident Schools (1S)

Often, instruction is thought of as being limited to a school setting.

This is partly because of a strone traditLion For conducting training in

sclhou,s even '.whun good alternatives are available.. Soi reason, wh'

instructional settings other thun the school m-;ast be considered are:

1, Sonic tasks cannot be adequately train-d in school.

2, There generdily it more of a requirfment for training than

can be met with th- school 's limited resources.

3. The ac..ive services have heen required to assume increasing

responsibility for training the Reser'ves, the National Guard,

arid oiur a1 iies, while at the same time facing reduced budgets

as a result of government economy measures.

Tire major inputs to this Block are:

1, The tasks selected fur training in Block 1,2, along with thL

data that was collected to serve as e. basis for. the selection

I ~~-
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decisions. These items are important becdusc th. tasks

selected for training are th:e ones for which you qill

now se1_ct training settings, and because mucl; of the

data used to select tasks for training also w;ill he

used to ,elect training settings.

2. The Job Performance Measures (JPMs) constructed in Block 1.3,

along with the JPM conditions, cues, standards, 6nd prozed,.res,

The JPMs are critical to this block because they indicatt the environ-

mental, faci~ity, equipment, and p.crsonnul requirements for lraining.

These also will have a considerable impact on the choice of iraining

settings.

The decisu,,s you will make in this block are:

I. Who should be trained to perform each task; that is, should

everyone in the DOS be trained or only those assigned to

certain units.

EXAMPLE

Tlhree tasks performec by Aircraft Life Support Specialists
might be:

1. Inspect Very pistols.
2. Construct arctic shelters.
3. Construct tropical ehelters.

If most job incumbents inspect Very pistols, everyore in the
DOS should be trained for that task. However. most likely
onLy those assigned to a unit in the arctic .riould be t:ained
to construct arctic shelters, and oil those assigned to a
unit in the tropics should be trained to construct tropical
shel Lers.

J
U
3 i i i i i i
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2. When should training be provided for each task. Some tasks

have a high (ecay rate; tOWL is, if the task is not per-

formed soon after training, the trained individual can forget

how tr perform ,L.

EXAMPLE

If most Jct [.ngine Mechanics do not perform the task of
"balance per'.onnel workIcad" until they have been assigned
for four years, it would he wise not to train the task
until it is neede(,.

3. Which instructional setting is appropriate for the task.

1his decision involves questions of training effectiveness,

efficiency, fidelity, and cost as well as the tic factcrs

just discussed.

EXAMPLE

If most submarine sonar technicians must perform certain
tasks immediately upon assignment, and if the facilities
required for training these tasks are availahle only at
the Fleet Sonar School, tnese tasks should be taught inSschool.:

f In this block, you will nominate each task for- assignment to one of

five instructional settirgs. Definitions of these settings ate as follows:

1. Job Performance Aids (JPAs). Techrically, Job Performance

Aids OJPAs) are not trainIng. but rather a substitute for

Straining. i JrA provides step-by-step procedural guidance

in the performance of a task or element. It can he a list,U4
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a "flowchart," "decision tree," or "algorithm" that outlines

the specifics and l'4ds the user to successful performdnce of

the task. A cook's or baker's recipe book is a good exdnple

of a JPA. It requires certain bas;c skills that are used in

o variety of situations: frying, deep fat frying, baking,

broiling, etc., are used with different foods. Each is a ]
separate skill that must be acquired. However, trying to

remembetr recipes and proportions would be a hopeless waste

of time. Thus, the recipe book is a rook's JPA.

The judicious use of JPM can contribute signifi-'ntly to training

ecraonoy and effectiveness, and the-ir use has been responsible for important

job perfonaince improvements. Some tasks can he dune completely wit:h JPAs

if those performing the task have mastered the use of the necessary tools

such as wrenches, levers, hammers, screw drivers, meters, and gauges.

This does not imply that they could perform all tasks without supervision;

however, very fEw individuals in the military ;re required to work without

supervision. Also, unlike infornation that once learned is quickly for-

gotten if not used, JPAs are not subject to decay. While names, weight',

tables, and procedures are forgotten moru quickly than rules and motor

skills, JPAs can effectively support the job incumbent's memory by storing

the names, weights, tables, and procedures in a convenient form near where

the task is performed.

Decals attached to equipment represent a simple form of JPA. Main-

tenance charts, proce•jral guides, and signs represent other simple appli-

cations. However, those that probably have the potential for the highest

payoff are ones that contain decision trees or flowcharts. These JPAs
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can be used in trouble.zhootlng, repairing, and following instru~tlos and

prouedures that require dccisions involvi-y a nuimber of options. S,mte

JPAs are used as a substitLte for training when task periborna-c, Cal be

accomplished that way. i'he muore complex types, often called ',jlly Pro-

ccduralized Job Perfornance Aids" usually rely on basic sf:ills acquired

by trainees and traininq on the use cf the JPA. An example is shovn in

Figure 1.28.

2. Self-Teaching Exportoble Packdges (SrEpsll The di';tin~juishing

features of self-teaching exportable packiges are that they

are designed to be used witi out an instructor present, and

they generally can be sent Lo or used by the student wierever

he is stationed. Such packages may include printed materia!s,

audio or audio/visual deiivery systems, relatively smill train-

inq kits of *00Th and iteim, to be assembled, repaired. or

operated, and any other compact, transportable items. Also,

tLe course may be designed to make use of facilities ..nd

equipment known to be available to the students. Self-teaching

exportable packages (STEPs) includn but are not limited to

correspondence courses,

While an instructor is not required at the student's locatioe , assis-

tance often is available by correspondence with the issuing agen:v. STEPs

generally are intended for irdividual use and can be used by the indi-

V vidual on his own time. However, STEPs also may be us;ed by two .)r morc

individuals meeting together holding discussions and crlitinues f)r their

tmutual benefit. STEPs generally include a testing program ý.,,Lreby the

course tests are either administered by a designated local offi(ial or

N4
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by correspond'2nme with tht' i'~suinq agency. In order to quillifV W, ad

V-Pl, -3 packdqe otiUt I. 1 ovjdt,' fe-dbacIý to the t rainee ont his perfarmarnce

and ritus I have been developed Lby the iprocf-durt-, in ilocl, I I.4 or s imi 1 ar

procudures,

:3. IForiial On-the-Job fraininy (FUJI), FOJT is a p lannied tiraininq

prozjraai designred to qua!lify or upgjradd pvople, through self-.

study and supervised instruction, to perfonrii in a given DOS

while actially workiiiq on tie jo t. The prograiit, are normal ly

2';iqed and suppnutted by propounenat schools. Fhf! Lra inn I is

conducted in the actual work situation gornr'ally by c'esig-

r., ued s iperv i nor-, who al so work, in stippir( of 'lie no 1it 114i 5ott.

I he FUJI s~upe rvi sor is care fully ,ielevted nnr [he hasis Of h s hayingj

Ulu knowledqc- arid experience to conduct training and aduii nistcr Jul) Per-

foriiance M-easures . lie is ordinarily the best qualified sunior 14CO aivail-

able. He mainitains the FPJT irecorrds jnd forms an(' selects., trains, and

counselr students. The FORT supervisor prepares tas'k Vreakdowrns for each

t ra inee, iristru cts, iiitivates, and evaluates trainees, ['OJT requires

compirehensive planning, caceful scheduling, timely implementation, capable

direction, skillful application, and expert evaluat`on. Therefore. i t

must be- use-d only whereC the necessary manpower resources are available,

roJI generally is used where tasks arce complex and can be learned

faster or to a higher pr-oficiency lev'el withf hands-on expperience. Such

proyrlfl% Lan be parfticu'larly effecti've for people assigned to a unit or

shipl having hardware or weapon systewis new to them, Another major

advantage is that iiiost Programs permit the `yaioices to ra~ke a posii ~Ve

MA
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con~tribution t~o the job whill2 they are t~einq trained to perforn imure

advanced task.,

4. Instal~lat-ion- Support Schools, _(IS') An installation ;1,puojrt

school (PiS) i-1 organiv-d dnd operated bý' indlvidildl units

or oirnan .-o "gtIca training requirements. While

rour cemas -eta11yavalabea sd~ col hyhv

SUChI SO)OUU Ouay not have the broad raneje of Ira inin'j

;c. the 8'Ivantaly- of being near the dctlidl cquipment or fdcili-

iijs used by the local L-ni t. Oiten this eouiprnent andI

F~j-lity can baý used for ýreinintj pu.rp~ose: by the installa-

tion sup,)nrt school. Thelse -ýchnois geimeral ly aye responssiveI

tbe short-notir( training nefds . In addiLi on, trainceci often

ran reclivv trauininq ol, --he installaiion support school while

at tUh samie Ow;e conmtinuingut to pe(rfo-rnf all or part of th~ir

assigned dufie,.

5. Fesident Schools (Rfl. !,ident sc-hools (RS) serve to meet

service-wide training reouirements. Such schools in earh

service are controlled by training headquarters:. The schoo's

respond to active duty, reserve, and national guard training :T

requirements as well as soine federal government and allieEU

requi renents. Pý4dent schools generally develop their

own trainina nrogranis and often dev2lop ceurses fnr installa-

bE Lion support schools, FOJY programs, correspondence courses,

and othe'- ýupport training literatute Students are ),,ingned

to residen' schonls by the serv/ices persminel system or by

M' ~unit!, on a space- available or quotd basis.

K __
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A a central or regional training center witn a wide range of traln',nq

rec.pun' ibiIi ties, a resident schuol of ten h,,% a variety and sophlistiLrsI.ion

of trdining resuarceý. not likely to be found itr' other settings. These

(.del d tioe eiway frum other assigned duties. Also much training does

not require slu-h hiqhly souphistic~ated resources.

While the above instructional s;etting3 are the ones to which you will

nomindt- tasks in this block, this aoes not mean there are no other legiti-

mate settings for other type's Of tradining. For examrple, group trainiing is

d traditional system for co'--inicating information on selectEd topics.

The usual dprroach has been to gather yroups together and to designate

buomeone to preqert the information or detionstrate th, -kills to the audi-

ence. It is mjuch like a classrooin/lerture sitiiation, dnd Ls inl -Uat

situation, it is possible to use other delivery systei% as a substitute

for the lecturer. It is effectively used to satisfy essential personal

knowledge training not re'atc-d to specific duty assignments, such as drug-

abuse and race relations, and for required reviews such as chemical,

biological, and radiological warfare training.

A~iother setting is generally referred to as work experience. It is

nonstrurtured with little or no formal supervision, is not necessarily

progressive, and does not require performiance tests. The trainee may ~~

iielp by a;.k ng another job incunber~t, by observing another incumbent, ov-

by using a job per-formance aid. Work experience can be usef~i~i where the

trainee has prior o.- simultaneous instruction at school or by seif-teaching

exportable packages. It gives hands-un experience which usually [,icreases

interest in trairiir~g and allow,, for the tialneut' o be productive while



being trained. It can lbe particularly effective 1h d job loadtfln where

there are a larqe number of incumbancs perfonri ng thL sdame tdsks .Work

experience may be uced for tasks not sel'_cted for traininj in Block 1.2.

Cost'; ore a cri tical factor in all phdaS of the IS madel . Mhe

primary concern is that .norey spnt fOr training be sipent effir]iontly.

Careful cuns'deration of costs ahould reduce the number of "surprise'

,uch as unpredicted expenses incurred in a training program as d result

of failure to take the f,,l system into account.

Is it cheaper tu offer a som?-teachinq exportable package (STEP) than

to offer residenL school (RS) training' In, the short tern, in cases where

STILP can lineL thP saime traininrg nrd as Rn, th. coat of developing and

ruing SOi'OWy actual y hp higner than tne cost of an RS course. How-

ever, in the long run, !TEP training may prove to he less expcnsive than

I PS.

What about FORT? Generally, FUJT is thouqht to be cheaper than RS

in those cases where ,oth can neat the trMining need. Of:, for FCJT toNj

',e urfective, a management system is required to handle the istruction

and materials. If the entire system has to be b'ilt it will reluire many

years to pay back the dcelopnmnt and iuplementa.ion costs. While a

savings maY eventually he realized, all factors in the syKeem must be

considere befare one can Say thOt FORl is less expensi'2 than RS.

Fach service is based on a different organization and has different

mixes of resources and capabilities. What will work well in the Air Force,

rOJT for example, cannot ,:ork as well i n the Army ontil the management

system is available because the Army has not depended on FOJE as a part

of their total training system. The Navy is well established and organized
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for extensive FOIT. So, in part, your rec(Mtr•nddtions for training setting

will depend heavily upon whether you are noncerned witn the Ar,'!y, Navy, Air

I Forux, or Marines and upon the capabilities you have fur developing

Ii n5 I.ruction

IBecause of thes, considerations such as the different organizational

structures in the different services, the ISD method for considering costs

of proposed traini.ig settings is as follows: I
SThe initia'l recommendation of assignment of' ta.•ks to settings should

,e based on the procedures to be described in this block. The procedures

are bascd primarily on factors other than coAi~s, This recouiawndatirn for

assignment must bc accomplished in a manner that is in accord with 15D

procedures and also Ifn reasonable accord with Tocal requirements . AftLer

the initial recomrmendation is made, the recommrnendations should be reviewed

with affected local management. Local managers will be in the best posi-

3 tion to know 5pecific costs in their services, what resources are avail-

able, time requirements to react to demands placed upon thew, ond other

Spertinent facts that effect the cost of training.

A process of negotiation and trade-offs must be carried out, based on

the technical considerations revealed by the procedures described in this

Sblock and the management requirements for carrying out the decisions

reached. This negotiation may reveal alternatives which have not been

considered before or which have not been given serious cuuisideration. Tl.is

trading off of technical and maragement requirements that results in the

__._ final assignment of tasks to instructiunal settings must be a cooperative

4ý management effort that takes into consideration the best available cost

i•rformation. As the costs assuciated w'ith each setting becunec more widely

IA
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w1 tt 1119"

The procvdure,ý for %electing the irmt~ructiUrdl wetLingy cowisi~t of

using data collected in Rlock 1 ., theý job perforilianre meaSUres developed

in Block 1 .3, end per,;onn& ds c,ýiyJlrwwnl infurviot iOn coillected iii t'i s bilock

to:

1. Determiine if a t~ask should hdve a JPA developed

2. If the task is not assigned to a JPA, ;eetthe appropriate

instructionali setting from among the remalinfing settings.

This selection is, based on;

a. training supervision requiremenets

1) triiningl resource constraint'.

at what point in time in the individual's service career

performance of the task will be requi red

d. decay rate Of the task

e. the pet-cent of the DOS perfonviing the task

f. the numbei- of individuals to be trained and, ýf a large

numoer uif individuals must he t--ained simultaneously, theA

size of the groups.

The steps in carrying out these procedures are shown in Figure 1 .29,

The output of this block wilinclude a reconviended instructional

setting mo. each task. As with many other steps in the ISD process, some~

of the decisions made in this block may be rnodified late~r when new infor-

mation becomes a:ai latle as the ins ~ructional program is devel oped. The

final instructional setting selection, for examijle, miay dssign. Parts of a

task t.o different settings.
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EXA?4LL

Certain basic -.kills such r; using hand tool],
following an electrical wiring diagram, or
o,,erating simp'e test equipment might be tauyjht
in school, and a largje number ot tasks that
require the above skills might be taught FOJT.

The organization of the irnrd services gcneral ly results in the

initructional setting selection heing done .arly as part of thL dnd 1 ,i1s

phase, This permits early management awareness of future traininj facility

and uivnpower requirements. A high level of management should be involved

in instructional soetting selectiGn, since the final decisions often must

be compromises beýtweer perc.ived training needs and proposed training

R'resurce- ailorations.

There are three principal purposes for giving serious consideration

to setting selection:

1. To insure that training is effective wherever it is conducted.

2. To insure that effective training is conducted it the lowest

cost possible.

3. To insure that necessary incre,'ses in the costs of training

are thoroughly justified on the basis of increased effective-I nessl.

I To be able to make all of these decisions totally on the basis of

known fr-tors and costs would he the ideal situation. These data are not

now available in precise form, but each service has collected enough data
to provide a good starting point.

_ The recormendations and procedures that follow ara based on r.,vicws of

current practices, research data that typically deal with only one setting

p
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at a 'ine, and estimnated benefits and constraints of alternatives. To

establish imre valid criteria for selectioni will requi ra considerable

time andJ experience.

It is rpcomiended practice that those responsible for the development

or conduct of training in each of the alternative settings be consulted

prior to the final assignment of a cluster- of tasks to a setting. lhese

discussions T.hould reveal any potential problems before final decisions

are made.

2.0 PROCEDURES

2.1 Cluster Tasks

While it may be deir.jbl P, and

eve., necessuy in some cases, to .1.

"assign each individual task to a

setting, it is probably more

efficient to cluster tasks before

proceeding. Clustering is a pro-

cess of recognizing conditions

and cGnstraiints which would stroi jly

influence or control ti~e setting selection. These general conditionts

and Linstraints include the following:
1 . Skill l'-el or rank of the trainee. Trainaes early in their

careers are more likely to perform some tasks than others.

if che task is perfori•.ad hy all skill livels in a DOS, it will

rEauire different consideration than if it is performed mainly

by one skill level. .A first clustering should be made on theSbasis o- the skill level.

BN.
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2. Need for special facilities, eiuiment, or personnel. Some

settings will be eliminated when there are special need- for

facilities and equipmrent such as ginnery ranges, submarines,

aircraft, and overhaul aid repair shops. Some tasks require

the use of specialized personnel in the training or testing

I.f the task. If these special resources are re-quired, the

tasks should be clustered accordingto tne special require-

men ts.

3. Oher constraints. The third step is clustering any other

tesl:s which have constraints not listed above.

Sthe remaini~lg tasks ,hoij'10, whpoever possibe, be clustered %,.itLh

similar tasks. If some. tasks are left over, each of them must be treated

L as a cluster.

2.2 Determine for Which Tasks Job Performance Aids '3hould be Developed

The next step in selecting

i~istructional s-tt4 ngs is to

'etermine which tasks or parts F 1TsI L-
of tasks would not hathe to be

trained if JPAs were developed. . L i j
Tasks that ca tasily be per-

formed by using JPAs then car ] _

be assigned to that setting 2 I
L

of tasks for which other

settings must be selected.
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Soie tasks have 3 high delay tolerance; that is, considerable deleyI• caa be tolerated between the time the need for task performance becomes

eident and the tim actual pertorm.•nce must begin. Such tasks are good

c.'.:ndidates for developnent of more complex JPAs,

EXAWL.: S

1, Issue supplies against approved orders.
2. ReNilD fire extinguishers after use.
3. CoauIete SF 91 form folluwing an accident.
4. Answet telephone inquiries.
5. Repair aircrait servicing equipment.

It is not essential to design a single JPA for use evernwhere the

task is performed. For example, while the above2 tdsk of "a•,swer tWle-

phone inquiries" might easily be perfonrled by using a JPA, Lhe JPA might

have to be adapted to local oeeds. The responsible agency for developing

JPAs could develop JPAs to serve the different needs of each usirg coynnand,

or issue an instruction that would assist each usinj command in develop-

ing the;r own JPA. If the JPA is carefully developed, nrthiiig else may

be required: the incumbents can satisfactorily per"orn the t;sk simply by

following the OPA.

Fo.- some tasks, any delay in correct p i.ormaoice would cause damage to

equipment, endanger personnel, or render performances of the task useless.

--V It is not reasonable to iepenO se~ely on complex JPAs for such tasks.'I
C XAMPLLS

I. Provide firsL aid for severe bleeding.
2, Snap i'ir. at an unexpected enemy.
3. Secure submarine for emergency dile.I.
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In the previou,. examrple, decals and attached reference labels might

be used in some ii•tances,

Several other factors must be considcred when deciding for which

tasks JPAs sYould be develop2d:

1. Task complexitt, Tasks thai. follow a relatively setII
procedure, consist on relatively easy to follow Cteps,

but a-e not performed often eno'gh to be easily rememiibered,

are rood candidates Fur 6PAM;. Frequencly perfonred multiple

sask, whhere the procedures are complex require more complex

,dPAb ;.ond con.,e'quently more JPA development time.

EXAMPLES
, The jeL engine !rechanic's task of "tag engine

containers" follows a set procedure of rela-
tively few, simple steps. The actual tag
night also be tlhe JPA. Pere, the JP3 could
be a substitute for training.

2. The jet engine mechanic'stosk of "install engine I
in aircraft" is much moure complex. While some
form of JPA probably is available for double
checking critical items, to depend completely
on the JPA would be unrealistic. Here, it would
be necessary to provide training on the use of
the JPA and perhaps training on basic skills.

2, Task conditions. Certain physical corditions such as location.

weather, and available space, under which the task must be per-

oruwed could make use of a JPA impractical

EXAMPLES

1 . The operator of certain underwater rescue equipment
might be in such a cramped position, he would not be
able to read a JPA,

I
t4
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2. If a task must be performred in total darkness, a complex

JPA would be useless.

3. There might not be roon in a tank or submarine for a
nw•ber of bulky JPAs such as those used In iraintenance
tasks.

4. rIsks p.rformed in frigid weather or heavy r-,infall
might not be suitable for JPAs or would have to be
specially designed tor those conditions.

5. If the consequences of inadequate performa;ire of a task
are severe, and If there Is a possibility t.jat the JPA
will he lost, danimqeri, or destroyed, Potal dependence
should not be placed on the JPA

3. Ta:k physical skills requirements. JPAs rleneraily are rot

suitable for tasks that require a high degiee of physical

skill.

EXAMPLLS

1. Hitting a target wi,:h an M-16 rifle.

2. Flying a jet aircralt at tree-top alt'tude.

Using the above factors as a nuidfline, determnne if a JPA should be

developed for the particulhr tasks und.r considteraticn. If the deci:;ion

is not to develop a JPA. you should proceed to tLe following sections and

make a setting decision. However, if the decision is to assign the task

to a JPA, the procedure described below must be followed.

1. The JPA is developed and validated by the group responsible

for this activity in your services. Developraent of JPAs i!.

discussed in Block 111.4.

ýA

MR-_
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2. Use of the JPA by ,job incumbents will change the conditions

under which the task is performed, and may (hange the elements

that make up the task. The ta%V will not bt the same a,; it

was before the introduction of the JPA.

3. This revised task may or may not be selectel, in Block 1.2,

for training. If the task can easily be performed sin ly

by, us,ng the OPnA, it will not b~e r.,el-fted for training. arid

you will have no further concorn witil it. If the revihed

task is selected for training, because ever, with the JPA

some training is required, tie revi~ed task will end uo)

back at this point in This block to be asrigned to one of

the r•iidininrt instructional .,t:tting;.

2.3 Secure Required : 'ersonnel Assiqnment Data

Most of the information you will

need for making instructional setting [ j F*. _]

decisions is already available from 5

the previous blocks; in this model. tR L -
However, several critical items must .

be secured fromr other sources. Some

of the factors upon which assignment of [
a task to an instructional setting is

based are the probable numbers, gruup

sizes, and locations of those w'o will be required to learn the task.

The iiplications for assignment of a task to a setting when approximdtely

one individual per day is assigned to a DOS in units in various parts of

! "I
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the worli!; I, cotcriderably different than if 365 people must be tvained

at the s%&,w, tihu: at the ,ame •ocation,

The required data can usually b. obtain-d frnm the personnel sec(tion

at your school. I.liih! -u,.; infurr t, i(,i r often i, us timated rather thdn in

pwccfin. predeLtermired fi,]ures, the estimates should be sufficient as a

basis for your de.,i.ionr; in thiý block.

2.4 Determinrip if Tasks Should be i'minated for Self-TeachinrExxportable

Packd•!s, (SEPs)

No single factor controls nomination of

tasks to the rerwuaiiiin s itstructiuna! settinqt s. -.---

No ruYle-s cni be stated that prescribe a Fi '

spc ifir settiri for a Lask. Ho,.-ver, _"t B
luidel&ines are given that should prove h•lpful.. I

in waking logjical decisions. Details of these

guidelines rare given in the remainder of this

bi ock.

The appropriate instructional seting for nomination of the cluster

of tasks is-a self-teaching exportable package (STEP) if:

1. Training of the tasks is not likely to require close supervision,

2. lhere are no critical resource constraints (everything required

for training can easily be included in the training package,

or is readily available to the user),

3. New assignees to units are nut required to perform the tasks

(there is time For leariing before the tasks are required), and

4. Practice is not the primary factor in pe-formance of tne

physical skills involved.

"I= • iln o JIl lm • u t m ii n p"r | m m • i• i,,•J•.q i r i• . . .
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If the c'uster of tasks ieets all four of the guldeli'es listed, it

can be nominated for STEP. If one, or P(nr of the quidelines a:-e not rwt,

the tasks should be considered for nominatloii to one of the remain,,in)

settings. Following is i discussion of oach of the guidelines listed

previously.

• I. Traininj of the tasks i not li-ely to reauire , supervision.

The important factors here are whether rela'tively unsupervised

training could result in injury to personnel or damage to equip-

irpnt, and whether imu.diate feedback from a supervisor is likely

to be required to learn the tasks, A wide variety of these

tasks exist and some are more suitable than others, depending

on the neeoa of the service.

EXAMPLES

1. Ccntract administration and drafting tasks would

not likely require immediate supervision and
could be trained without risking injury to
personnel or damaqo to equipment. Such tasks
are candidates for STEP.

2. "Install jet engine bearings" would not be a
candidate for STEP since close supervi:ion would
be required while the trainee is learning partsU u the tOsk.

S2. There are no critical resource constraints. If everyt;iing

required for training the tasks can easily be included in the

training package, or is readily available to the users, the

tasks remain a cadidate for STEP. If special far.ilit'es,

environmental conditions, terrain, or equipment arc required,

the ta.ks should not be considered for STEP unless thet c is

L•
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red0Abffale certainty that such rewources will be avall~ble

to thv trainees. Usually SIL' prograrns are limited to tasks~

whmnrv tl'ý riet~eýsar~y equipj~ert and other rennurces are easily

and inexperisively eAportable to the tralnee or available

wherever fie is stationed. Also, since STEP training ncenerall)

is a part tiri., activity for thie trainee, any required training

equipfnient ser~t to him is nOL likely to bL fully utilized.

Therefore, the 1;ost of equipmenet orust be Oiven ci*reful -;on-

siderotion.

LXAMPLES

1. P'rinlnd s ~terials . eudio-visua3 aid-,, sm'all1
hand tools, 6,,d s.mall kits s:uch as radio
construction ki is are exaroples of i tewis that
can be included in a STEP.

2. Tasks that require a gunnery rdnne, an aircraft,I
or a E'nk trainer usuailly arc not candidifes for'
STEP.

3, New issicinees to Lisaenot required to perfoy'm the task.

A STEP ca3n be used if there is sufficient tiin.,ý for thn, trainee

to -an th tss betore lie is required to perform them,I
One way to miake this determinairaon is to examine data from

Block 1.2 on time between job entry and task performance.

This is discussed in detail in Section 21.1I.8 of Block 1?.2

You should use estimates of task learning dirficulty obtained

fromn 1.2 as one estimate of this timae, and the time between

job entry and task perforinance as a second. If '-asks

require a long tfime to learn, oth2r settings may be more

efficient.
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T, he estimated time for learninq some tarks may [e shorl, poibly
one hor or less. !here usual'y is sufficient Lime for trainees to

I learn sur: tasks after asvIqnwmnt if only a relatively small number of

tasks art involved. If a larqe number of these TaSks are involved, the

total leadning time might be such that sIme or all of the tasks vwould

require training before beginning the Job. This will be di.scu-"ed

fu,'wter in section 2.7 nf this block. AL this point you srhonld base

your r.;ecisions on the re.qui rements of the task in the cliLster. Later

you will nake any necessary adjustment-.

A,, example of part of a computer printout of the percent of job

i__ incumbents who p~rfnrm certain tasks is shown in Figure 1.30. The colu Irn

unuer SPLIJ(J6 shows the percent of niembers performing the task who have

beeA assigned to the DOS for 1-12 months. The other three columns show

__ the percentages for me•bers performing who have becn assigned for longer

periods of time. The printout for the first task Thows that only 1.109

percent of incumbents perforia thle task during the first 12 months of

service. For this task, there is ample time I:o learn tne tdsk beforeI performance is required.

As a general guideline, if the task is nerforned primarily by

L assignees who have been on the job for more than one year, the task

remains a candidate for STEP training. According to this guideline,

task 3 would ordinarily not be a candidate for STEP training since it

is performed primarily by first year assignees.

4. The task has a hiah decay rate, or 25 perccrt or wore of

t those in the DOS do not perfori the task. If the task has

a high decay rate; that is, the task requires skills that
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t jli iob incuuoi. wmist us : rrnkqularly in ord', r to remlin

proficient , the 0as0: rvimein ; a candih, l.. for IYrP trairlinr ,

The redsons for this I0 that STEP trainiring carn be givwii at

the point in time when the trai ne Vi I Ihortly be in a

position to use thp task, thlm, rptaininf-I thr acquired

skill. On the other hand, if the task has a low decay

rate, that is, it can be learned lonq before it is required

and still be perfonvierd adequately wlera needed, and if nios t

of the DOS pFrform the task, the task may be train,-d more'

efficiently in a different settf.rn. rnch rasks usnally

shoUld iot be ae.ssianed Lo STLP training.

As was pointeod nat Parlior½ if Hihr tnck- n,,cot all f,-,r of Me+ q]uide-

lines discussed above, they 3lnould be tentatively considered for STEP.

Some examples of tasks that. might be assigned to SFEP are:

EXAMPI.ES

1. transcribe international Mlorse Codes
2. prepare data processing flow charts
3. administer contracts
4. draw technical charts and graphs
5. provide industrial safety plans
6. interpret radar e:crether detection data
7. investigate motor vehicle accidents
3. provide press releases

Task I has a high decay rate. It could be assigned to STEP if your

survey data from Block 1.2 indicaLe thut new assigners are not rrnqlired

.o perfoainn the task, Tasks 2-8 have lower decay rat es. They could tie

as-signed to SILtP if nucjv assi jnees are not required to performi them.

I



,5 . . ..etermine if TAsk Should Up ibmirina ted for Fana 1o•n.-A-he_-dupb a lriniril

Weti appropriacte ins tmriLt nlor

settinq for nominat ion f the II 1
't-lutIcr of tsl 15 i d fOIV-1i1i T,

on-the-job training (iOJT) program

1. Ass igrnment of trainees 7 K
to units is made if ].

•}.o~g•- ;u ffi C inn tly Snijl 1

qroUPS and spread

over a sufficitently lon] period of tine For trainring of the

task to be absorLe;d by a FOJ I prohram,

4 ?2. T'here are "u critical resourc_ consLraints (everything

required for tr-iii,!ti can easily be provided in the job

set Hing), antd

3. New assigneen to units are not required to perform the tasks

(thre is tiir for learning before the tasks are required).

If the cluster of tasks neeLs all four of Lhe guidelines listed above,

it should be tentatively ,onsidered for FO,3. If one or more of the

guidelines are not met, the tasks should be considered for assignment

to one of the re:iaininn Settings. Following is a discussion of the

cguidelines listed above,

I . One of the limiting ractors for F-JT is the nurber of

individuals who can he trained at one time.. FOJI is usually

ýV dependent upon close supervision h, qudlified personnel,

L .•
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This limits the number of trainees to those for whom such

supervision can he provided. In addition, since FOJT

assumes that trainees will work with the real-world jobt

facilities ard equipment, the availability of facilities

and equipment in the job setting limits the number of trainees.

The decision as to the numbers of trainees who can reasonably

be absorbed into FOJT must initially be based largely on

inputs from units where the FOJR .ikely would take place.

2. In addition to the resource constraints mentioned above, I
FORT should be selected as the training ,etting only if the

resturces for training are available or can easily be made

available on the job. Sinc( training has not yet been de-

veloped, you nust mike assumptions about training requirements

based on the job performJance measures (JPMs). If the JPM

requires a great deal of simulation, particularly if it

requires ,• simulator that is not normally used when performing

the task, FOJT should not be selected as the instrurtional

"setting.

3. There must also be a local management system to supervise

the FOJT program.

As was pointed out earlier, if the cluster of tasks meets the quide-

lines nliscussed above, it should be tentatively considered for FkOJT.

This does not mean STEP cannot still be included as part of the training

program, Selecting FOJI as the instructional setting rieans that pIrimar_

responsibility, for training rests on those who administer the FRJT, and
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that , ,.ajor portion of tbe tU aioinq takes place on the Job. STEP can

be used to support or supplem2nt the FORl. Some exanples of tasks that

probably could be assigned to FOJT are:

EXAMPLES:

1. install engine bearings
?. reface erq'gine valves
j. replace refrigerant reheat valves
4. ;et up mobile radio equipment
5. make radio uhone patches
6. coordinate air to ground traf'1ic
7. install high-vultagc lines
8. splice cables
9. grade roads

10. perfonn pire-flight check procedure

2.6 Determine If Ti•k Should Be Nominated For installation Support

Schools (ISS)

The instrucýtional setting

lomina _-- for the cluster of tasks

may he an installation support

school 'ISS) if:

1. lhere are no critical .... 1

resources constraints -

(everythlng required for--

training can easily be [
providea at the installa-

tion .npport school or schools for the u it or units where

the training is requirea), and

2. 'fire tasks have a high decay rate.Id>

I .• . ,• = • • . ... . . . • :,• • = , .,,., ,,. . ..• -
L ~ mnq• "n n n•mw n•rm ue
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If the cluster of tasks meets the guidelines, it could be tentatively

asrigned to ISS. Along with this assignment, yoU should mike a recom-

mendation as to whether the tasks should be trained to all members of

the 005 or only at specific ISS for individuals assiyned t', specific

units. Cons'der the task of "construct arctic shelter." There are

several reasons for recormwnding that this task be taught only ;t "I

certain tSS to individuals a'signed to specific units. First., tne

training resources will be found only in ISSs in frigid climates,

Further, only the members of the DOS in those specific locations are

likely to perform the task. Thin, points out one if the major advantages

of ISS. ISS is one means of iinimizing training a larne number of 0

individuals who are nEver likely to perform the tai, or of t-aining

individuals long before the tri,;ning is requireu. If new JPAs are to be

introduced, training in their correct use coald be provided in ISK.

2.7 Determine if Tasks Should be Nominated for Resident chool (RS_

Where large groups of indi-

Sv;duals must Se taught the same.

thing ?t the same time, RS can often

provide effective and efficient

on___

traii I g.
After you have nominated one

cluster of tasks for an instruc-

tioral setting, you ýhould repeat

che procedure For each task

cluster until alI have been noriinateu.
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2.8 Review Nominations and Revise as Required

Once you have nominated clusters

to instructional settings, you

shoule review your setting selections r - - -

and possibly change some of them. _
3Some reasons fur this are:

1. You might have assigned

su many tasks to STEP or

FOJT that there is net

enough time to train

the tasks before they must be performed.

2. You might (,ave dssigned so many tasks to FOJT that the

units cannot handle chat much FOJT without dis "jpting their

essential w.rAk activitlis.

3. So few tasks might have been assigned to a setting that

admiristrative costs outweigh any advantages of training

the few tdsk. in a different setting. This is particularly

true if only a small number of individuals require training.

4. Rasource and time constraints in the development, of training

-yould delay onset of training.

5. The management review of the nominations miqht reveal that

training in one FttItnQ was miuch less expensive than the

same 'raining in another setting. This information will be

I cumulative through t:me, but will be handled on a case-by-

case basis until experi3nce allows easier cost comparisors.

II
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Thu iniiafi 'jd'icrTt frcW io.w w.y di "Lover [;,Iny proh IP1.3 or d iff i, to i ti.cs with

the inWiLial dasiinj'irits, particularly in the areas of costs ard over- I
lunding curtain parts of the syntem. Soup tasks will be reassigned to

other scttings for rec;uos of iiiiiediate practical necessi ty, lowwver,

throuqh tine, changjs i policies and training erphaasis will OCLur as the

data base improves.

There often are good rpasuns to assign a task to two or hore st'tin.is

with the understLanding that parts of the task or different degrees of

proficiency in performing thu task will be taught at edch setting. In

sone cases there are needs for altrriative settings for tlr. sailie task.

ELAr.PLE

Training the task of 'repair electronic components" might
profitahly be assigne" to several settings, Some of the
fundamentals such as soldering connections, using cornvion
tool and test equipient, and identifyino comipoents might
be taught in RS or US., Once these entitry level skills
are mastered, the trainee might complete his training FOJT.

While at this point in the model, since training has not yet been

developed, you cannot make a final decision as to which part of a task

will be trained in which setting. However, a tentative decision at

this point to assign a task to more thai one setting often is a practical

option, To do this, you will have to make assumptions about training,

based on the task documentation and the JPM. To determine which settings
E

are practical requires the same kinds of discussion out'ined previously

I• in Sections 2.3 - 2.6.

"Em m •



2.9 Secure Aan~itemnert ýPppovtll

As was discussed earlier, the final

de-.isionr. on dssignment of tasks to instru(-

tional settings generally is mrde by a

process of negotiation and trade-offs

at a higher management level. However, b 2 V K J
these final decisions cannot be -i1i

realistically made unless you have

provided a logical base for _ i (

nominations of tasks to setting:;.

This logical base will result from

careful consideration of the

guidelines given in this block.

3.0 OUTPUTS

SThe outputs of this block should consist of:

3.1 Products

The instructional setting or setcings to which each task was assigned,
Nlote: Inmplied in the setting select~on are decisions as to whether i

each task should be trained to all in the DOS or only to certain units

and the point in an individual's service career at which each task most

likely will be trained.

3.2 Other Documentation

1. Any t.plicit statements of specific units or individuals

who should or should not be trained ior a specific task,

and the rationale for the statements,

NL
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Chr i~ La I , 1. 1 1he' Uni ted, State, Air lf 1rcv Or' iprioatl On esc-arCh

Pr (Jec I n The 'Jotae of the, art in occup~tiona1 rvesearch and
dv'_YljllitneoL. Sylopu'~ lul pre'(entted it the± Nuvy P,.rronncuRese r
a rid u pi upuiutc'nt C e nLer , Sa n 1l ijg e~ I it., J ulIy 10 .. 1 9/,2.I . Sore aspects about Iiie technrique!, d'rvulupud by the Air Forcu for

Cail ec ti ng, arial],zi nq, and reportLi ng OLccpd toi01d I da ta are r'f-

port e The job inventory method of collecting wurk-tesk infor-

ilatLion trurii large numbers of wiorkers is descrii ted. Th is techinique

was clrusen by the Air Force because of its economiy, the quantiti-

fica Li on of the job data and s(!bselTuer t, case of handl ing by comn-

puter, and tile far t tha L the inOt 'Ieaa tion can be val ida ted Ond

cheý.ked for s ta bili ty.

Department of the Air Foc.Iristrue Li nal ýtst; deveopment (AFtM

50-2). Washington, D.C.: Headquarters, United 5taLes 1 i Force,5 Air Train-ing Comnupand, December 1970.

This rnanual serves as the guioe for applyinj the Air Force systems

approach to the development of education and trdining programs. It

presents a teconology of instructional design, ano presents the model

fur developing cost-effective instructional systems. Thiis manulal

applies to all education and training personnel who plan, develop,

approve, administer, or manage Air !%rce instruction and its support-

ing materials.
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Dio, artiount of the Air, I or;•. Hl unhook for d'.,Oyncrs of instructional
Y.vteu•n+s.Iask aflaly•is (Vol. I, AIFP-50 .- Washington, v.C.

Headquarters, UWOted States Air Force, July 1973.

Pai t of a fivu-volume, approach to instructional design, this Air

F-orce pav+2hleu describes in deLdil the breakdown of a job into It,

subcomponens. It further explains how the Air' Force accomplbIshes

job anolysis. In addition, this volumne details the procedurcc for

idunti fyirng dnd estdb i ihiry Jdih Performane Rpquirements (,lPls)

jnrd the Iraining I1equirementJ (TRs).

D)upartment of the Army. Syste•,s eg•jneurijj ot traininj(course d•sian)
(TRADOC Reg 350-100-1 Ft. Monroe, Va.: Heav4ua-rte -, n-i•ýe;-
States Continental Army Corminand, May 196F.

The systemns engineering approach to course design provides an (,'derly

process of yatheriny and analyzing job perfornance requirL..uent , of

preparing and conducting training, and of evaluating and improving

the effectiveness of the training program. Job analysis, the ,irst

step in systems migineering, consists of identifying the job an d,-

vMloping the task inventory--both of which serve as tihe framewe-k with-

in which all subsequent steps followr.

Morsh, J. E., & Archer, W. B. Procedural guide for conducting occupational
survey in the United States r Force (- M---R-6T7-1). LacKn--- -
Force Base, Texas: Personnel Research Laboratory, Aerospace Medical
Division, Air Force Syi~ems Cormmand, September 1967.

The procedural guide sets forth in detail the procedures for collecting,

organizing, analyzing, and 'eporting information describingu work per-

formed by Air Force ofiicers and airmen. Specific steps in the appli-

cation of the Air Fr rcc! method of job analysis are presented in chrono-

logical order.

I:
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Tracey, w. R. Desj J-n•_trainin nd devclopent systes. New York:American MiWa(ojeient AsS•lotYoinr-k.-:19 -.

Several chipters in this book are useful whkin dealing with the
job dnalysis phase of the design and developmen' ot an •nstru•tiorina
systern. racey', systems emphasize the importance of building A I
training program on job-relevant data and he describes methods for
data col'ection that are intended to be accurate reflections of the

person on the job.

Tracey, W. R., Flynn, E. U., & Legere. C. L. J. The develo ent of in.-structional systems: Procedures inaruct I ort evens
States Army Sec e ty• • "--. ......

This manual dctalIs procedures for achieving training objectives whichh•ve been :)ased on valid jub data. The procedures outlined that are

to be used in performing job analyses are built upon objectively-
co' lected job data based upon the man on the job in the field. Such
procedures eliminate the inclusion of irrelevant content, the omission
of required content, misplaced emphasis, and ultimately, an under-
trained or overtrained wan.

7A
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[Dcprir tlaetlt of the Navy. OeSi f Jofuurses of instruction (MLO PISO.23A).
Washington, D.C.: Hteaduart.rs,-ini-tedStd -e- Mar•-ne Corp,,, November
1972.

When the job analysis has been completed, the master list of dut.i',s,

tasks and task elements identifies the mental and manual skills,

knr.owledge, and attitudes required. The selection of tasks to be

tau~jht in the school environment implies a selection of tasks to beI

taught elsewhere, most probably on the job. Guidelines to assist

in the deteriiination of t~he tasks to be included in formal train-

ilg are discussed and the behaviors the individual must perform in

a field environment are emphasized as necessary training considera-

tions in this document.

McCluskey, M. R , Jacobs, T, 0., & Cleary, F. K. Systems engineering of
training for eight combat arms MOS (HumnRRO draft technical report
A-Iexandria, Va.: Human Resources Research Organization, June 1973,

The basic objective of this project was to develop task inventories

and joD task data for 93 duty po.itions in eight of the key combat A

MOSs (11B, IIC, lD, liE, 13A/D, 13E, 16P, and 16R) using systems

engineering. Much of these task inventories were validated and in-

dicate the extent to which task statemeais are common across various

Combinations of duty positions. Based on the degr-ee of non-commonality,

the results also include implications for the reorganization of an MOS.
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Dfepartment of the Air Force. Hdndbook fur TJIes I.I g ,,0 f in-.trctiorwaI
systons: Task ar,d!yris (Vo-l !KAVV i-YJ. Whiiqh- - .-
ff-aaq6-• rfte-s,J-United- StTates Air Force, July 1911.

This volume, part of a five-volume series of man-uals on instruc-

tinnal design, outlines procedures for a job tak analysis. The

process of determinirnj the tasks required of the job holder ..rid

the standdrd of performance results in job performance require-

meats. Determininfg the changeF, nerded in .kills, knowledges,

and attitude, so that they can refleoct the job, become training

requirements_. Both of these requirements are major Iash uctiufin•1i

design activities within this volume which later serve as inputs to

developing objectives.

Department of the Army. Systems engineering of trainin (TRADOC Reg
350-100-1). Ft. iionroe, Va.: Headquarters, Training and Doctrine
Comiand, April 1472.

Since training objectives are derived from training content, train-

inm objectives cannot be limited to those things that are easily

measurable within the sch,ol environment. This manual suggests

the use of evaluation criteria to insure the successful accom-

plishment of the training objective. Evaluation criteria include

action, conditions, and standards, and ideally, 0.;pr-ximata the

requirements of the training objective.

2i
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Gropper, G. L. A technology for developing instructional materials:
Plan simulation based on instructional and logistical needs
(Vol. E). Pittsburgh, Penn.: American institutes for 71esearch,
1971.

This manual, part of a multi-volume set, provides instructions on

the use of a programmed, self-instructional, transportable train-

ing program in instructional technology. In particular, this

volume emphasizes using simulation based on data about criterion

behaviors.

Johnson, E., & Mirabella, A. Test fidelity: Congruence of test con-
ditions with actual Army tasks. Proceedings of the 16th Annual
Conference of the Military Testing Association, 1974, 590-595.

The increasing movement towards performance-based, high-fidelity

testing conflicts with the problem of reducing the cost and en-

vironmental impact of training and testing. Simulated approaches

to testing for appropriate job tasks can meet the logical con-

straints imposed by full performance testing and also provide

acceptable levels of predictive validity. This paper describes

a general framework for the test fidelity problem, reviews the

state of the art, and summarizes some research efforts currently

in progress at the Army Research Institute.

Mager, R. L. Measuring instructional intent. Palo Alto, California:
Fearon Publishers, 1974.

The importance that measures be relevatit to what they are supposed to

be measuring is stressed in this "short book. Most difficulties arise

when objectives show no performance and when items do not reveal which

stuJents car perform as desired.

st Available Copy
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Mari ne Corpis Development and Educdtifir Comanrid. Anilyyisof Yeformnc
requir-ineints (IAC OZU2). (Juantico, Va.: Instr-uctor Tra~ninq
SM60~7, Tfuc-ational Center, n~d.

"Analysis of Performlanlce R'equiremnents" provides a brief but sys-

tematic AescripLiun of Job analysis procedures. Tuchniques for

subdividing job,, into dut~ies and fasks, for the development of

performinnce measures are presented in a highly ordered fashioni.I

Oisborn, W. C., Harris, J. fl., &Ford, J. P. Functionally integrated
performance testing. Procoed inqs of the 16th Annual Conferenue

of the T, 1iit2.ry Testi ocA ia6ý5Tio-n, T94,-- I-W

met h ucinlyitga~dts hudb bet liBecause it preserves the initiating c:ues of the real work environ-

hioher level of valiuit~y than mlore conventijonal pen orwance t~ests.A

Further, the higher validity may not raise the cost of the per-

no more equipment than would tests on) the separate tasks. OfI

course, in ecnotnoy, it cannot compare with group aidministered paper-

and-pen il tests or with ratings of job proficiency, but it should

at least offer, a highly relevant criterion against which they can

be ob'jcctively validated.

Swezey, R. W., & Pedrlstein R. B3. Developi criterior-referenced tests.
Reston, Va.: Applied Science Associ'ites, 19.'4.

This mnanual presenits all overall procedure for developing :nnd using

cri ter ion-referenced tests. Particularly helpful are the chapters

0n itemi format arid level of Fidelity. Process and product measures

-r dscmsed with ýugLos Lions for ipproprid te rating sc~ Ins, as

we] 1 as good examples of these sciles.
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Taylor, j. C. , M 0ide 1,i E, R.. 3 Brennan, M. iF. The concEpts of per-
formd"i,o..-or lented instruct'ion used in diveIo p inj the ex perilfe~lcn

volII ' 7C1ATe;xindr i a
a: e's-oo r-cis Res e Ar gan iz ati or, Ma rch i972,

Tris report describes Vie planning and implementing of "he Expcri -

mental Volunteer Army Tra~iiinq 11vy.-oai (EVATF) at Fort Ord early

i 19, 1 . his wa', the Armny 's fir3t. L'ffurt to effect major tra ining

innova tionis in the convers ion towdrd in ai11-vol unteer Army. By

the Fall of' l971, thins prograin was beiny used as a model for im-

plemeniting the IVATP at oither Army Trairninig Cenrters., In ievelopinnq

Lhe FVAIP syest.Žo, six established learring principles, were applied

to Basic Coiiinbt frainiing arnd Advanced individual Tirajinig to modify

thu, conventi onal tin mni g system. Course objectives and per-fornlancu

tests used were developrM Jointly by Fort Ord Lind Humf&PO. 1 n a comn-

pari;oin wi th a conventionally trairird group, independently conducted

by the Infantry School at Fort Benniog, FVATP graduates performed

significantly bett~r on five out of seven BCT subjects, and seveni

out of niori AlT -subjects. In genieral, these gains were shown by

men at all levels of aptitude.

Tho~ndike, E. L. (Ed.). Educaticrial measurennent. h'ashington: Am\nerican
Countili on Education, .971.

The us- of sfinulation is discussed in several artic:les. Particularly

innsightful is tire article by Robert F itzpa 'rick anid Edward J. Molrrison,

"Performanrce and Prorduct Eviu1oat: on," -%,hi cl exp Icres s iiul ati-on in

termis of performance to k,
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Ihere are ,u further reterences for Block 1.4.
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Braby, P., Henry, J. M., Parrisit, W. F., Jr., & Swope, W. M. A technique
*or choosing cost-effective instructional delivery sy.tems(EM-"
e-•rt -No. 16J. Orla'Rd Fla. Departinent of The -. raining

Analysis and Evaluation Group, April 1975.

A major consideration in the choice of instructional setting is

financial resour'.es. The TECEP model offers training specialist-,

a proceduwe for choosing instructional delivery systems appropriate

to various types of military training.

Christal, E E. The United States Air Force Occupational Research
Project, In The stat2 of the arL in occupational -esearch and
development. Symposium presented at the Navy Personnel Research
and Development Center, San Diego, Calif., July 10-12, 1973.

This project was designed tc develop in";hodulogies in job analysis

(work performed by personnel); job evaluation (grade, pay, and

skill levels); job structures (job engineering); job requirements;

career development, personnel utiliz.ation, and job sdtisfaction.

Department of the Air Force. On-the-job training (AFM 50-23). Wash-
ington, D.C.: Headquarters, UniLed States Air Force, July 1973.

This manual describes procedures for the planning, conducting,

administering, and supervising of OJT programs dei.igned to train

technical personnel in a minimum amount of time. The dual-chinnel

CJT programt des'-ribed is designed to provide trainees with career

knowledge and job proficiency skills.

275
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Department of the Army. Trainer deve pment prog•ah (TRADEP) prugress
rerrt., Fort Benning, G-a.. nted States Army rn•'nt-ry School,
January 19)5.

The TRADLP program presents a course oi' instructor training designed

to he used with accompanying outsid,, resources on thu major training

functions. The coilrse covers needs assessment through c'ourse eval-

uation and quality control.

Deterline Associates. Developinq instructor-free instruction (Task VI.B
Report, Contract No. N61339-73-C-0150). Palo Alto, Calif{Lrnia:
Deterline Associates, 1975.

The manual provides instruction on the development and writing oF

correspondence courses, STEP lessons, and how to convert existing

courses to STEPs.

Gay, R. M. Estimating the cost of on-the-job ttaining in militar,
Gccupdtions: A methodolo v and ilot study (R-1351-ARPA). Santa

Monica: -T• a-id Corporation, Apri--F9-.

This report introduces a method of estimating (costinig) on-the-job

training c¢ists and determinants of OJT in military occ-upations.

Relationships between training costs and personal attributes of

the traince are discussed.

Haverland, E. Transfer and use of training technology: A model for
ýnatchin~q tran.g approaches with crainincs sInterim Report).
Alexandria, Va.: Human Resources Research Organiz,.tion, October 1974.

A model which is designed to evaluate training approaches or innova-

tions in relation to specific training settings is presented. The
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model al lows the comparison of the charicteristics of various t'ain-

in5 approaches with the corresponding characteristics of various

training settings.

Joyce, R. P., Chenzoff, A. P., Mulligan, J. L., & Mallory, W. J. Full 1 _
proceduralized johjperformance aids: Handbook for JPA developers.
Brooks ý A ore e~sYT. -PAir Force Systems Co n-a, un, n -
Resources Laboratory, December 1973.

Detailed instructions for the preparation ot twu major types of

fully proceduralized JPAs are described: job guides and filly

roceduralized troubleshootijig aids. Instructions for performing

the beh.dvioral task analysis and for validation and verification of

JPAs ar- diskassei.

Stephenson, R. W., & Burkett, J. R. An action oriented review of the
on-the-job trainirig literature (AFr1RL-TR-72F-6T. Brooks Air Force
Base, Texas: Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, December l&74.

This is a review of civilian and military literattre or, OJT a.; viell

as all current Air Force regulations, manuals and other documents
governing or describing the OJT systemi. Innovations in training ano

their applicability to Air Force OJT programs are described.

76173 Army-Ft. Benning, Go. I Atg 75
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ACRONYMSI

AFS - Air Force Speciality

AR Army Regulations

CMI - Computer Managed Instruction

CR- Criterion Refurericed Test

CODAP - Comprehensive Occupationat Data Analysis Programs

DOS - Defense Occupational Specialities

FM - Field Manuals

FOJT - Formal On The Job Training

GED - General Educational Development

HQ - Headquarters

ISD - Instructional Systems Development

ISS - Istallation Support School

ITV- Instructional Television

JPA - Job Perfoimance Aids

JPM - Job Performance Measure

KOP Knowledge of Results

279
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LO - [Larning Objective

LS Learning SLop

MODB - Military Occu•Jatioiial Ditd BunL.

r1MOS - Military Occupational Specialities (Army/M:4rivne Corps)

11WO - Modification Work Order.s

NIH - Not Invented Hera

rNOTAP - Naval Occupational Task Analysis Program

OJT - On The Job Training

OSR - Occupational Survey Report

POI - Program of Instruction

QQPRI - Qualitative and Quantitative Pe;sonnel Requiremencs Identification

RS - ResldenL School

SME - Subject Matter Expert

SMF - System Master Plat,

SOP - Standing Operation Procedures, Standard Operating Procedures

STEP - Self-Teaching Exportable Package

TAK - Trai ,er Appraisal Kit

TI - Traditional Instruction
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TLO -. Terminal Learning Objective

TOE - Tables of Grganization and Equipment I

TRADOC - U.S. Training and Doctrine Comitnand

,I
I
I
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GLOSSARY

•iLITY GROUPING: Arrangement whereby students are assigned to groups
on the basis of aptitude testing.

3SOLUTE STANDARDS: A statement defining the exact level of performance
requir;d of a stud( ,t as d demonstration thdt he has mas-
tered the course o.,jective(s.). Criterion-referenced tests
are usually bjsed on an absolute standdrd.

,HIEVEMENT GROUPING: Arrangement whereby students are assigned to
groups according Lo their performance on pretests of units
of the course.

:TION: Occurs in tcrminal learning objectives and learning objectives;
describes the specific behavior the learner, is to exhibit
after training.

TION VERBS: Verbs that convey action and reflect the type of learn-
ing that is to occur. Action verbs must reflect behaviors
that are measureable, observable, verifiable, and reliable.

TIvirY STEP: One simple operation or movement that comprises part of
a job. A job performance standard consists of a list of
these operations or movements.

)UNCT PROGRAMMING: A method of combining the features of good exist-
ing instructional materials (e.g., films, textbooks) with
special directions or questions to guide the learne!r.

1INISTRATIVE CRITERIA: In media selection, the options that course-
ware be developed locally or at some central location.

1ORITHM: A rule or procedure for accomplishing a task. or solving
a problem.

HANUMERIC: Refers to a combination of letters and numbers; for d
example, on the keyboard of a teletype.

ERNATE PATH: Refers to elements which have relaticnships in which
the specific situation encounte-ed determines the appro-
priate sequence, or it may be another way of meeting the
same objective.

282
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ASSESSMENT: A judgment of the effectiveness and efficiency of a
training system, in terms of measurement and evaluation.

ASSOCIATION DEVICES: Memory aids, techniques which ease recall.
Mnemonic devices.

ATTITUDE: A persisting state of a person that influences hiS choice
of action.

AT'ITUDE MEASURE: An instrument designed to gather information about
ho;- people feel toward a particular object. This could
include liking or disliking subject matter, usefulness
of a medium, or opinions about the medium.

AUDIO-ONLY PROGRAM: A production which does not contain any video
nr pictires; for example, a record or radio program.

AUDIO PRODUCER: Prepares tape recordings and produces audio programs.
The audio producer combines n.rration, music, and
other sound effects in the production of an audio pro-
gram.

AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA; Refers to any device such as television or film
which is both seen and heard.

BASELINE DATA: Valid and reliable information about the current
level of performance of the intended student population.
This data can be used to confirm the need to develop new
instruction, or can be used as a comparison in ascer-
taining differeces between students' performance be-
fore and after instruction.

BEHAVIORAL ATTRIBUTES: Qualities or activities that ;haracterize an
object or process. Behavioral attributes characterize
each category of learning.

BLOCK SC'iEDULING: Mcde of instruction wthereby J.l] students receive
the same instruction a - the same time.
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i8IOCKING: RFers to the proce-,s of defining and illustrating the

different camera moveýments end ca,.,era shots in a tele-
vision or film script. A blocked script may also
contain directions as to the movement of actors as well
as scenery chanqes.

Cl]1.[KLIST: Job performance aid which list, the elemenLs of .1 task
in the sequence of eyecution, The job holder places
a ýheck beside each element. as it is accoem'!lished, thus
insurinq that the i..isk is coimpleted.

CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER. Arranging content in order from one top~i( to
anothor bas(l on when they occurred in time.

COMMON-FACTOR LEARNING OBJEC;'IVES: Refers to learning objr'ctiv?% thut
are identical, or that have identical action words and
similar objects of the action in the learning objectivp
s ta temen t.

COMPARATIVE SEQUENCE: Sequencing which starts with familiar topics
and goes to unfamiliar ones.

COMPLEXITY CRITERION: In media selection, the degree of complexity
required of instructional materials in order to ade-

quately trdin students to meet learning objectives.
I

COMIPUTER MODELS TECHNIQUE: Occurs durinC the simulation of an opera-
tional system; involves having a computer simulate the
major operations of the system, under a variety of condi-
tions.

CONDITIONS: Occurs in terminal learning objectives; describes what
is presented to the student in order to accomplish the
specified action, that is, it describes the important
aspects of the perfomdnce environment.

CCOJTIGUITY: Refers, in learning, to the priihciple that events which
occur closely together become associated by the learner.

CONIINGFl!CY MANAGEMENJT: The establish'% of a set of procedures by
wiich trainees are required to perform a certain amounL of
work or to achieve certain objectives befure engaging in
activities that are preferred by the trainee (e.g., recrea-
tion, a break, or a more desirable training event).
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COURSE DOCUMENTATION: Information describing the current content
of a course (instructional materials, tests, instructor's
manual, evaluation plan, student's manual) and its develop-
mental history (job analysis, criteria for selecting tasks
for training, previous revisions).

CLUSTERING: A process of organizing many tasks into groups for the
purpose of deciding upon the optimal instructional set-
ting mix for that group of tasks.

CRITERION-REFERENCED TEST: Measures what an individual can do or
knows, compared to what he must be able to do or must
know in order to successfully perform a task. Here an
individual's pe-formance is compared to external cri-
teria or performance standards which are derived from an
analysis of what is requirdd to do a particular task.

CRITICAL CUE: Cue which must be correctly interpreted by the student be-
fore we can correctly perform the associated task.

CRITICAL SEQ11ENCE: Sequencing of topics or objectives according to
their importance.

CUE: A word or other signal that initiates or guides behavior; a
prompt.

CUT-OFF SCORE: Minimum passing score.

DATA: Collection of facts or numerical values resulting from observa-
tions of situations, objects, or people.

DATA COLLECTION PLAN: An outline of the procedures and techniques
that will be used to gather information for any specific
purpose.

DATA RECORDING PLAN: Method of tabulating background responses and
test data.

DECAY RATE: The amount of time it takes a trainee to forget what he
has learned in school. If the decay rate iF hiqh then a
trainee should not receive instruction in a specific
task until shortly before he will actually perform it.



DECISION iREE: rFowchart; graphic represen,ýat on of the sequence e1 a
specific activity or operation.

ULLIVEfRY SYSTEM: Any rnethoo containing plans, and proceduros for the
preseiitatinn of instruction. Platform itistruction. tole-
"vi-'on, rFu'l, and ST[Ps are III) delivery systemrs.

VEPENDENT RELATIONSHIP: Occurs when sk-ills and kriowledqes in one
]Urleroi rij Obj"Cti ye -iie ClQlreiodi tod 1n {os iii the
other le-irniinyj objective. In order to malsccr one of- thr
leerniny objectives, it is fir-It niecessary to learn the
other.

DOWNTIML: Refers to the period of time when equipmtent is inoperable.

DUTY- One of the iiijui- subd~ivi~ in.ns of work performed by one indi-

vidtual. One or morc duties constitute e .Jub.
D~lY ITLE Ca teori L5 goup', of tiský under idontiiblehd-I

ings to help in th, crgaimizinig of itsof' LtssK.

EPlPIRICALLY PASE RIVISION: Revision based on the rerilts of te-t

data and the collection of other types of quantitativeI

ENTRY BEHVIOR: rhe skill , knowledge, and/or attitude required be-
fo,-e b--ginninU aI new secyirent oF instruction; also mciy
refer, to the caipabi lity ai person has prior to new

learning.I. NTY (KLLS: Specific, miiasuraLle behaviors that. have L)een determined
through the procus-, of analysis of learning require-
ments to be biisic to subtequent knowl edge or ski-Il i,, the

course.I, ENTRY SKILLS TFST: A necasur-ement instrument desiqn,'d to d;?torrine if
a sturderit. already possessýý certa in skillis or' knowalfdge
needed as a prerequ ;i ite before UICNdera k. mj new iris truec-

Ff,,rRY Th I;T: Contaiin-, iteý tis 4 ed on thu ob~jtoct iye's that the' i ri LcndedI
s tudent,, mu st hcive maste :-cd i n order to beg in tht! r na rVSV
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ERROR Or HALO: Occurs when an observer sometimes allows hIs rating

of performance to be influenced by his general impres-

siun ot a X)erson.

ERRORS OF LOGIC: Occur when two or more traits are being rated. ;t
is present if an observer tends to give Jiillar ratings
to traits which do not necessarily go together. The
traits are related only in t,hc mind of the person making
the errur.

ERRORS OF STANDARD: Occur when observers tend to rate performers too
high or too low because of differepiis in their stondards.

EVALUAMON: The process of interpreting the results of mpasurement
data (e.g., tests, JPMs) for the purpose of making a
judgment or decision on the instruction or on the success
of a trainee.

EVALUATION CRITERIA: The measures used to deter,nine the adequacy
of performance.

EVALUATION PLAN: A method or outline of what set of procedures will
be used to gather data and information for the purpose
of assessing d course of instruction.

EXTERNAL CUES: Signals for action that cxist outside of the studenit
(conditions, features, or characteristics of the job
environment that trigger action),

FALSE NEGATIVE: Occurs when a person can perform the task hut
receives a failing score on the test.

FALSE POSITIVE: Occurs when a person cannot perform the task buL

rEoceives a passing score on the test.

FEEDBACK: The return of information 1, Fornlatiui on student per-
formance is "fed" back to the student so that he can
iinprov,- that perfcrmance; to the instructional design :r
so that le can improve materials and procedi:res on the
basis of student needs; to the management sfstem so it
,ran monitor thei internal ai:d external integrity of the
instructio 6nd .nake appropriate revisions. Or, refers
to the flow of data or information from one ,top in
the ISD M-odhl to others.
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FOJT--FORMAL ON-THE-JOB TRAINING: This type of training takes place
in the actual work situation.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES: The work events that occur after a course of
instruction has been completed.

FORMqATIVE EVALUATION: The iterative process of developing and
improving instructional materials and procedures.

FIDELITY: Refers to how well the actions, conditions, cues, and
standards of the JPM approximate those of the task.

FIELD USER NEEDS: The general and specific duties that will have
to be taught to the trainee if he is to be able to
adequately perform in a real world environment.

FIRST DRAFT MATERIALS: Any materials (book, film, etc.) which are

not yet conmitted to their final form. First draft
refers to the fact that the materials are still in
'rough' form and will be revised on the basis of test
results and other data. S

FLOWCHART: A graphic representation of the sequence of a specific
activity or operation; decision tree.

FRONT END ANALYSIS: Refers to job analysis, selection of tasks for
training, and development of JPMs.

FIXED SEQUENCE: Refers to elements that are always done in the same
order.

GRAPHIC ARTIST: Designs and prepares a wide variety of visual illu-
strations such as graphs, charts, and diagrams.

GRAPHIC SCALE: Measurement device which includes some type of number
line on which students indicate their attitude toward
a social object.

GC' NO-GO: Pass-fail; criterion of evaluation whereby student can-
not be "partially correct". He is either 100% correct
(go) or incorrect (no-go).
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GROUP MNIAGEMENT PLAN: Arrangement whereby instruction is scheduled
and conducted for groups instead of individuals.

GROUP TRAINING: A group of people gathered together for the purpose
of receiving information or instruction in the performance
of some specific task.

HARD DATA: A direct and precise measure of a specific performance.
A JPM is an example of hard data while an attitude question-
naire is a less direct measure, providing soft data. ,

HIGH DENSITY SIGNAL: A signal containing many cues. A low density
signal contains few cues.

INDEPENDENT RELATIONSHIP: Occurs when skills and knowledges in one
objective are unrelated to those in the other objective.
Mastering one of the objectives does not simplify the
other.

INDICATOR BEHAVIOR: Refers to that behavior that indicates the
presence of a specific attitude.

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION: Refers, in the ISD Model, to a management
scheme which permits individual characteristics of
trainees to be a major determinant of the kind and amount
of instruction given. Here, it nearly always implies
some form of self-pacing.

INSTALLATION SUPPORT SCHOOLS: Organized and operated by individual
units or commands to meet local training requirements.

INSTRUCTIONAL CONDITIONS: The amount of participation which the
instruction requires of the learner. Instructional
conditions may be active (the learner produces or prac-
tices) or passive (the learner sits and listens).

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER: Person who designs and develops a program or
course of sttidies based on a systematic analysis.

INFORMATION: Knowledge; the facts, names, labels, and larger bodies
of knowledge that are necessary for successful job
performance.
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INSTRUCTIONAL NANAGEMENT PLAN: The specifications for the scheduling,
instruction and evaluation of trainees toward the goal of
course completion.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM: The development of various materials (books,
audiovisual productions, etc.) designed to achieve a
specific training goal.

INSTRUCTIONAL SETTING: The vehicle through which a trainee wio
initially is not able to perform a task becomes profi-
cient in performing the task- for example, performance
aids, self-teaching exportable packages, formal on-job
training, installation support schools, and resident
schools.

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT: Learning resources; different kinds of
material, number of instructors, amount of time, etc.
which will contribute to the learning situation.

INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM: The total effort, distinct from the operating
system by location, authority, or mission, that is con-
cerned w,th the preparation of individuals to serve the
operating ýystem.

INTERNAL CUES: Internal biological signals that initiate or guide
Lehavior.

INTERNAL EVALUATION: Assessment of the effectiveness of an Instruc-
tional program in terms of student performance on
stated terminal learning objectives.

JOB: The duties and tasks performed by a single worker constitute
his job. If Identical duties and tasks are performed by
several Individuals, they all hold the same job. The
Job is the basic unit used in carrying out the personnel
actions of selection, training, classification, and
assignment.

JOB ANALYSIS: The basic method used to obtain a detailed lIstings of
duites, tasks, and elements necessary to perforw a
clearly defined, specific job, involving observations of
workers and conversations with those who know the job,
in order to describe in detail the work involved, includ-
ing conditions and standards.
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JOB FIDELITY: The degree to which a testing situation truthfully
and accurately reflects the Job situation.

JOB PERFOiMANCE MASUMES: Tests that are used to evaluate proficiency
of a job holder on each task he performs.

JOB PERFO0WACE TEST: Test used to determine whether or how well an
individual can perfonm a job. In my include either all
of the job performance measures for a particular Job or
a subset of the Job performance measures.

JPA--JOB PERFOWMANCE AID: A checklist, instruction sheet, or other
device that offers a possible alternative to training
rather than an actual method of training; they are de-
veloped to eliminate or minimize training requirements
for some tasks.

KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS: Feedback; information provtdet; to the student
indicating the correctness of his response. Evaluative
knowledf.P of results indicates what a student is doing
right anc, what he is doing wrong. Cnmparative knowledge
of results indicates how the student's response compares
to the objective or standard establishe, by thp instruc-
tor.

LEARNER CHARACTERICTICS: The traits possessed by learners that could
affect their ability to learn (e.g., age, I.Q., reading
level, etc.).

LEARNING ACTIVITY: The specific behaviors a student performs during
a particular episode of learning.

LEARNING ANALYSIS: A procedure to identify subelements that must be
learned before a person can achieve mastery of the
performance.

LEARNING CATEGORY: A division of learning behavior. All learning
may be classified into one of four learning categories:
mental skill, physical skill, information, or attitude.

LEARNING EVENT: The immediate outcome of a learning activity.
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LEARNING GUIDELINES: Statements which specify the learning events
and activities appropriate to specific instruction.
Learning guidelines combine to form learning sub-
categories.

LEARNING HIERARCHY: Graphically portrays the relationships among
learning tasks in which some tasks must be mastered
before others can be learned.

LEARNING OBJECTIVE: Describes precisely what is to be learned in
terms of the expected student performance under speci-
fied conditions to accepted standards. These learning
objectives identify the mental skills, information,
attitudes, or physical skills that are required to per-
form the terminal learning objective.

LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER: Library containing instructional materials
and areas for viewing and study.

LEARNING STEP: Occurs when learning objectives are broken down into

smaller parts.

LEARNING SUB-CATEGORY: A division of a learning category.

LEARNING TASK ANALYSIS: Procedure used in the domain of intellectual
skills to identify prerequisite tasks that must be
iiarned before a person can learn a given task.

LINK TRAINER: Mechanical training device which simulates the cock-
pit of an aircraft.

RESPONSE BIAS: Tendency to favor a certain response over others.

MANAGEMENT PLAN: Program for the assignment, monitoring, and assess-
ment of the personnel, materials, and resources dedi-
cated to a specific mission, operation, or function.

MASTERY: In terms of learning, refers to meeting all of the specified
minimum requirements for a specific performance. Criteria
for mastery are defined in the design phase of the ISD
Model.
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MEAN: Aritlhetic average calculated by adding up all scores and
dividing by the number of scores.

MEASUREMENT: Consists of rules for assigning numbers to objects to
represent quantities of attributes.

MEASEMENT ERRORS: Incorrect procedures carried out during the
msurameft process which invalidate the results. These
errors result from unfounded assultlons made by judges
or raters.

MEASUREIPNT PROCESS: The operations involved in determining the
amount of an attribute (e.g., skill, knowledge, or atti-
tude) possessed by a student.

MEDIA: Means for presenting instructional material to learners; for
example, books, audiotapes, and filmstrips.

MEDIA ALTERNATIVE: A form of instructional material that contains
the stimulus criteria required by a specific learning
activity.

MEDIA MIX: Combination of different media used to present a unit of
instruction.

MEDIA POOL: All of the media options suitable for a given unit of
intruction. The final media choice is drawn from the
media pool.

MEDIA SELECTION: Is the major means of determining how instruction is
to be packaged and presented to the student.

MENTAL SET: A preparatory mental adjustment, or readiness, for a
particular type of experience.

MENTAL SKILLS: Those processes of ide.tifyng, classifying, using
rules, and solving problems that involve active mental
processing. Mental skills imply the capability of
applying the learning to some situation and demonstrating
the mental skill, such as thinking, creating, and
analyzing.



MNEMONICS: Methods which make• aids.

MOCE OF INSTRUCTION: Method of scheduling materials presentation. The
instructional mode my be Individualized (self-pacing) or
group (block scheduling).

MODtLE: An Individualized sel f- instructional pec~ks" usually can-
, * taming all the necessary materials a learner reeds to

meet some or part of a terminal learning objective.

MULTIMEDIA PACKAGE: Self-contained instructional unit in more than
one medim.

NARRATION: Is the voice overheard on an audiovisual program.

NARRATOR: Is the persoo whose voice is heard describIng or comenting
upon the content of a film, television progrm, etc.

NIRICAL SCALE: Measurment device which associates verbal descrip-
tions of social objects with umbers and requires students
to indicate their attitudes by marking the appropriate
nber.

OBSERVATION INTERVIEW: Job holder is observed in the job envtirosmet
performing all or a substantial part of the job; the job
holder performs the Job while the analyst ask questions.

OFF-LINE: Refers to any activity which does not take place as part
of the regular production process.

(NERLEARNING: Refers to the continual practice on a learning task by a
person who has correctly performed the task.

PEER TUTORING: A form of instruction in which students at the same
or more advanced level of knowledge provide instruction
to students at the same or lower level of knowledge on
the specific objectives under consideration. Peer tutors
are not markers of the existing instructional establish-
ment.

)
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PERFORWMACE EVALUATION: The gathering of data to specifically
determine the success of students on a specific task,
as a result of a training program.

PERFORINACE MEASURES: The absolute standard by which a job perfor-
mance is judged. A performance measure is the inven-
tory of job tasks with each performance objective.

PERSE ERATE: Continue an activity until it is completed, regardless
of the difficulty, or the appropriateness of the solu-
tion technique to the problem.

PERT--PROGRAM EVALUATION REVIEW TECHNIQUE: PERT is a method of moni- I
toring the flow of a large project by breaking it down
into small individual activities and assigning each
activity a specified amount of time for completion,

PHYSICAL SKILLS: Specified muscular activities for accomplishing
a goal.

POST FEEDBACK DELAY: The pause which follows the presentation of
feedback. This allows time for the correct response to
"sink in."

POSTTEST: A test administered after the completion of instruction to
assess whether a student has mastered the objectives of
the course or unit.

PREDICTIVE VALIDITY: The ability of a test score to accurately fore-
cast future performance.

PREDIFFERENTIATION OF STIMULI: Pointing out the distinguishing
features of an object and explaining the differences
between them.

PRETEST: Administered prior to instruction to determine how much
the student already knows.

PROCESS EVALUATION: An early stage in ISD development that identifies
which steps in the model will be used for the course under
development. The purpose of the process evaluationis to
describe and document the actual developmental process for
this particular instruction.
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PROCESS STAMM: Rsfers to ther conditions which must be satisfied for
a job to be successfully comleted. Process standards refer
to sequmen, accuracy, speed of pert ovmaece * and col ete-

PROGRMWD INSTRUCTIONi: Instructional materials ahich present subject
matter in a series of moll sequetial units which require
responses V n. the student.

PROMT: A wbrd or other signal that initiates or guides behavior;

QUALITY CONTR1OL: Process of wmasuring and evaluating in order to main-
tain course standards through adJustments in instructional
internals or procedures.

QUALITY CONTROL DATA: Information which reflects the degree of success
achieved by a system or operation.

RANDOM SELECTIONI: Choosing people or objects at random rather than
according to some systematic plan.

RANK OMDER: The assigminent of ranks to students. This could refer to
groups, such as the top 109, or simply listing each stu-
dent from highest to lowest. Rank ordering is appro-
priate when thert is a need to select the fastest, the
most accurate, or the best producer.

RATING ERRORS: Errors of standards, ratio, and logic.

RATING SCALE: A measuremient device in which a student must choose a
response from a range of choices arranged in a continuum
from low to high or good to bad, etc.

REGULATIONS: Rules for appropriate conduct and behavior.

RELIABILITY: The consistency with which a test measures the amount of
student achievement.

RESIDENT SCHOOLS: These schools are designed to meet service-wide

training requirements.

..... .. ..3
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REVISION PLAN: A detailed outline o the procedures to be taken
to modify the structure or content of a course.

REWARD SEQUENCE: Scheduling the more pleasant activity to follow
the less pleasant activity; can be used to provide
a reward for completion.

SAMPLE: A portion or small segment of the students for whom instruc-
tion is designed.

SAWP ING PLAN: 'Procedure for selecting a small but representative
group from a larger population.

3
SCALE: In media selection, some materials must represent actual

objects and accurately represent the dimensions of
those objects. A model may, for example, be full
scale, half scale, or on a 1 to 10 scale with the
actual object.

SELF PACING: Mode of instruction whereby each student works through
the instructional materials at his own rate of speed.

SELF-PACED MANAGEMENT PLAN: Arrangement whereby instruction is
scheduled and conducted for individual students rather
than groups of students.

SELF-TEACHING EXPORTABLE PACKAGES: Sel' .oistructional study units;
generally sent to the student wherever he is stationed.

SEQUENCING: Ordering instruction; proper sequencing allows the
learner to make the transition from one skill or body
of knowledge to another, and assures that supporting
skills and knowledge are acquired before dependent
performances are introduced.

SHAPING: Gradually changing a student's behavior until it is correct.

SIGNAL: Cue that initiates and directs activity.

,• - ro l iii iiii - I mE lle 'il • Jl•. ... ... .. .
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SIULATION: Any change from reality or any imitation of reality.

Three types are commn: simulating part of the system,
simulating the operation of the system, and simulating
the envftonment in which the system will operate.

3IIWLATORS: Machines. or processes designed to provide training mhich
will have high positive transfer to the real world equip-
ment or situation. Simulators are ordinarily cheaper,
safer, or om-e available than the actual situation or
Pquipment.

SLIDE-TAPE: A combi•Ation of visual slides and an audic tape syn-
chronized so that the audio describes the content of

- the slides.

SOFT DATA: Obtained from attitude or opinion surveys. This data is
not as reliable as hard data.

STANDARDS: Occurs in terminal learning objectives or learning
objectives; describes the criterion or standard of per-
formance which must be attained.

ST1WULUS CRITERIA: Those basic qualities or capabilities of a

Imedium that are required to carry out the ir'tent of the
learning activity; for example, visual images, motion,
color, and sound.

STORYBOARD: A collection or series of small pictures which describe
the action and content that will be contained in an audio-
visual or visual-only production. A sequence of these
small pictures comprise a storyboard.

SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT: A person who has professional skill in the
performance of some job and who is consulted by an in-
structional designer in the process of Job task analysis.

SUPPORTIVE RELATIONSHIP: Occurs when skills and knowledges in one
objective have some relationship to those in the other
objective; the learning involved in mastery of one learn-
ing objective transfers to the other, making learning
involved in the mastery of the other easier.
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SYMBOL: Anything that stands for or represents something else. A
plus sign (+) is a symbol for the mathematical operation
of addition.

SYSTEM MASTER PLAN: Control document used to coordinate the develop-
ment and implementation of an instructional program.

SYNCHRONIZING PULSE: An audible or inaudible sound used to coordinate
the audio and video portions uf a slide-tape program so
that audio and video (i.e., slide and narration) are
coordinated.

SYSTEMS APPROACH: A generic term referring to the orderly process of
analysis, design, development, evaluation, revision, and
operation of a collection of interrelated elements.

TALK-THROUL'H TECHNIQUE: Occurs during the simulation of an operational
system; involves talking through each operation in the
new system to determine decisions and contingencies.

TARGET POPULATION: The pool of potential entrants to training for
which instructional materials are designed and tried out.

TASK DELAY TOLERANCE: A measure of how much delay can be tolerated
between the time the need for task performance becomes
evident and the time actual performance must begin.

TASK: Formed in clusters which make up duties. A task is the lowest
level of behavior in a job that describes the performance
of a meaningful function in the job under consideration.

TASK INVENTORY: LisL that itemizes all of the tasks that make up
a selected duty.

TASK LEARNING DIFFICULTY: Refers to time, effort, and assistance re-
quired by a student to achieve performance proficiency.

TASK STANDARD: A statement of how well a task must be performed.
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TASK STATEMENT: A statement of highly specific action which has a

verb and object; for example, sort mail.

TECHNICAL ORDERS: Military regulations which deal with the specific
nature of technical materials and equipment.

TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE: Derived from job performance measures,
TLOs are to be attained duripq training. TLOs are broken
down into their cnmponent parts which are documented as
learning objectives which may be further divided into
learning steps. Each TLO contains actions, conditions,
and' standards.

TESTS: Any device or technique used to measure the performance of a
student on a specific task or subject matter.

TESTING CONSTRA!NTS: Limitations such as time, money, personnel,
facilities, and other resources, which prohibit job
performance measures from being identical to the tasks
they measure.

TRADE-OFFS: In any systematic approach to instruction, it is
necessary to make compromises between what is desirable
and what is possible. Ordinarily, these decisions in-
volve increases or decreases in time, money, facilities,
equipment, or personnel. Training aids and simulators
represent examples of trade-offs.

TRAINER APPRAISAL KIT: A package of instructional materials
designed to provide a course instructor with
practice in the preparation, presentation, and valida-
tion of instruction.

TRAINING: The teaching of job skills. It can take a number of forms
such as self-teaching exportable packages, training
manuals, individual learning packages, FOJT, or group
training.

TRAINING SETTING CRITERIA: In media selection, the options that
training must be either small group, large group, indi-
vidualized a' a fixed location, or individualized inde-
pendent of location.
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TRYOUT: Practice test; the purpose is to make the tryout as realistic
as possible by eliminating as many sources of unreliability
as possible.

UNDERTRAIN: Provide inadequate training that does not prepare a
student to meet regular job performance requirements.

VALIDATION: A process through which a course is revised until it
is effective in realizing its instructional goal.

VALIDATION DOCUMENTATION: A report which describes in detail how
a specific course of instruction was validated and fur
what target population.

VALIDATION PROCESS: Testing instructional materials on a sample of
the target population to insure thar the materials are
effective.

VALfDTTY: The degree to which a test measures what it claims to
measure.

VALUE ENGINEERING: Refers to the process of designing equipment
or instruction to meet but not exceed the required out-
comes. Ordinarily, it refers to the elimination of
features or instructional objectives that have not been
demonstrated to be positively necessary.

VIGILANCE LEVEL: General degree of watchfulness or attentiveness
to what ma. come.

VISUAL FORM: In media selection, refers to whether alphanumeric or
pictorial characteristics are required in a learning
situation.

VISUAL SPECTRUM: The type of color required of instructional
mnaterials. Some must be with full color, others may
be with black and white or shades of grey.

WITHIN-COURSE TESTS: Administered during a course of instruction
to assure that all students are "keeping up" with the
learning objectives.
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WORK ELEMENTS: The element is the smallest component in thestructure of a job. Elements combine to form a task,tasks combine to form a duty, and duties combine to

form a Job.
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Delivery system, III: 213-214, Existing courses (continued)
see also Media and Instructional outputs, I: 218•27f-72
management plan and delivery procedures for, I: 218-227
system rationale for, I: 213, 215
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fixed-sequence, 1: 22-24 rationale for. I1: 198-201

Entry behavior, student, II: 62-77 with reference to delivery system,
definition of, II: 62-53 111: 213-214
entry tests for, II: 70-72 with reference to learner charac-
outputs, II: 76 teristics, I11: 203-205
procedures for determining, II: with reference to learning guide-

64-75 lines, III: 208-213
purpose of establishing, II: with reference to management plan,62-63 111: 214-215
pretesting, 11: 62, 73-75 External evaluation, V: 63-86
remedial or preparatory baseline data collection, V: 70-71

irstruction, II: 69 data collection methods, V: 68-69
revise/test procedure, II: 69 data collection procedures, V: 69-
tests to verify assumptions 77

about, II: 63-69 data consolidation, V: 78-81
Entry test, development of, II: 72 data requirements, V: 66-68

need for, II: 70-72 data sources, V: 65-66
Equipment-oriented jobs, I: 81-83 documentation, V: 84-85
Errors in measuring and testing, job performance evaluation data

1: 201-205; IV: 33 collection, V: 71-73
of halo, I: 203-204; IV: 33 outputs, V: 83-85
of logic, 1: 204-205 personal interview data, V: 74-75
of standard, 1: 202; IV: 33 planning phase, V: 65-69

Evaluation, external, see External procedures, V: 65-83
evaluation purposes of, V: 63-65

Evaluation, internal, see Internal questionnaire use, V: 73-74
evaluation recommendations, V: 81-83

Existing courses, analysis of, I: records of students' performance
213-229 during instruction, V: 76-77
development documentation for, report (EXER), V: 78, 83

1: 220 time considerations, V: 68
evaluating existing job analy- External Evaluation Report (EXER), V:

ses for, 1: 215-216, 221-222 78, 83, 90-91, 93, 95-96, 105, 109-
evaluating existing Job Perform- 110, 112

ance Measures for, I: 216,
225-226

evaluating tasks, I: 223-224 Feedback, I1l: 6, 9-10 .1
evaluating validation documen- Formal On-the-Job Training (FOJT), I:

tation for, 1: 226 231, 237-238, 256-258; III: 139-
Front End Analysis, I: 216-218 141, 260-262
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Delivery system, III: 213-214. Existing courses (continued)
see also Media and Instructional outputs, I: 218977--M
management plan -and delivery procedures for, I: 218-227
system rationale for, I: 213, 215

Detecting: learning sub-category 4, revisions indicated by, I: 227
111: 4345, 78-82 Existing materials, review of, Il:

Duty, I: 11-12 198-220
collection process for, III:

202-203
Electronic technician (production modifications determined by, III:

personnel), II: 229 206-208, 212-213, 216
Element(s), I: 17-22 outputs, 111: 216-217

alternate-path, I: 22-24 procedures for, I1I: 201-216
fixed-sequence. 1: 22-24 rationale for, 111: 198-201

Entry behavior, student, 1I: 62-77 with reference to delivery system.
definition of, 11: 62-63 II: 213-214
entry tests for, II: 70-72 with reference to learner charac-
outputs, I: 76 teristics, III: 203-205
procedures for determining, II: with reference to learning guide-

64-75 lines, 111: 208-213
purpose of establishing, II: with reference to management plan,

62-63 III: 214-215
pretesting, 1I: 62, 73-75 External evaluation, V: 63-86
remedial or preparatory baseline data collection, V: 70-71

instruction, II: 69 data collection methods, V: 68-6S
revise/test procedure, II: 69 data collection procedures, v. 69-
tests to verify assumptions 77

Enryabout, II: 63-69 data consolidation, V: 78-81
Entry test, development of, II: 72 data requirements, V: 66-68

need for, II: 70-72 data sources, V: 65-66
Equipment-oriented jobs, I: 81-83 documentation, V: 84-85
Errors in measuring and testing, job performance evaluation data

1: 201-205; IV: 33 collection, V: 71-73
of halo, I: 203-204; IV: 33 outputs, V: 83-85

* of logic, I: 204-205 personal interview data, V: 74-75
of standard, 1: 202; IV: 33 planning phase, V: 65-69

Evaluation, external, see External procedures, V: 65-83
evaluation purposes of, V: 63-65

Evaluation, internal, see Internal questionnaire use, V: 7.3-74
Sevaluation recommendations, V: 81-83

Existing courses, analysis of, I: racords of students' performance
213-229 during instruction, V: 76-77
development documentation for, report (EXER), V: 78, 83

1: 220 time considerations, V: 68
evaluating existing job analy- External Evaluation Report (EXER), V:

ses for, 1: 215-216, 221-222 78, 83, 90-91, 93, 95-96, 105, 109-
evaluating existing Job Perform- 110, 112

ance Measures for, I: 216,
225-226

evaluating tasks, 1: 223-224 Feedback, Il1: 6, 9-10
evaluating validation documen- Formal On-the-Job Training (FOJT), I:

tation for, I: 226 231, 237-238, 256-258; I11: 139-
Front End Analysis, I: 216-218 141, 260-262
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Instructional management plan, imple- Instructional materials, validation
mentation of, IV: 1-18 of. (continued)

equipment, IV: 15 revisionrieiquirrents, III: 308-
Instructor's manual, reviewed 311, 332-?36

and supplemented, IV: 4-5 standards and constraints for
materials, IV: 15 group trials, III: 313-314
procedures. IV: 4-15 Instructional methods and devices,
space allocation, IV: 14-15 III: 163-172
staff training, IV: 7-12 audio-only systems, 111: 163rtudent selection, IV: 13 audio-ovsual systems. I1I: 163-166
student manuals, reviewed and computer simulation, I11: 166-168

supplemented, IV: 6 print materials, III: 169-171
time allocation, IV: 14 special and non-standard items,
time relationships within ISO II: 171-172

process, IV: 3-4 visual-only systems, III: 168-169
Trainer Appraisal Kit (TAK), Instructional setting(s), selection

IV: 7-12 of, 1: 230-264
Instructional materials, validation assignment of tasks, 1: 233-263 J

of, III: 280-346 clustering tasks, I: 244-245
attitude measures, III: 288. cost analysis for, I: 240-242

294-295 definition of instructional
data analysis plan, II: 295-297, setting, I: 230-231

316 documentation for, 1: 262-263
data collection and recording Formal On-the-Job Training (FOJT),

system, II: 287-293, 314-316 1: 231, 237-238, 256-258
data consolidating and analyzing, group training, 1: 239

III: 304-308, 331 inputs, I: 231-232
group trial, administering, III: Installation Support Schools (ISS),

328 I: 231, 238, 258-259
group trial procedures, III: 316- Job Performance Aids (JPAs), I:

317 231, 233-235, 236, 242, 245-249
individual trials, plan for con- Job Performance Measures in, I:

ducting instruction for, II: 232
297-298 outputs, 1: 262-263

individual trials, steps in con- personnel data factor in, 1: 249-
ducting, III: 298-303 250

learning objective rating, III. procedures, I: 242-263
317-327 Resident Schools (RS), I: 231, 238-

nature and purpose of, 111: 280- 239, 259
285 revision of task assignments, I:

outputs, III: 336-339 260-262
participant selection for group Self-Teaching Exportable Packages

trials, 111: 317, 328 (STEPs), I: 231, 235, 237, 250-
plan for group trials, 11: 312- 255

328 work experience, I: 239-240
plan for individual trials, III: Instructional Systems Development (ISO)

285-298 program, documentation for, I:
platform instruction, IlI: 329- 83-84, 87

331 initiation of, I: 1-5
procedures, Il1: 205-336 purpose of, 1: 2, 214
revision of attitude measures, rationale for sequeice of, I: 5-6

Ill: 316 Instructional television (ITV), III:
194-195
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Instructional management plan. imple- Instructional materials, validation
mentation of, IV: 1-18 of, (contin

equipment, IV: 15 revisionjrequtmeents, 11: 308-
instructor's manual, reviewed 311, 332-336

and supplemented, IV: 4-5 standards and constraints for
materials, IV: 15 group trials. I11: 313-314
procedures, IV: 4-15 Instructional methods and devices,
space allocation, IV: 14-15 1II: 163-172
staff training, IV: 7-12 audio-only systems, I11: 163
student selection, IV: 13 audio-visual systems, 111: 163-166
student manuals, reviewed and computer simulation, III: 166-168

supplemented, IV: 6 print materials, I11: 169-171
time allocation, IV: 14 special and non-standard items,
time relationships within ISO 11: 171-172

process, IV: 3-4 visual-only systems, III: 168-169
Trainer Appraisal Kit (TAK), Instructional setting(s), selection

IV: 7-12 of, I: 230-264
Instructional materials, validation assignment of tasks, I: 233-263

of, III: 280-346 clustering tasks, I: 244-245
attitude measures, ]II: 288, cost analysis for, 1: 240-242

294-295 definition of instructional
data analysis plan, Il1: 295-297, setting, 1: 230-231

316 documentation for, 1: 262-263
data collection and recording Formal On-the-Job Training (FOJT),

system, III: 287-293, 314-316 1: 231, 237-238, 256-258
data consolidating and analyzing, group training, I: 239

III: 304-308, 331 inputs, I: 231-232
group trial, administering, III: Installation Support Schools (ISS),

328 I: 231, 238, 258-259
group trial procedures, III: 316- Job Performance Aids (JPAs), I:

317 231, 233-235, 236, 242, 245-249
individual trials, plan for con- Job Performance Measures in, I:

ducting instruction for, III: 232
297-298 outputs, I: 262-263

individual trials, steps in con- personnel data factor in, 1: 249-
ducting, Il1: 298-303 250

learning objective rating, III: procedures, I: 242-263
317-327 Resident Schools (RS). I: 231, 238-

nature and purpose of, Ill: 280- 239, 259
285 revision of task assignments, I:

outputs, III: 336-339 260-262
participant selection for group Self-Teaching Exportable Packages

trials, II1: 317, 328 (STEPs), I: 231, 235, 237, 250-
plan for group trials, III: 312- 255

328 work experience, I: 239-240
plan for individual trials, III: Instructi-.nal Systems Development (ISO)

285-298 program, documentation for, I:
platform instruction, Ill: 329- 83-84, 87

331 initiation of, I: 1-5
procedures, 111: 285-336 purpose of. 1: 2. 214
revision of attitude measures, rationale for sequence of, I: 5-6

I11: 316 Instructional television (ITV), III:

194-195

Mi
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Job Performance Measures (con- Learning analysis, II: 18-30
t MAW)attitude category, II: 28-30

insectitng instructional information category, 1I: 23-26
settings, 1: 232, 242 mental skills category. II: 19-23

In system revision. V: 110-111 physical skills category, II: 26-
in testing. II: 44 28

Job Performance Measures. con- Learning categories and sub-categories.
struction of, 1: 156-212 II: 16-17. 11: 11-17
checklists for, I: 196-197. 211 Learning events/activities, specifying,
conditions. 1: 177-178 111: 1-105
cues, I: 179 classification of learning
cut-off scores for. 1: 200-201 obJectives. III: 10-17
data collection for, 1: 45, 46 conditions (active vs. passive),
documentatlon for, 1: 191-193, III: 4-5

209 cues or prompts. III: 6-8
brrors in measurement, 1: 201- directions for, III: 24-26

205 feedback, III: 6, 9-10
outputs, I: 209 flowcharts (algorithms), III: 18,
part-task testing, 1: 185-187 20, 71-104
physical fidelity, 1: 161-163, guidelines for eleven sub-

167 categories of learning, III:
predictive validity. 1: 158-161, 17-18, 35-70

167 learning categories with sub-
procedures for, 1: 165-209 categories, III: 11-17
process and product rating, 1: learning guidelines (general), III:

170-171, 195-196 3-6
rationale for, 1: 156-157 outputs. I1: 26
rating scales for, 1: 197-200 procedures, 11I: 3-26
sample list of validated JPIMs, purposes, III: 1-3

I: 210 Learning guidelines, functions of,
sampling plan, 1: 187-191 III: 1-4. 208-213
scoring procedures, 1: 191, general, III: 3-6, 10

194-204 specific, for eleven learning
simulator requirements for, I: sub-categories. III: 17-20,

163, 172-176 35-70
standards, 1: 180-184 sub-category 1: rule-learning and
testing constraints, I: 166- using, 111: 35-37, 71-73

170 sub-category 2: classifying, 1II:
tryout procedure, 1: 207-208 38-40, 74-75
types of tasks measured, 1: sub-category 3: identifying symbols,

164-165 1II: 41-42, 76-77
validation and revision, I: sub-category 4: detecting, III:

205-209 43-45, 78-82
Job Performance Test (JPT), I: 158 sub-category 5: making decisions,
Jury-of-Experts, 1: 39-40, 41, 67 III: 46-48. 83-86

sub-category 6: recalling bodies of
knowledge. III: 49-52. 87-90

Knowledge of results (KOR), III: sub-category 7: performing gross
31, 32, 33, 48, 51 motor skills, I11: 53-55, 91-93

sub-category 8: steering and guid-
ing, 111: 56-57, 94-95

Learning activities, see Learning sub-category 9: positioning move-
events/activities, specifying ment, Il1: 58-62, 96-99
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Learning guidelines (continued) Media (continued)
sub-category 10: voce commnt- decision matrices for selection

cating, III: 63-65, 100-102 of. III 172-184
sub-category 11: attitude evaluation of, see Existing

learning, III: 66-70, 103- materials, re-iew of
104 revision. III: 206-208

Learning objectives (LO), UI: 1, selection (for instructional
4-5. 8-30, see also Objectives, management plan), III: 106-
coammn-factor, II: 90-92 124, 172-184
testing, II: 36, 38, 39, 42-45, Media-managed instruction, 1II: 194

49-50, 64 Media specialist (production persnn-
Learning Objective Analysis Work- nel), I1l: 227

sheet, I: 7; I1: 27, 109, 224- Military Occupational Specialties
225 (MOS), 1: 3, 8

Learning objectives, sequencing and Misclassifications, in testing, II:
structuring, see Sequence and 52-55
structure of learning objectives, Mnemonics, Il1: 31, 36, 41, 50, 59
determining

Learning Resource Centers (LRCs),
III: 141 Non-equipment-oriented Jobs, 1: 79-

Learning steps (LSs), II: 4, 5, 36, 81
38, 57

Objectives, development of, If: l-
Management decisions, see Decisions, 34

management action statement, II: 5-12
Management guidelines, III: 124-137 conditions statement, II: 5-6,
Management plan, see Instructional 9-10, 13-14

management plan and delivery criteria for Terminal Learning
system Objective and Learning Objec-

Mananement plans, student, III: 185- tive statements, II: 8-16
196 inputs, I: 1-2
combination plans, III: 196 Job Performance Measures in, II:
computer-managed instruction, 2

Ill: 191-194 learning analysis for each Term-
contingency-managed instruction, inal Learning Objective, II:

Ill: 187-189 18-30
instructor-managed instruction, learning analysis: attitude

III: 186-187 category, II: 28-30
media-managed instruction, III: learning analysis: information

194 category, II: 23-26
peer-managed instruction, III: learning analysis: mental skills

190-191 category, II: 19-23
student self-managed instruction, learning analysis: physical

1II: 195 skills category, II: 26-28
Marginal students, guidelines for learning categories, II: 16-17

managing, III: 129-130 learning objectives (LOs), II:
Materials, existing--review of, 4-5, 8-30

see Existing materials, review of learning steps (LSs), I: 4-5
Matrices (for media selection), III: outputs, II: 30

113, 115-118, 172-184 procedures, II: 6-30
Media, comparative costs, III: 112 standards statement, II: 5-6,

9-10, 14-16
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Objectives, development of (con- Questionnaire survey (continued)
tin•e closed form, I: 39-29I tii~iial learning objectives for external eviluation data(TLOs) preparation, II: 2-5, collection, V: 73-74

6-16 for job analysi%, 1. 37-39, 44-
46

for rating taskii for training,
Peer-managed instruction, I1I: 190- I: 133-136

191, 215 open form, I: 38-39
Perceptual set(s). 11: 46. 63 preparation of, 1: 68-71, 134-
Performance Evaluation Plan, V: 22- 136

28 samle selection for, I: 71-72,
area of "entry skills," V: 24- 133-134

25
area of "external requirements,"

V: 23-24 Random groupinq, 1I1: 125
area of "tests." V: 25-26 Rank-order testirj6, 11: 52-55
area of "time required to cor- Ratings (Navy), 1: 3, 8

plete instructional units," Rating scales (for Job Performance
V: 27-28 Measure,;), d-escription of, I:

Performing gross motor skills: 197-198
learning sub-category 7, III: graphic, I: 198-200
53-55, 91-93 numerical, I: 197

Photographer (production personnel), Recalling bodies of knowledge:
III: 228 learning sub-category 6. I1:

Physical fidelity, of Job Perform- 49-52, 87-90
ance Measures, I: 161-163, 167 Reinforcement; reinforcer, III:

Platform lectures. III: 248 187-189
Positioning movement and recalling Resident Schools (RS), I: 238-

procedures: learning sub-category 239, 259; I1l: 139-141
9. III: 58-62, 96-99 Response biases, Il1: 46

Post-feedback delay, III: 61 Revision of system, see System
Posttest, V: 109-110 revision
Predictive validity of Job Per- Revision plan format, V: 113

formance Measures, I: 158-161, Rule-learning and using: learning
167 sub-category 1, 11: 35-37, 71-73

Predifferentiation of stimuli, III:
38, 41, 49

Pretest, 11: 73-75
Print specialist (production per- Sampling plan for Job Performance

sonnel), III: 228 Measures, I: 187-191
Process Evaluation Plan, V: 14-22 Self-pacing instructional plan, III:
Process rating, 1: 196 124, 125-126
Product rating, 1: 195 Self-Teaching Exportable Packages
Program Evaluation Review Tech- (STEPs), 1: 231, 235-237. 250-

nique (PERT), V: 10 255; Il1: 140-142, 248-249
Programmed instruction, III: 246- Sequence and structure of learning

247 objectives, determing, I1: 79-96
Progress Evaluaticn Plan, V: 11-14 common-factor learning objectives,

II: 90-92
detennining relationships, II:

Questionnaire survey, administra- 81-82, 83
tion of, I: 72-73, 106-112 grouping, I1: 92-94
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Sequence and strucLure of learning 3 upplmentar instruction, III: 2"-

objectives, determining (contin- 250
--dp System Master Plan (SMP), III: 105,~iiE s, II: 94 10.1814;W -. -1

proue es, 11: 8-94 S107, 138-142; V 1" 9-91
procedures. 11: 81-93 System revision, Vh e 87-120
Purposes of, If: 79-80, 88-89 based on changes in doctrine or
with dependent relationships, content of DOS. V: 94

11: 82-87 based on efficiency of Instruc-
with independent relationships, tion, V; 96-103

wI:t90 based on External Evaluation
with supportive relationships, Report, V: 95-96

In: 87-88 based on Internal Evaluition
Setting, see Instructional set- Report. V: 95

ting, se:ection of description of, V: 87-89
Shaping, 111: i55 57 follow-up activity, V: 115
Simulator requirements in Job for improvement of instructional

Performance Measures, 1: 163, effectiveness, V: 109-112
172-176 for operating instruction, V:

Slide-tape productior, III: 23- 105-106
244 for time reduction. V: 106-109

Soft data, V: 4 guidelines for determining revi-
Source materials, of job analysis sion needs, V: 103-112

data and job information, outputs, V: 115-116
97-98 preparation of revision plan,
of training courses and in- V: 112-114

structional materials, 1: priority ratings for, V: 92
95-97 procedures for, V: 93-115

Staff training, instructionalo purposes of, V: 87-90. 93
IV: 7-12 sources for, V: 90-91

Standards, Job Performance
Measures, I: 180-184
task, 1: 28-33 Task(s), 1: 12
terminal learning objective checklist task inventory, 1:

test, I1: 47-50 152-154
training, II: 47-50 clustering of, 1: 244-245

State-of-the-art. i1i: 120 conditions statement for, 1: 24-
Steering and guiding: learning 26, 89-93

sub-category 8. 111: 56-57, delay tolerance, 1: 123-125, 246
94-95 guidelines for diagracmming, :

Stimulus criteria (media), 111: 24
107-108 inventory, verifying a24 validat-

Storyboards, 111: 234, 239-242, ing, 1: 66-68
245-246 Job Performance Measures for, I:

Student management plans, see 157-211
Management plans, studentand multiple, I: 164-165
Instructional management plan statements, I: 13-17, 61

Student self-managed instruction, unitary, 1: 164
111: 195, 215 validated task list, sample, 1:

Students' Guide, I11: 269 33, 86
Students' manual, IV: 6 Task selection, 1: 113-155
Subject Matter Experts (SMEs), criteria for, I: 118-133, 152-

1: 79, 81-82, 133 154
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Task selection (continued) Trial report (small group), example,
data assessing anddcision- I11: 340-345

making for, 1: 139-148
data collection for, 1: 134-136
data consolidation for, I: 136- Voice communicating: learning sub-

139 category 10, Ill: 63-45, 100-
managlent constraints, 1: 143- 102

144
outputs, I: 117, 148-149
procedures, 1: 117-148 Writer (production personnel), II[:
rationale for. I: 115-117 229
survey sources, I: 133-134

Television produ:er (production
personnel), 111: 229

Television program production, III:
244

Terminal learning objectives (TLOs),
I1: 1-31
action statement of, 11: 5-12conditions statement of, 11: 5-6,9-10, 13-14

guidelines for learner, I11: 4
learning analysis for, IT: 18-30
learning categories, II: 16-17
standards statement of, IV: 5-6,

9-10, 14-16
Test development, I1: 35-61

attitudes testing, II: 45-46
information testing, I1: 42-44
inputs, I1: 7
mental skills testing, I1: 39-42
misclassifications, II: 50-52
outputs, II: 37, 60 -4

physical skills testing, I1: 44-45
procedures, II: 38-60
purposes, II: 35
rank-order testing, IT: 52-55
scoring, II: 55-56
standards, !I: 47-50
types of tests, IV: 35, 38-39

Testing constraints in Job Perform-
ance Measures, I: 166-177

Trainer Appraisal Kit (TAK), IV:7-12
Trainer Development Program (TRADEP),

IV: 9
Training Extension Course (TEC),

Army, 11: 141-142
Training programs, selection of

tasks for. 1: 114-133, 139-148
Training task categories, see

Learning categories
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